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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
LARGE-SCALE TESTING TO STUDY THE EFFECTS OF CRITICAL
PARAMETERS ON THE AERODYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF LONG SPAN BRIDGES
by
Ramtin Kargarmoakhar
Florida International University, 2015
Miami, Florida
Professor Arindam Gan Chowdhury, Co-Major Professor
Professor Peter Irwin, Co-Major Professor
Long-span bridges are flexible and therefore are sensitive to wind induced effects.
One way to improve the stability of long span bridges against flutter is to use crosssections that involve twin side-by-side decks. However, this can amplify responses due to
vortex induced oscillations.
Wind tunnel testing is a well-established practice to evaluate the stability of
bridges against wind loads. In order to study the response of the prototype in laboratory,
dynamic similarity requirements should be satisfied. One of the parameters that is
normally violated in wind tunnel testing is Reynolds number. In this dissertation, the
effects of Reynolds number on the aerodynamics of a double deck bridge were evaluated
by measuring fluctuating forces on a motionless sectional model of a bridge at different
wind speeds representing different Reynolds regimes. Also, the efficacy of vortex
mitigation devices was evaluated at different Reynolds number regimes.
One other parameter that is frequently ignored in wind tunnel studies is the
correct simulation of turbulence characteristics. Due to the difficulties in simulating flow

vi

with large turbulence length scale on a sectional model, wind tunnel tests are often
performed in smooth flow as a conservative approach. The validity of simplifying
assumptions in calculation of buffeting loads, as the direct impact of turbulence, needs to
be verified for twin deck bridges. The effects of turbulence characteristics were
investigated by testing sectional models of a twin deck bridge under two different
turbulent flow conditions.
Not only the flow properties play an important role on the aerodynamic response
of the bridge, but also the geometry of the cross section shape is expected to have
significant effects. In this dissertation, the effects of deck details, such as width of the gap
between the twin decks, and traffic barriers on the aerodynamic characteristics of a twin
deck bridge were investigated, particularly on the vortex shedding forces with the aim of
clarifying how these shape details can alter the wind induced responses.
Finally, a summary of the issues that are involved in designing a dynamic test rig
for high Reynolds number tests is given, using the studied cross section as an example.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1

CHAPTER
RI
IN
NTRODUCT
TION
1.1

E
on Brridges
Wind Effects
In thee field of structural
s
en
ngineering, w
wind engineeering methhods are useed to

ev
valuate the interactions between th
he atmospheeric boundarry layer winnd and manm
made
sttructures so that
t wind-in
nduced loadss can be accuurately deterrmined, aerodynamic staability
asssured and serviceability issues du
ue to wind--induced vibbrations avooided. The main
ob
bjective of wind
w
engineeering is to evaluate
e
the structural reesponse due to wind-indduced
lo
oads and co
ome up with
h strategies to avoid unnintended reesponses. Thhe field of wind
en
ngineering covers
c
a wid
de range off topics incluuding meteoorology, fluuid dynamicss and
sttructural dyn
namics. The wind-structu
ure interactioon can be im
mportant for a wide varieety of
sttructures, inccluding high
h rise buildin
ngs, towers, bridges andd etc. Wind iis generated from
th
he movemen
nt of the atm
mospheric airr. Aerodynam
mic and aerooelastic effeects constitutte the
tw
wo major wind-structuree interaction
n mechanism
ms. The aeroodynamic efffect refers tto the
flluctuating naature of the wind
w
and its interaction with the struucture, wherreas aeroelassticity
efffect refers to
t the condittion wherein
n aerodynam
mic forces annd structurall motions intteract
siignificantly. Aerodynam
mic forces can be dividded to two ccomponents:: the mean vvalue
which
w
can be considered as the static part of the w
wind force aand the fluctuuating part w
which
iss usually refferred to as buffeting fo
orces (Davennport, 1961). The samee division caan be
ap
pplied to th
he structuraal response as it can be dividedd to mean and fluctuuating
co
omponents.
Since the collapsee of Tacoma Narrows B
Bridge in 19940, the impportance of wind
efffects on lon
ng-span brid
dge design has been ackn
knowledged aand this hass led to numerous
2

researches in this field. During the last decades, many long span bridges have been
constructed worldwide. Besides their attractive appearance which makes them to be
considered as landmarks, difficulties associated with construction of short span bridges
for certain locations have led to a rapid increase in the number of long span bridges. With
the same pace, the material science and computer modeling skills have developed such
that they have facilitated the design and building of longer span bridges. Longer span
structures are more flexible and therefore are more sensitive to wind loads. The more
flexible nature of longer span bridges highlights the importance of wind analysis prior to
the adoption of the cross-section shape.
The bridge response under wind-induced loads can be grouped into wind loading
and stability problems. Among the stability problems, vortex-induced vibration (VIV),
across-wind galloping, and flutter are all dynamic instability phenomena and torsional
divergence is basically a static instability phenomenon occurring due to a process
analogous to column buckling (Simiu and Scanlan, 1996). Galloping and flutter both are
driven by self-excited aerodynamic forces. In flutter the aerodynamic forces become
large enough to modify the oscillating frequencies of the structure and cancel the
mechanical damping effects. This can lead to structural failure. For galloping, flutter and
torsional divergence a threshold wind speed exists above which these instabilities occur.
However, VIV typically occurs over a narrow band of wind speeds that can be well
below the design wind speed.
Vortex shedding occurs during steady uniform flow when alternating vortices are
periodically shed into the wake of a structure. The alternating pattern of vortices is
commonly referred to as von Kármán vortex street. The alternating shedding of vortices
3

produces periodic forces that result in oscillations in a plane normal to the direction of
wind flow. Significant oscillation can occur when the frequency of vortex shedding is
close to the natural frequency of a flexible structure. These lateral vibrations have a
strong organizing effect on the vortex shedding pattern which can increase the strength of
the vortices and couple the vortex shedding frequency to the natural frequency of the
structure. This phenomenon is known as lock-in and the vibration that occurs due to
vortex shedding is called VIV (vortex induced vibration). The amplitude of the vibrations
resulting from lock-in is limited by the balance between the energy input into the motion
by the vortices and the dissipation of that energy by structural damping. Eventually large
oscillations of the structure interfere with the uniform shedding of vortices and therefore
the maximum amplitude of vortex induced vibrations may be self-limiting (Blevins,
2001).
Buffeting is a response problem that is defined as the unsteady loading on a
structure due to velocity fluctuations in the oncoming flow which causes motions in the
structure’s various modes of vibration. The buffeting response grows as the wind speed
increases and at high velocities the buffeting action contributes significantly to overall
wind loading. The estimation of bridge response to the turbulent oncoming flow is
typically undertaken only after the aerodynamic stability of the deck cross-section has
been assured. However, prediction of the bridge response under buffeting loads is crucial
for the design of bridge components.
Figure 1 shows a schematic view of major wind-induced dynamic responses that a
long-span bridge deck may experience in a turbulent boundary layer flow.
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Figuree 1: Major wind-induced
w
d responses tthat a bridgee deck may eexperience
Amon
ng the dynam
mic wind-ind
duced responnses mentionned above, fflutter can leead to
caatastrophic collapse duee to a very
y rapid increease in ampplitude of oscillation onnce a
crritical wind speed is ex
xceeded, as shown in F
Fig. 1. Whenn the wind speed exceeeds a
particular criitical speed,, the bridgee deck respoonds exponnentially duee to the mootionin
nduced instaability. Theo
odorsen (193
35) was one of the pioneeers to proppose an analyytical
ex
xpression in
n the frequeency domain for motioon-induced forces on tthin airfoil cross
seections in aeeronautical industry.
i
Scanlan and T
Tomko (1971) modifiedd this formullation
fo
or bridge ap
pplications by introducin
ng aerodynam
mic parametters called fflutter derivaatives
which
w
can bee obtained ex
xperimentallly on a scaleed model off the bridge. Extraction oof the
fllutter derivaatives from the experim
ments can bbe performeed by systeem identificcation
methods
m
that can be foun
nd in literaturre. System iddentificationn methods caan be categoorized
in
nto differentt groups: leeast squares (LS) (Hsiaa, 1976), Iteerative Leasst Squares (ILS)
(C
Chowdhury and Sarkar, 2003), unify
fying least sqquares (ULS
S) (Gu et al,, 2000; Zhu et al,
2002), instrum
mental variaable (IV) (Im
mai et al, 19989), maximuum likelihoood (ML) (Im
mai et

5

all, 1989), exttended Kalm
man filtering
g (EKF) (Iw
wamoto and Fujino, 1995), and moddified
Ib
brahim time domain (Sarrkar et al, 19
992) (MITD)).
w to impro
ove the stabiility of modeern long spaan bridges aggainst flutterr is to
One way
use twin sidee-by-side deecks in the design.
d
Satoo et al (20022) showed tthat comparred to
siingle girder bridge deckss, slotted box girder briddges are morre economiccally efficiennt and
aeerodynamicaally stable. It
I was also proven
p
by G
Ge and Xianng (2008) thaat twin-sepaarated
box girders have
h
higher critical
c
flutteer speed thaan single boxx girders. Seeveral superr-long
sp
pan bridgess have adop
pted this seection confiiguration inn the recentt years, e.gg. the
Xihoumen
X
su
uspension brridge in Ch
hina, the Stoonecutters ccable-stayed bridge in H
Hong
Kong,
K
the Gw
wangyang su
uspension brridge in Koreea, the propoosed Messinna Strait briddge in
Ittaly and the East Bay bridge in the United
U
Statees. However,, recent literature has showed
th
hat introduccing a centter gap to the bridge deck section shape ccan increasee the
su
usceptibility
y of the brid
dge to vorteex induced vvibration (K
Kwok et al, 2012). Allso, a
nu
umber of completed brridges have exhibited vvortex-inducced vibrations under naatural
winds,
w
e.g. the Volgograd bridge in
n Russia. T
There are seeveral cases in the literrature
sh
howing VIV
V in prototyp
pe bridges (F
Frandsen, 20001; Fujino aand Yoshidaa, 2002; Larssen et
all, 2000).
1.2

E
on Bridges
Wind Experiments
Althou
ugh analyticcal approach
hes for inveestigating w
wind effects on bridges have

developed sig
gnificantly during
d
the yeears (Fransoss and Brunoo, 2010; Karggarmoakhar et al,
3), experimeentally obtaiined inform
mation still remains a crritical
2015; Laima et al, 2013
co
omponent of
o establishiing the aero
odynamic l oading and stability. T
This inform
mation
in
ncludes the aeroelastic and aerodyn
namic param
meters that can be obtaained from wind
6

tunnel testing on a scaled model of the prototype. The application of Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) in estimation of forces on oscillating bridge decks is limited because of
the difficulty in conducting accurate simulation of complicated turbulent flows in high
Reynolds number flow.

Therefore, wind tunnel testing plays an important role in

evaluating the aerodynamic phenomena that the bridge section experiences under wind
loading. The primary purpose of wind tunnel tests is to evaluate the flow field and wind
generated loads to predict the structural response and avoid structural instability under
these loads.
For civil engineering applications, wind tunnel testing is normally performed in a
boundary layer flow that can generate the vertical distribution of velocity at the test
section similar to the profile of the wind encountered by prototypes. The full-scale
distribution of the wind speed along the height can be estimated from the logarithmic or
power law which can be simulated in a wind generating facility, comprising fans, by
putting roughness elements and spires upstream of the test models. In reality, civil
engineering structures experience fluctuating wind flow in time, resembling a turbulent
wind flow. Putting the roughness elements and spires in front of the fans creates
fluctuations in flow that can replicate the turbulent flow required for studying the wind
effects on civil structures. However, due to the scaling rules, when using sectional models
at large enough scale to obtain good geometric accuracy and avoid adverse Reynolds
number effects, there is typically a significant mismatch in the ratio of the turbulence
integral length scale to bridge width between the model and the prototype. One
conservative practice is to evaluate the wind effects on the bridge model under smooth
flow. This assumption can yield to larger responses compared to the real structural
7

responses of the prototype under natural wind (Wardlaw et al, 1983), but still can be used
to ensure the stability of the structure. In order to investigate the bridge response in a
turbulent flow using a wind simulating facility that cannot reproduce the turbulence
length scale requirements, Partial Turbulence Simulation (PTS) was introduced by Irwin
(1998).
The aerodynamic behavior of the bridge can be studied using a motionless
sectional model of the prototype under simulated wind conditions in a wind tunnel.
However, in order to study the aeroelastic response of the bridge, some of the dynamic
properties of the prototype should also be simulated, in addition to satisfaction of
geometry similarity. There are three major types of wind tunnel tests that are commonly
used in a wind tunnel to explore the aeroelastic behavior of models subjected to wind
induced vibration:
•

Test on models of the full structure.

•

Test on taut-strip models.

•

Test on section models.
The type of the testing can be decided based on the size of the test section and the

objective of the experiments. Full model testing is the closest option to what happens in
reality to the bridge section and can give all the required information about the different
aerodynamic and aeroelastic responses. Tests on models of the full structure require that
all the prototype details including the geometry and dynamic properties to be scaled and
modeled in the experiments. Dynamic similarity can be satisfied by choosing appropriate
material properties. Preparing the detailed model with all the scaled properties usually
takes a long time and a high cost. Also, due to the relatively small size of the wind
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tunnels, the scaling factor should be chosen large so that the full scaled model of the
bridge fits inside the testing section. Therefore, simulating the deck details becomes
harder as the size of the model is very small and also the Reynolds similitude is violated
by a larger margin as the model scale becomes very small.
A simpler approach in predicting the bridge response is to perform wind tunnel
testing on taut-strip models of the structure. This method is relatively simpler and less
expensive compared to the full scaled model testing while it offers most of the
advantages of the full aeroelastic model testing. It enables the evaluation of the threedimensional character of the motion of the main span while some other details such as
cables and side spans are not modeled. Coupling effects between the vertical and
torsional modes can also be modelled for the first fundamental symmetric modes. Using
this method, the Froude number similitude can be violated so that it can be used to both
study vortex induced vibration at low wind speeds and aerodynamic instabilities at high
wind speeds by choosing proper length and time scales independently. In this method, the
geometry and mass of the prototype are scaled and modeled using cladding segments
which are fixed to tensioned wires or tubes. The tensioned wires provide the required
stiffness for the model in the three different degrees of freedom with sinusoidal mode
shapes. This method provides information on the responses of the bridge deck in the
individual modes of vibration. The data from the wind tunnel tests can then be used in
further analyses to predict the complete bridge behavior. Taut-strip model was first
introduced by (Davenport et al, 1971) and the details of this approach and the findings of
the tests can be found in (Davenport et al, 1971). Taut-strip models can be used for
studying the buffeting response of structures under natural winds (Macdonald et al, 2002)
9

as well as extracting the aerodynamic characteristics of bridge deck (Davenport et al,
1971; Ma and Chen, 2007). Building a taut-strip model is much simpler than building a
full aeroelastic model; however, it is more difficult compared to building a sectional
model (Ma and Chen, 2007).
The simplest and most widely used wind experiment on bridges is sectional model
testing. While section model testing had been used since the 1940’s to evaluate bridge
deck stability, the first use of section models specifically to identify flutter derivatives
was by Scanlan and Tomko (1971). The basic idea behind this method was an adaptation
of Theodoresen’s theory (Theodorsen, 1935). In a section model test, a geometrically
scaled model of the structure is tested in a wind flow simulating the scaled atmospheric
flow conditions. A section model is a two dimensional (2-D) section of the body that is
built to a scale to replicate a representative span-wise section of the prototype. The
sectional model should be rigid so that the model mode shape remains uniform over its
entire length. Sectional model testing can be used both to study the aerodynamic and
aeroelastic response of the structure by preventing and allowing the model vibration
accordingly. In order to accommodate the model motion for studying the aeroelastic
effects, the model is often supported by springs at the ends allowing motions of the rigid
model along vertical, torsional and lateral directions. Section model testing is usually
performed in the initial stages of the design to detect signs of vortex induced vibration
and wind induced instabilities. This method can also be used to determine a wide range of
aerodynamic properties ranging from static force coefficients to aerodynamic derivatives.
Section modeling often provides fundamental aerodynamic data that is used as a basis for
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comprehensive analytical studies. Scanlan et al (1997) give a summary of comparison
between taut-strip model and section model testing.
In order to obtain the actual prototype response under natural winds from
experiments, it is required that geometric, kinematic and dynamic similarities to be
satisfied between the model and the prototype based on the similitude theory. This means
that the shape of the model and topographical features, velocity field, flow pattern and
forces generated on the model should be as close to reality as possible, considering the
scaling factors (Liu, 1991). Therefore, experimental practice should address this
similitude either by matching all the relative parameters completely or by acknowledging
the level of uncertainty in conclusions as a result of imperfect simulations. In most cases
it is almost impossible to satisfy all the similitude requirements because of the limitations
in the test setup and modeling capabilities. Therefore, it is of importance to understand
how this violation of similitude can affect the test results.
1.2.1

effects on wind tunnel testing
One problem is that the normal range of Reynolds number that can be simulated

in the majority of wind tunnels is two to three orders of magnitude smaller than the
range for the prototype. Therefore, the similarity condition with respect to

cannot be

satisfied in ordinary cases. It has been shown that the topology of the flow around some
bridge decks changes with Re (Schewe, 2001; Schewe and Larsen, 1998).
Traditionally it is believed that separation points are fixed for wind flow around a
bridge, considering the fact that bridges can be considered to be bluff structures. Based
on this assumption wind tunnel tests have been performed for smaller

compared to the

real bridge condition. However, recently several studies have demonstrated that
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aerodynamic characteristics and wind response of bridges and generally bluff sections
can be influenced by

(Hui and Larsen, 2002; K. Matsuda, 2001; Larose and

D’Auteuil, 2006; Larsen et al, 2008; Schewe, 2001; Schewe and Larsen, 1998).
Schewe and Larsen (1998) studied the flow around a bluff bridge deck in a
pressurized wind tunnel capable of reproducing typical model scale (
prototype conditions (

≈10 ). They observed pronounced

≈10 ) and

effects in the Strouhal

number, and drag coefficients. K. Matsuda (2001) investigated the

effects on the

steady and unsteady aerodynamic forces on a twin-box streamlined bridge deck in a
smooth flow. They concluded that conventional wind tunnel test results in the low
region were conservative for wind resistant-design of bridge decks. Schewe (2001)
studied the variation of

(10 <

<10 ) effects on the aerodynamic properties of a

circular cylinder (considered to be a classical bluff body), a sharp-edged, trapezoidalshaped bridge element (considered to be a less bluff body), and a thick airfoil at a high
attack angle (acting in between the bluff and stream lined cross section). In all cases, it
was concluded that altering the

value during the tests has led to significant changes in

the force coefficients and Strouhal number ( ). This behavior was attributed to the flow
structure around the body, the laminar to turbulent transition of the boundary layer/shear
layer and its location.
Hui and Larsen (2002) tested the Stonecutters bridge with different scales and
concluded that among the force coefficients only the drag coefficient was
Also, vortex induced vibrations showed correlation with

dependent.

value. Larose and D’Auteuil

(2006) investigated the effects of edge sharpness, turbulence and width-to-depth ratio on
sensitivity for rectangular prisms to parameterize the link between the geometry of a
12

bluff body with the sensitivity of its aerodynamics to

. Larsen et al (2008) studied the

efficiency of guide vanes used in Stonecutters Bridge for mitigating the vortex excitations
for different

. Their results showed that while testing with low

demonstrate the efficiency of the guide vanes, increasing

was unable to

showed that adding the

vanes can suppress the vortex induced vibrations completely. The last two studies show
that not only the flow characteristics can change the bridge aerodynamic behavior, but
also the section shape and detailing can mitigate or worsen the aerodynamic instability.
1.2.2

Turbulence effects on aerodynamic response of bridge model
Researchers have used smooth flow with limited turbulence for their studies

assuming that this condition is the worst scenario for aerodynamic instabilities. In reality,
long-span bridges can experience turbulence intensities as great as 20% and integral
scales as large as ten times their deck width. This shows the significance of studying the
approaching wind turbulence effect. However, due to the limitations associated with the
majority of wind tunnels, turbulence characteristics, namely turbulence intensity and
turbulence integral length scale, cannot be simulated thoroughly in the experiments. The
high cost of simulating every turbulent parameter motivates one to understand the effects
of imperfect simulation. Regarding turbulence effects, there are some cases in the
literature that show contradictions between different researches (Haan Jr. et al, 1998).
Turbulence parameters include turbulence intensity, turbulence integral scale and
turbulence spectra. Several researchers have studied the effects of different wind
turbulence characters on long span bridge behavior. One of the first to do so was
(Wardlaw et al, 1983) who studied and compared the bridge behavior for different
systems with a variety of testing techniques. In general, they concluded that for certain
13

types of bridge systems, increasing the turbulence intensity reduced the amplitudes due to
vortex excitation. However, their observations were not all consistent and they were not
able to explain the reason for all of their observed results. Haan Jr. et al (1998) studied
pressure fields around rectangular prisms under turbulent flows of varying scales.
According to their results, altering the integral scales of the incident flow changed the
mean, rms, and negative peak pressure distributions around the section.
In an analogous study, (Haan and Kareem, 2009) studied the turbulence effect on
aeroelastic quantities for an oscillating rectangular prism with a forced-vibration system.
To this end, they measured chord-wise distributions of self-excited pressure amplitudes
and derived associated phases. They integrated these distributions over the section width
and calculated conventional flutter derivatives from numerical integration. According to
their results, turbulence was found to have a stabilizing effect on the aerodynamics of the
prism. While there are some researches in literature investigating the effect of turbulence
on the flutter and buffeting responses of bridge decks (Haan and Kareem, 2009; Larose,
2002; Lin et al, 2003), only limited studies have considered the turbulence effect on VIV
(Macdonald et al, 2002; Wardlaw et al, 1983).
According to the author’s knowledge, no experimental study has been carried out
to consider the simultaneous effect of

simulation and sensitivity to the turbulence

parameters.
1.2.3

Effects of geometry and shape details on aerodynamic response of bridges
In order to ensure the aerodynamic stability of bridges, several cross sectional

configurations have been proposed in the literature. It has been shown that even a minor
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change in the cross sectional shape can change the aerodynamic response of bridges
significantly (Fransos and Bruno, 2010; Jones et al, 1995).
Several researchers have tried to evaluate the effect of the cross sectional shape
on the bridge response to the wind loads (Kwok et al, 2012) while some others tried to
avoid aerodynamic problems by proposing an inherently superior cross section(Larsen
and Wall, 2012). Kwok et al (2012) studied the effects of gap width on the aerodynamic
characteristics for a twin-deck bridge in a nominally smooth flow. The results
demonstrated that the bridge was susceptible to vortex shedding when a gap spacing was
introduced between the two girders, and changing the gap-width significantly altered the
excitation mechanism. Larsen and Wall (2012) demonstrated that by choosing a proper
angle between the horizontal bottom plate and the inclined side panes for trapezoidal
bridge sections, vortex shedding can almost be avoided.
Lin et al (2003) investigated the effect of deck geometry and oncoming turbulence
on the flutter and buffeting behavior of cable supported bridges using wind tunnel testing.
Their results showed that increasing the width to depth ratio and increasing the free
stream turbulence enhanced the bridge’s aerodynamic stability. Fransos and Bruno
(2010) studied the combined effects of the integral length scale and the lower corner
radius of curvature on the flow field around a trapezoidal bridge deck cross-section
numerically. They concluded that by making small changes in the parameter values, force
coefficients and Strouhal number changed dramatically due to significant modifications
in the topological structure of the flow. They suggested that the different
proposed by Schewe (2001) can happen even for a fixed

regimes

condition, if flow and/or

section properties get modified so that the flow pattern changes around the section.
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Figure 2: Effective forces/moment and wind flow direction for a bridge deck in motion
In the following, the derivation of the aerodynamic forces in the across wind
direction, based on the quasi-steady theory, is explained. Then the calculated forces are
combined with the equations of motion to predict the bridge response under a turbulent
approaching flow. Based on the results from the across wind direction, the formulations
are extended to other degrees of freedom to capture the bridge response in along wind
and torsional directions.
Considering the mean wind speed to be equal to and the fluctuating components
to be equal to

and

in the along and perpendicular to mean wind speed directions, the

relative wind speed ( ) that an oscillating bridge will perceive can be calculated from:
=

( +

− ) +( − )

(2)

Assuming that bridge deck displacements and fluctuating wind speeds are small,
all the terms including these parameters to the power of two and their multiplication to
each other can be neglected. Therefore, relative wind speed ( ) can be obtained from the
simplified equation below.
=

+2

−2
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(3)

For the oscillating bridge, the relative wind angle of attack ( ) can be calculated
from:
=

+

− −
+ −

(4)

The dotted parameters show the derivative of each quantity with respect to time.
represents the eccentricity between the point of application of the generated aerodynamic
force and idealized center of geometry. Irwin (1977) introduced

for bridge decks to

express quasi-statically the contribution of the torsional aerodynamic damping in the
equation of motion. It was shown that this parameter was not constant for different force
components and different shapes (Chen and Kareem, 2002; Neuhaus and Höffer, 2011).
Assuming that force coefficients are linear functions of angle of attack, the force
coefficient at each angle of attack ( ( )) can be calculated from the force coefficient at
zero wind angle of attack ( (0)) and the rate of variation of force coefficient with angle
of attack (

⁄

) from the following equation:
( )=

(0) +

×(

⁄

)

(5)

Considering the motion of the bridge deck and the resulting relative wind speed,
the lift force per unit length can be obtained from the following equation:
=1 2

×

(6)

( )

From Eqs. 3 to 6, the lift force per unit length can be calculated from the
simplified equation below:
=

2

(0)
+

+ 2 (0)

+

−

−
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− 2 (0)

(7)

The generated forces can be categorized into mean wind loads, the buffeting wind
loads, the motion induced loads (corresponding to aerodynamic damping) and coupling
loads (factor of displacements in the other directions), as follows:
Table 1: Wind induced loads in the vertical direction
1
Mean wind loads
(0)
2
Buffeting wind loads

2 2

Motion induced loads
(Damping)

−1 2

+

2 −2 (0) +

Coupling loads

−

A similar approach can be applied to the along wind and torsional directions.
Combining the equations of motion with wind induced loads and transferring all the wind
induced loads but buffeting loads to left hand side of the equations, the bridge deck
response under a gusty wind can be estimated from:
+(

) +

+

+
−1 2
+

+1 2

where, ,

+ 12
[2
+
+1 2
−1
+(

1

and

2

=

−1 2

=

(8)

]

2
−1 2
[2

+

+

=

[2
) +

+

]

+

(9)

]
+

(10)

are the bridge responses in the horizontal, vertical and torsional

directions, single and double dotted parameters are the first and second derivatives of the
bridge responses with respect to the time,

,

and
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are the effective inertias of the

deck for horizontal, vertical and torsional motions,

,

viscous damping constants in the three directions, and

and
,

are the effective

and

are the effective

stiffnesses in the three directions.
From Eqs. (8) to (10) and Table 1, It can be seen that the steady force coefficients
play an important role on the aerodynamic damping, aerodynamic stiffness and buffeting
loads (Larose, 2002). Keeping in mind that the aerodynamic stiffness is often negligible
compared to the structural stiffness and the fact that coupling terms are often small, the
aerodynamic damping remains as the most important wind induced effect (Larose, 2002).
For bridges at low wind angles of attack,

is generally a positive value that can lead to

a positive aerodynamic damping in the horizontal direction (see eq. (8)). However, based
on the eq. (9), the vertical aerodynamic damping involves the factor

and can reduce

the total vertical damping when this factor is negative. As a result, there is a potential for
galloping at a certain wind speed when a section experiences negative

. Eqs. (8) to

(10) also show that the fluctuating loads due to the turbulence in the approaching wind
are also dependent on the steady force coefficients and their derivatives with respect to
the angle of attack.
The quasi steady assumption does not consider the effect of the out of phase
components of aerodynamic forces that can also contribute to the aerodynamic damping
and stiffness of the bridge. The out of phase components result from the structural motion
and can be obtained from testing a sectional model in a dynamic test rig with at least two
degrees of freedom in the heaving and torsional directions.
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Based on the quasi steady theory, the buffeting loads on a bridge deck can be
calculated from the spectral approach which is widely used in the bridge aerodynamics
field. The superiority of this method to time domain approaches is that with using this
method, memory effects and self-excited forces can be explained reliably in the
frequency domain. Memory effect is a term used to show that the bridge excitation at
each time step ( ) depends on the interaction of the flow and the cross section at a time
instant prior to that time step ( − ). The memory effect is described in the frequency
domain using an aerodynamic admittance function. Self-exited loads in vertical and
torsional degrees of freedom (DOFs) can be computed from the following equations in
frequency domain (Scanlan, 1978):
∗

=

∗

=
where,
∗

and

∗

( ) +
( ) +

∗

( )

∗

+

( )

+
/ ),

is the reduced frequency (2

∗

( ) +
∗

( ) +

∗

(11)
∗

(12)

is the frequency of motion (Hz),

( = 1 to 4) are flutter derivatives. These equations, unlike the quasi steady

formulations, consider the effect of the out of phase components of aerodynamic forces.
From the quasi steady assumption, wind-induced loads at each moment can be
appreciated as loads generated by a steady wind having the same relative wind speed and
direction as the momentary wind. The buffeting loads can be calculated from the
following equations, as previously shown in Table 1:
,

=1 2
=1 2

(2

+

(2

+
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)
)

(13)
(14)

where

,

, and

are the buffeting loads in the vertical and torsional directions

per unit length of the span. In the spectral approach, it is assumed that buffeting loading
is a stationary random process. As a result, eq. (13) can be transformed into eq. (14) in
the frequency domain:
( )= 1 2

4

( )| ( )| + (

)

(15)

( )| ( )|

Where | ( )| is the aerodynamic admittance function, and

,

and

are the

power spectral densities of the lift per unit length, the wind fluctuations in the along-wind
direction and wind fluctuations in the vertical direction, respectively. The application of
the aerodynamic admittance function was suggested by Davenport (1962) to resolve
some of the quasi-steady assumption limitations by including the effect lack of spatial
correlation in the higher frequency turbulence fluctuations. Larose et al (1998) showed
the difference between the aerodynamic admittance function obtained for a single box
girder bridge from direct measurement and a thin airfoil from empirical equations using
Sears function. It was shown that the admittance function calculated from the Sears
function was larger than the measured admittance, particularly at lower frequencies. The
aerodynamic admittance function for the vertical direction can be calculated from the
direct measurement using the following equation:
| ( )| =

(16)

( )
( ) (

)

( )

Eq. (15) gives the spectrum of the lift per unit length of the deck. In order to
consider the span-wise distribution of the unsteady wind forces acting on the deck, the
joint acceptance function is defined to transform point-like load to load on the entire
span:
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( )=
wheree
| ( )|

( )| ( )|
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There are some studies in the literature considering the effect of bridge deck
shape and detailing on the vortex induced vibration of long span bridges (Larsen et al,
2008). However, few of them considered these effects in a properly simulated wind flow
with high Re and flow turbulence parameters. One factor which appears to have
significant effect on the aerodynamic/aeroelastic response of twin deck bridges is the gap
width. Also, the literature lacks conclusive statements about the effect of deck features
such as traffic barriers on the bridge response. The second objective of this research is to
study the effects of aforementioned properties on the aerodynamic response of twin deck
bridges.
The last objective of this dissertation is to provide detailed requirements for
developing a large scale testing facility to perform dynamic sectional model tests at
higher

compared to conventional wind tunnel testing. The design approach for an

experimental setup which is capable of performing free vibration sectional model testing
in the Wall of Wind (WOW) open jet facility at Florida International University (FIU) is
thus provided.
In order to depict the effect of the aforementioned parameters (

, turbulence

characteristics and shape details) on the aerodynamic response of a bridge deck, several
parameters were investigated. The first parameter to study was the pressure distribution
around the girders. It is well documented that the pressure distribution can give an insight
on the flow separation and reattachment zones and therefore can be used to predict the
source of excitation mechanisms (Kwok et al, 2012; Li and Melbourne, 1995). The
second type of parameter to study included the static force/moment coefficients and their
derivatives with respect to angle of attack. As described earlier, these parameters can
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Static tests were performed on a 1:36 scale sectional model of a twin girder bridge,
instrumented with pressure taps and load cells, at high wind speeds with

ranging from

1.3 × 10 to 6.1 × 10 based on the section horizontal width. The results presented are
based on the measured data from the described model at the Wall of Wind open jet wind
tunnel facility at Florida International University. Results are presented in the form of
pressure distributions, force/moment coefficients and Strouhal numbers for the different
tested

regimes. Also, the effect of

on the load distribution between the two girders

is discussed. Finally, the efficiency of vortex mitigation devices is compared for the
different tested

regimes to evaluate the

sensitivity of such devices.

The second paper, going to be submitted to the “Journal of Wind Engineering and
Industrial Aerodynamics, discusses the sensitivity of the aerodynamic behavior of a twin
deck bridge cross-section to the incoming flow turbulence characteristics. Chord-wise
pressure measurements were carried out on the motionless 1/36 and 1/72 scaled sectional
models of the bridge under two flow conditions using the WOW facility at FIU. The
results are given in terms of pressure distribution, force coefficients, lift spectra (to study
vortex shedding), and aerodynamic admittance and span-wise correlation of windinduced loads (to study buffeting wind loadings). The results given in this section can
help designers with information on the potential effects of turbulence characteristics on
instability, vortex shedding and buffeting loads.
The third paper, going to be submitted to the “Journal of Wind and Structures”,
investigates the effect of deck details, such as gap width, traffic barriers and bike path on
the aerodynamic characteristics of a twin deck bridge, particularly on the vortex
shedding. In order to evaluate the effect of gap width, models with three different gap
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widths were tested in a static condition. The effect of deck furniture was also studied by
including the traffic barriers, bike path and appendages in the simulation for the smallest
gap width. In all the tests, the models were equipped with pressure taps that were
distributed along the chord length. The wind induced loads were also measured directly
by load cells. The outcomes of this paper benefit the design in several ways. First of all, it
clarifies the vortex shedding mechanism for the different gap widths so that the optimum
gap width can be adopted to reduce the adverse effects of vortex shedding. Also, from
quasi steady assumption, the effect of gap width on some of the aerodynamic features
such as galloping can be evaluated. The results regarding modeling the traffic barriers
and bike path can also shed light on the importance of modeling such devices in the wind
experiments and to evaluate how this modeling can interfere with the aerodynamic
response of the model.
The last chapter is a general guideline and gives general information on the
system designed and built for the sake of this study so that it can be used later on in
WOW to study other types of structures and for different applications. The designed test
rig can be used to study a wide range of aerodynamic effects including vortex induced
vibration, flutter and buffeting on 2-D models of prismatic structures such as bridges,
light poles and etc. The novelty of this test setup is that it can be used to study large
models in high wind speeds so that the testing Reynolds number is closer to the prototype
range than in most other facilities. Testing at a larger scale is also beneficial to modeling
more detailing so that the geometry is closer to the prototype. This system enables
simultaneous vertical and torsional motions of the vibrating model and therefore it can be
used to evaluate aeroelastic effects on numerous structures. Vibration frequencies of the
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sy
ystem can be
b tuned with
h changing the number of springs aand the spring stiffness. It is
allso possible to use this test rig for performing
p
static test onn the modell by changinng the
seetup slightly
y. In that caase, only thee interactionn of the winnd and sectiion is considdered
without
w
taking into accou
unt the self-eexcited forcees generated due to structural motionn.
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CHAPTER
R II
REYNOLDS NUMBER
R EFFECTS ON TWIN BOX GIRD
DER LONG S
SPAN BRID
DGE
ERODYNAM
MICS
AE
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2.1

Abstracct
This paper
p
investiigates the efffects of Reyynolds numbber (

) on the aerodynnamic

ch
haracteristics of a twin-d
deck bridge. A 1:36 scalle sectional m
model of a tw
win girder bbridge
was
w tested using
u
the Wall
W of Wind
d (WOW) oopen jet winnd tunnel faacility at Fllorida
In
nternational University (FIU). Static tests weree performed on the moddel, instrumented
with
w pressuree taps and load cells, at high
h
wind sppeeds with
6.1 × 10

ranging fr
from 1.3 × 1
10 to

baased on thee section width.
w
Resullts show thhat the secttion was allmost

nsensitive to
o
in

when
n pitched to
o negative aangles of aattack. How
wever, meann and

flluctuating prressure distriibutions chaanged noticeaably for zeroo and positivve wind anglles of
atttack while testing
t
at diffferent

reegimes. Thee pressure reesults suggessted that witth the

increase, a larger sep
paration bub
bble formed on the botttom surface of the upsttream
girder accomp
panied with a narrower wake regionn. As a resullt, drag coeffficient decreeased
mildly
m
and neegative lift coefficient
c
increased. Fllow modificcation due too the

inccrease

allso helped in
n distributin
ng forces mo
ore equally bbetween thee two girderrs. The bare deck
a
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seection was found
f
to be prone to vo
ortex sheddiing with lim
mited dependdence on thhe

.

Based
B
on the observation
ns, vortex miitigation devvices attacheed to the botttom surface were
efffective in in
nhibiting vorrtex shedding, particularrly at lower

values.

Keyw
words: Reyn
nolds numbeer effect; tw
win-box girdder bridge; vortex sheddding;
fo
orce and mom
ment coefficcient; pressu
ure Distributiion; aerodynnamic responnse.
2.2

Introdu
uction
In ord
der to estimaate wind loads for structtural design of bridges aand to predicct the

aeerodynamic performancce of the brridge cross section, ussually wind tunnel testts are
caarried out on
o scaled mo
odels of thee structure. To ensure tthe proper ssimulation oof the
aeerodynamic//aeroelastic response
r
of the structurre in a windd tunnel, sim
militude of ceertain
non-dimensio
onal parameeters is neecessary. O
One such nnon-dimensiional param
meter,
Reynolds
R
nu
umber, repreesents the ratio of inerrtial force tto viscous fforce in a fluid.
Conventional
C
l small-scalee tests are offten perform
med at

thhat is lower tthan its full--scale

co
ounterpart by
b a factor of
o about 102 to 103, thuus violating the

simiilitude by a large

margin.
m
This is largely for practicaal reasons siince matchiing Reynoldds number is not
possible in co
onventional wind
w
tunnelss using smalll models annd low wind speed. Testiing at
ower
lo

com
mpared to the
t prototyp
pe is often considered to be repreesentative oof the

aeerodynamic loading an
nd responsess of the fulll-scale structure for shharp edged bluff
bodies, such as buildingss and bridges. This is duue to the asssumption thhat the separration
point of the flow
f
is fixed
d on a bridgee or other blluff structurees with sharrp edges andd they
odynamic ch
haracteristicss almost inseensitive to
caan have aero

as long aas a

of grreater

th
han 10,000 is reached (Larose an
nd D’Auteuiil, 2006). H
However, seeveral reseaarches
in
ncluding som
me more receent literaturee (Asghari M
Mooneghi et al, 2014; Baarre and Barnnaud,
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1993; Kazutoshi et al, 2007; Larose and D’Auteuil, 2006; Larose et al, 2003; Larsen et al,
2008; Schewe and Larsen, 1998), show that wind loads and the response of bluff
structures with sharp edges -- particularly bridges -- can be sensitive to
also shown that

effects. It was

increase can reduce the imbalances of aerodynamic forces between

the two girders for twin girder bridges (Lee et al, 2014).
The aerodynamic performance of any structure immersed in a fluid depends on
different parameters, such as

and turbulence characteristics, which can affect the flow

separation and reattachment mechanism, laminar to turbulent boundary layer transition,
and the behavior of shear layers and separation bubbles. It is known that Reynolds
number can change the location of the laminar to turbulent transition point which
subsequently modifies the structure of the wake (Schewe and Larsen, 1998). Schewe
(2001) tested three different bluff structures to explain the reason behind the
sensitivity of the drag coefficient and Strouhal Number ( ). It was noticed that with the
increase, the location of laminar to turbulent transition point moved upstream and
helped the flow to reattach to the section, leaving a smaller wake. Smaller drag force and
smaller vortices, being shed at a higher frequency, resulted from the change in the
location of transition point and a smaller wake region. It was concluded that different
flow regimes can be distinguished based on the

that could affect the

and magnitude

of steady and unsteady forces (Schewe, 2001). In order to minimize the

effects on the

aerodynamic behavior of bridges, Lee et al (2014) successfully fixed the location of the
separation point at the bottom of the deck by attaching a boundary layer trip strip to the
bottom surface. This is similar to a movable pin that Schewe (2001) added to a circular
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cylinder section that reduced the

dependency through stabilizing the location of the

transition point.
One typical aeroelastic phenomenon which causes concerns in the design of
modern multiple girder bridges is Vortex Induced Vibration (VIV) (Wu and Kareem,
2012). VIV occurs when the frequency of the vortices shed from the body approaches the
modal frequency of the bluff body, creating a resonance type motion in the structure.
While VIV is mostly a limited amplitude vibration that does not lead to a failure directly,
it can yield to fatigue damage in bridge members and discomfort for drivers. Larsen et al
(2008) performed free vibration testing on a model of the Stonecutters bridge, a twin
girder bridge with mildly curved bottom plates, for a range of

from 0.7×105 to

3.62×105, based on the individual girder width. While the velocity range and the
amplitudes of vibration corresponding to the VIV were almost insensitive to the
variation for the bare section, the modified section with the guide vanes showed
significant

sensitivity. In order to mitigate or more desirably to avoid vortex induced

oscillations in bridges, evaluation of the

effect can be important in so far as it can

change both the Strouhal number ( ) and the amplitude of vibrations during the lock-in
phenomenon (Kazutoshi et al, 2007; Kubo et al, 1999; Larose and D’Auteuil, 2006;
Larose et al, 2012). The

effect on flutter instability was investigated by K. Matsuda

(2001) and it turned out that testing at higher

inclined to increase the flutter wind

speed for the given configurations.
The prototype

for bridges often ranges between 106 and 107, especially for

high wind events such as thunderstorms and tropical cyclones. Studies on

effects

pertaining to twin girder bridges, a type of design that is gaining popularity in recent
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years, are limited. In view of the potential for

effects on wind loads and wind-induced

dynamic effects on twin box girder long span bridges, the current research was aimed at
investigating the aerodynamics of such bridges under a range of

as close as possible

to its prototype counterpart. The key objective of this research was to investigate the
effect of

on the aerodynamic characteristics of twin girder bridges, including pressure

distribution, wind induced forces, Strouhal number, and vortex shedding. In order to
investigate the effects of

on the bridge response, a 1:36 scale model of a two

dimensional (2-D) section of a twin girder bridge, based on the section of the “East Span
of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge” was constructed and tested using the Wall of
Wind (WOW) open jet wind tunnel facility at Florida International University (FIU).
High Reynolds numbers were reached by increasing the testing wind speed up to 48.2
m/s. Forces and pressures were measured using load cells and pressure taps to capture the
static and fluctuating forces on the deck due to the approach flow. Vortex shedding
sensitivity to

was evaluated for both the bare deck configuration and a section

equipped with vortex generators. The efficacy of the vortex generators on mitigating
vortex shedding was investigated for different

regimes. The research findings can (1)

help inform engineers designing double box girder bridges on the potential
and (2) provide guidance for laboratory

effects,

similitude for twin box girder bridge sections.

The present study is different from those documented in the literature in the following
aspects:
•

The cross section studied here was a double girder deck with trapezoidal cross section
for each girder which has sharper edges and is bluffer compared to the more
streamlined sections studied before.
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•

Vortex geenerators and
d guide vanees representt different appproaches too vortex sheddding
mitigation
n. Previouslly, only thee effects of guide vanees on vortexx shedding were
evaluated
d for differen
nt

regim
mes. In this study, efficcacy of vorttex generatoors in

mitigating
g vortex shed
dding has beeen evaluated for differeent
2.3
2.3.1

regim
mes.

Experim
mental Setup
p
Twin box
b girder bridge
b
deck
In thiss study, the

effects on the static fforce coefficcients and flluctuating suurface

d
bridge were evaluaated. To thiss end, the barre cross secttional
prressures for a twin box deck
sh
hape of the eastern span
n of the San
n Francisco--Oakland briidge (East B
Bay Bridge) deck
with
w
the incllusion of th
he traffic baarriers was sselected andd tested in a high Reynnolds
nu
umber regim
me ranging from
f
1.3×10
06 to 6.1×1006. The Eastt span of the San FrancciscoOakland
O
bay bridge is an
n asymmetriic self-anchoored suspenssion bridge w
with a main span
of 385 m and
d back span of
o 185m (Fig. 1). This bbridge featurres a twin deeck configurration
caarried by sellf-anchored suspension cables wherre the two deecks are linkked togetherr with
10 m wide trransverse beeams every 20
2 m. The ssingle deck cchord lengthh ( ), total w
width
( ) and heigh
ht ( ) of the bridge decck are 28 m
m, 71 m and 5.5 m, resppectively (Fig. 1).
Each
E
girder resembles
r
a trapezoidall cross sectiion shape w
with aspect rratio close tto the
ap
pproach spaan of the Great
G
Belt east
e
bridge for which noticeable

effects were

ob
bserved (Sch
hewe and Laarsen, 1998). The bike ppath that exissts on the real bridge waas not
in
ncluded in th
he test setup as it would have addedd to the compplexity of m
maintaining m
model
riigidity at hig
gh wind speeeds. In the current studdy,

effeccts on the efficacy of vvortex

generator dev
vices for thee mitigation
n of vortex shedding w
were also invvestigated. T
These
devices are used
u
for the real bridge and represennt divergingg pairs of veertical rectanngular
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plates attacheed to the bottom surfacees of both ggirders as shhown in Fig. 1. As the nname
su
uggests, each pair of vo
ortex generattors is meannt to facilitaate the formaation of a paair of
co
ounter rotatiing vortices which are intended
i
to ppromote reaattachment oof the flow tto the
brridge surfacce. The functtionality of these verticaal plates is tto inject a sstrong high sspeed
fllow into thee gap between the deck
ks, thus inhibbiting the pperiodic vorttex sheddingg and
mitigating
m
vo
ortex induced
d vibrations in the protottype bridge sstructure. Thhe informatioon on
th
he bridge speecifications was provideed by T.Y. L
LIN INTERN
NATIONAL
L GROUP, w
which
was
w involved
d in all phasees of develop
ping this briddge, from deesigning to construction.

(a)
( General layout
l

(b) Crross sectionaal shape

(c)) Vortex gen
nerators on th
the bottom suurface
Figure 1: East
E span of the San Franncisco-Oaklaand bay briddge

2.3.2

Measu
urement insttrument and test setup
For th
his study, a rigid pressu
ure-tapped ssectional moodel of the ttwin-deck bbridge

was
w tested using the 12-faan WOW at FIU. A lenggth scale of 11:36 was useed to simulatte the
aeerodynamic geometry of the bridge deck. A secctional view
w of the briddge section m
model
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an
nd the distrib
bution of thee pressure taaps are show
wn in Fig. 2. T
The maximuum span lenggth of
th
he model waas 3 m. Two
o large stream
mlined end w
walls covereed the two eends of the m
model
to
o reduce the end effects and providee a 2-D simuulation of thee wind flow.. The rigid m
model
was
w made ou
ut of a wood
den frame and
a was covvered by Pleexiglas platees to producce the
crross-section shape. The model was equipped
e
wiith five stripps of pressurre taps in ordder to
measure
m
flucttuating surfaace pressure distributionns. One strip was locatedd in the midddle of
th
he span and the other sttrips were lo
ocated as shhown in Fig.. 3 to evaluaate the span-wise
distribution of
o pressures.. Pressures were
w
measuured at a tottal of 280 ppoints with a 512
ch
hannel Scan
nivalve Corp
poration preessure scannning system
m at sampling frequenccy of
512 Hz for a period of tw
wo minutes for each tesst case. Pressure scannerrs were placced at
both ends of the model to
t reduce thee pressure tuube length. A transfer ffunction desiigned
fo
or the tubing
g was used to
o correct for the tubing eeffects (Irwinn et al, 19799).

Figure 2: Positionss of the presssure taps (moodel is tiltedd to +3° anglle of attack
) Leading ed
dge, ) Wind
dward tipping edge of the uupstream girdder, ) Leewarrd tipping edgge of
the upstream
m girder, ) Windward
W
tipp
ping edge of tthe downstreaam girder, ) Leeward tippping
edge of the dow
wnstream girdder, ) Trailinng edge
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Figure 3: Testing
T
setup
p, “A” to “E” show the ddistribution oof the chord-wise pressuure
tapped strrips along thhe span lengtth
Consiidering the width
w
of the model to bee equal to 1.994 m, the sppan to widthh ratio
of the section
n model was 1.6. This raatio is similaar to the ratioo used in a pprevious research
by
y Laima et al
a (2013) to study the VIIV of twin-ggirder bridgees. Also, Piñña and Caraccoglia
(2
2009) studieed flutter derrivatives forr the Carquinnez Strait Brridge using two modelss with
different span
n to width raatios and sug
ggested thatt span to widdth ratio of 1.7 was adequate
or 2-D experriments.
fo
The model
m
for thee current stud
dy was instaalled on an alluminum I-bbeam on eachh end
using three alluminum pip
pe elements to
t allow for the simulatiion of variouus wind anglles of
atttack by adju
usting the pitch
p
of the model
m
(see F
Fig. 3). Fivee wind anglees of attack were
teested includiing -6°, -3°, 0°, +3°, an
nd +6°. Posittive angle w
was defined as the one w
which
was
w measured
d from the horizontal
h
to the axis of tthe bridge aas shown in F
Fig.2. Each bbeam
was
w mounted
d on a pair off JR3 multi-axis load ceells to measuure the forcees (Drag andd Lift)
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and the pitching moment (see Fig. 3) simultaneously with the pressure measurements. All
the data from force scanners were recorded using a CompactRIO data acquisition system
at 100 Hz sampling rate. Both systems, load cells and pressure scanners, were used to
facilitate comparison of wind effects.
2.3.3

Flow characteristics
The 12-fan WOW open jet facility at FIU was used to generate the wind field for

the present study. WOW is capable of simulating Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL)
mean wind speed profiles and turbulence characteristics. The nominal cross sectional
dimensions of the testing section are 4.6 m × 6.1 m. Wind tunnel tests on bridges are
often performed in flows with minimal turbulence as such flow produces conservative
results. Gu et al (2001) observed that flutter derivatives of the Jiangyin Bridge and a flat
plate with aspect ratio of 22.5 were almost insensitive to the approaching flow
turbulence. High turbulence can increase the diffusion of vortices and as a result reduce
the vortex shedding strength (Wu and Kareem, 2012). As a result, high turbulence has
been found to be conducive for disrupting vortex induced vibration in bridges (Wardlaw
et al, 1983). Thus, for the current study a flow condition with minimum turbulence was
generated by removing the spires and floor roughness elements that are used in WOW for
generation of ABL turbulence for testing building models. Figure 4 shows a close-up
view of the experimental apparatus in its final design, during the execution of the tests for
the zero angle of attack.
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Figure 4: 1:36 scale mo
odel in frontt of Wall of W
Wind, Floridda Internatioonal Universsity
Wind speeds weree measured both
b
during tthe tests on tthe bridge m
model and for free
fllow wind speeed measureements (the bridge
b
modeel was removved).
In ord
der to measure the win
nd speeds duuring each ttest, two coobra probes were
placed at 0.9 m below an
nd above th
he middle pooint of the ssection to m
minimize the local
efffects of thee model on the measureed wind speeed. The avverage of thee measured wind
sp
peeds at theese two poin
nts was used
d as the me an wind speeed in the ccalculation oof the
prressure, forcce and momeent coefficients.
For th
he free wind speed measu
urement, fivve cobra probbes were useed to measurre the
wind
w
speeds (see Fig 5). Two probess were installled at the saame locationns at which wind
sp
peeds were measured
m
du
uring the testts on modelss (probes 1 aand 2). The other three ccobra
prrobes were installed att the bridgee height, onne at the ccenter and tthe other tw
wo at
eq
quidistance between thee center and the end waalls (probes 33, 4, and 5).. The ratio oof the
av
veraged win
nd speed of the two poiints at 0.9 m distant (prrobes 1 and 2) to the sppatial
av
verage of measured win
nd speeds at the bridge hheight (averaage of probes 3, 4 and 5) was
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calculated for the free flow condition (i.e.

=

/

, ,

).

The pressure, force and moment coefficients results were adjusted to the bridge height
wind speed by multiplying each coefficient to

2.

Data measured from the Cobra probes were collected at 100 Hz using the same
CompactRIO data acquisition system that was used for force measurements. Tests were
carried out for a range of wind speeds from 10 to 48.2 m/s, simulating
on the model width) between a range of 1.3 × 10 to 6.1 × 10 . The

values (based
for the prototype

bridge can be estimated as 5.9 × 10 for wind speeds of 12.5 m/s, corresponding to the
VIV lock-in wind speed for the first vertical mode of vibration at 0.214 Hz frequency.
Based on the wind speed and turbulence measurements, the turbulence intensity and
turbulence integral length scale were estimated as 3.0 percent and 0.2 m at the model
height, respectively. Figure 6 shows the non-dimensional power spectral density (PSD) of
the longitudinal component of the turbulent wind speed, measured at the model height. In
order to get a smooth representation of the spectra, averaging of the spectral analysis of
11 blocks was performed and presented here (each block was formed of 1024 points).
Table 1 shows a summary of the tests carried out in this study.
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Figure 5:
5 Cobra Probbes Positionn

Figure
F
6: No
ormalized power spectrall density (PS
SD) of the loongitudinal ccomponent oof the
wind speed
s
at briddge height
Karman Spectrum

Test casse
Bare secttion
Section fitteed with
vortex geneerators

Simulated Spectrum

Table 1: Test Suummary
Angle of atttack
W
Wind speed ((m/s)
100.0-13.3-20.33-24-6°, -3°, 0°, +3
3°, +6°
27 .3-34.6-41.22-48.2
100.0-13.3-20.33-24-6°, -3°, 0°, +3
3°, +6°
27 .3-34.6-41.22-48.2
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Tesst duration (m
min)
2
2

2.4

Parameters Investtigated for

Effects

At hig
gh Reynoldss number, in
nertia forces dominate oover the fluid viscous foorces.
At
A low

, viiscous forcess have an increased effeect on the aerrodynamics..

is depenndent

both on the model
m
size an
nd testing wiind speed annd is expressed as:
=

(1)

wheree, U is mean
n wind speed
d (m/s), B is the referencce dimensionn (in this casse the
deck width (m
m)), v is kineematic viscosity of air (m
m2/s).
For th
he case of constant
c
kin
nematic visccosity, higheer

can bbe achieved only

eiither by incrreasing the siize of the mo
odel or the w
wind speed oor both. The sensitivity oof the
fo
ollowing parrameters to the
t
2.4.1

was studied in thee current woork.

Pressu
ure coefficieents
Mean and fluctuatting pressuree distributionns can be ussed to identify the regioons of

fllow separatio
on and reattachment in the
t studies oof bluff bodyy aerodynam
mics (Kwok et al,
2012). In thiss study, mean
n and fluctu
uating pressuure distributiions were coonsidered in order
to
o highlight the
t changes in the struccture of the flow due tto the

vaariation. Preessure

distributions are reported
d in terms off non-dimen sional meann and rms (rooot mean sqquare)
prressure coeffficients (

and

, resspectively) oobtained as:
=1

wheree:
data at each tap,
t

2

2

,

=1

2

2

(2)

is thee mean pressure (N/m2) obtained frrom the presssure time hiistory
is thee standard deviation
d
of ppressure tim
me history at each tap (N
N/m2),

is the air deensity (kg/m3), and

is the
t mean wiind speed (m
m/s) at the moodel height.
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2.4.2

Aerodynamic forces
Aerodynamic forces acting on the bridge deck can be expressed in terms of the
) and Lift (

two force components of Drag (

) and the pitching Moment ( ). As

shown in Fig. 2, Drag is defined as the force component acting parallel to the wind
direction, Lift is the force component perpendicular to the wind direction and pitching
Moment is defined as the effective moment about the deck geometric center.

,

and

are the normalized form of the aerodynamic force/moment obtained, using the
dynamic pressure and model dimensions, as:
=1
2

,,

2

=1

is the mean drag (N),

where,

is the air density (kg/m3),

(N·m),

=1

,

2

2

2

2

(3)

2

is the mean lift (N),

is the mean pitching

is the mean wind speed (m/s), and

,

and

represent the deck chord, deck height (i.e. vertical depth) and the length of the model,
respectively (m).
2.4.3

Self-excited forces
Self-exited forces induced by wind for a bridge deck, with vertical and torsional

degrees of freedom (DOFs), are obtained from the following equations (Scanlan, 1978):
ℎ

1

=2
1

=2
where,

2

1

2 2

∗

ℎ

( ) +

1

∗

2

ℎ

( ) +

∗

( )

2

∗

( )

is the reduced frequency (2

2

+

3

∗

2

+

/ ),

( ) +

3

∗

( ) +

2

4
2

∗ℎ

4

∗ℎ

(4)
(5)

is the frequency of motion (Hz),

ℎ and α are the vertical and torsional displacements, over-dot indicates the derivatives
with respect to time and

∗

and

∗

( = 1 to 4) are flutter derivatives.
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Memory effects cause aerodynamic forces to be influenced by structural motions.
Therefore, since quasi steady theory ignores such effects it is at best an approximation.
However, it has been shown that for high reduced velocities, quasi steady theory can
nonetheless predict aerodynamic forces associated with lateral and vertical motions
reasonably well (Chen and Kareem, 2002). It has been also attempted to define
derivatives corresponding to the torsional motion (

2

∗

and

2

∗

) from the quasi steady

theory (Chen and Kareem, 2002; Larose and Livesey, 1997; Neuhaus and Höffer, 2011).
All of these studies related the

2

∗

⁄

parameter to

.

However, an additional parameter was introduced in all cases which represented
the eccentricity between the point of application of the generated aeroelastic force and the
wind flow’s idealized point of incidence. It was shown that this parameter was not
constant for different force components and different shapes (Chen and Kareem, 2002;
Neuhaus and Höffer, 2011) which can cause error in the correct estimation of
and

2

∗

2

∗

using quasi steady methods. In addition, Schewe (2009) stated that the onset wind

speed of torsional galloping is proportional to the inverse of
The quasi-steady formulation for
1

where,

⁄

∗

1

∗

1

⁄

.

is given by (Chowdhury and Sarkar, 2004):

=− (

+

)

(6)

is the derivative of lift coefficient with respect to the angle of

attack.
2.4.4

Vortex shedding
When wind blows over a bluff structure, flow separates and causes shedding of

vortices periodically. This periodic vortex shedding exerts cross-wind forces on the body
by creating fluctuating pressures. Strouhal number is a non-dimensional parameter that
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defines the dominant
d
frrequency off the fluctuuations in thhe cross-wiind force annd is
ex
xpressed as:
=

(7)

wheree, f is the freequency of vortex
v
sheddi
ding (Hz),

is the bridgge depth (m);;

is

th
he oncoming
g wind speeed (m/s). Stt is a functiion of struccture’s geom
metry, turbuulence
in
ntensity and
d

. As staated earlier, vortex indu
duced vibratiion (VIV) ooccurs whenn the

frrequency off vortex shed
dding approaches the naatural frequuency of the bluff body. The
vortex shedd
ding frequen
ncy can be obtained to a first appproximation from the ppower
pectral densiity (PSD) off the fluctuatting lift forcce on the secction. The peeak evident iin the
sp
flluctuating lifft spectrum shows the frequency
fr
off the vortex shedding (K
Kwok et al, 22012;
Schewe and Larsen,
L
1998
8).
2.5
2.5.1

Experimental Results and Disscussion
Re efffects on strea
am-wise presssure distribbution
Figurees 7, 8 and 9 show the distribution
d
oof mean pressures and rrms of fluctuuating

prressures arou
und the baree deck cross section. Neggative meann pressures aare shown ouutside
of the bridgee deck and positive meean pressurees are shownn inside of the bridge deck.
Large
L
(in magnitude)
m
negative
n
loccal pressure s indicate tthe flow seeparation reegion.
Fluctuating pressures represent the tu
urbulent flow
w around thee section whiich can be caaused
eiither by thee intrinsic wind turbu
ulence or thhe body indduced turbuulence (signnature
tu
urbulence).
he negative angles
a
of attaack, separatiion regions are noticed bbehind the trraffic
For th
barrier on the top surfacce of both girders
g
and at windwarrd tipping eddge at the llower
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su
urface of th
he upstream
m girder (seee Fig. 7(aa) and 7(b))). The flucctuating preessure
distribution in
ndicates thatt the downstream girderr was immerrsed in the w
wake flow oof the
pstream gird
der (see Fig.. 9(a) and 9((b)). This crooss section w
was almost insensitive tto the
up
variation (for the

interval testted here) whhen it was tiilted to negaative angles. This

might
m
be duee to the factt that, trafficc barriers fiixed the loccation of thee flow separration
point on the top surface and
a thereforee eliminated the

sensitivity.

Wind

(a) Angle
A
of attaack= −6°

(b) Anngle of attacck= −3°

(c) Angle of atttack= 0°

(d) Anngle of attacck= +3°

(e) Angle
A
of attacck= +6°
Figure 7: Mean
M
pressuure distributioon
1.27×106

6.13× 106, (
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= 1:

)

Figure
F
8: Meean pressure distributionn at +3° windd angle of atttack

1.27×106

1.70×1
106

6
2.60×10
2
3.47×106
6
6.13× 10
( = 1:
)

4.40×106

5.244×106

Wind

(a) Angle
A
of attaack= −6°

(b) Anngle of attacck= −3°

(c) Angle of atttack= 0°

(d) Anngle of attacck= +3°

(e) Angle
A
of attacck= +6°
Figurre 9: rms of Fluctuating
F
P
Pressure Disstribution
1.27×106
= 0..5:
(

6.13×1006
)

For th
he zero wind
d angle of atttack, Figs. 77(c) and 9(cc) indicate fl
flow separatiion at
th
he traffic barrrier location on the win
ndward sidee of the upsttream girderr which creaated a
tu
urbulent flo
ow across the
t
top surface of botth girders with no cllear evidencce of
reeattachment.. The turbullence in the flow over tthe top surffaces is recoognized from
m the
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appreciable magnitude of the rms of the fluctuating pressure (see Fig. 9(c)). Based on
Fig. 7(c), for the lower

regime, the flow was ventilated through the gap in between the

two girders due to the pressure difference between the top and bottom surfaces. Therefore
the ventilation of flow through the gap created negative pressures on the windward
inclined surface of the downstream girder. As the

increased, the separated flow at the

windward tipping edge of the upstream girder tended to reattach to the surface, creating a
smaller wake in the downstream of the upstream girder and consequently a smaller drag
on the upstream girder. Negative pressures on the windward inclined surface of the
downstream girder were reduced with the

increase, as the passing flow from the

bottom of the upstream girder prevented the ventilation of the flow through the gap.
From Figs. 7(d) and 7(e), it can be concluded that the deck cross section was more
sensitive to

variation for the positive angles of attack. Flow over the top surface

followed a similar trend to the case of zero angle of attack. This means that the flow was
separated at the windward traffic barrier on the upstream deck and did not reattach to the
surface while showing minimal sensitivity to
9(d), flow behavior changed with

. However, as shown in Fig. 7(d) and

significantly on the lower side, particularly for the

upstream deck. Separated flow at the windward tipping edge of the upstream girder
reattached to the surface over a longer length but with a sharper slope for the higher
This indicates that

.

increase created a larger separation bubble on the bottom surface

accompanied with a narrower wake region in the after body for the upstream girder,
creating larger negative lift but smaller drag. Figure 8 shows how the mean pressure
distribution around the section at +3° wind angle of attack has changed gradually with the
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increase. Similar but less pronoun
nced behavioor was noticced for the +
+6° wind anggle of
atttack (see Fiig. 7(e) and 9(e)).
9
2.5.2

Re efffects on forcee coefficients
ts
Figuree 10 shows the
t variation
n of the meaan drag, lift aand momentt coefficientts due

to
o the

chaange for the bare
b section at zero windd angle of atttack, measuured with thee load

ceells. From pressure
p
disstribution in
n Fig. 7(c), it can be cconcluded tthat with thhe
in
ncrease, negaative pressurres on the do
ownwind incclined surfacces of both ggirders decreeased
leeading to a smaller
s
drag
g. By increaasing the

, smaller sepparation zonne formed oon the

to
op surface of the upstreaam girder th
hat led to sm
maller negatiive pressuress on this surrface.
With
W the

increase, th
he negative lift coeffic ient increassed in magnnitude due to the

modification
m
of the pressure distributtion around the two girdders, particullarly over thhe top
an
nd bottom su
urfaces (see Figs. 7(c) an
nd 10(b)).

(a) Drag coefficient

(b
b) Lift coeffi
ficient

(c) Mom
ment coefficieent

Figure 10: Force coeffficients as a function of R
Reynolds nuumber at 0° aangle of attaack
Load C
Cells

Figuree 11 shows the variatio
on of the aeerodynamic force coeffficients, obtained
frrom the load
d cells, with the
t angles of attack and
negative wind
d angles of attack,
a

for the bbare section. Compared tto the

seensitivity waas more pronnounced for ppositive anglles of
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atttack, just as
a was indiicated by th
he pressure distributionn results (seee Sec. 4.1)). As
discussed in Section
S
2.5.1
1, the windw
ward traffic bbarrier on thhe top surfacee of the upsttream
deck dictated
d the location
n of the separation poinnt, thus elim
minating the

sensitivitty for

he negative angles of atttack. The drrag coefficieent showed a mild decreeasing trendd with
th
th
he

increaase. The max
ximum decreease in drag coefficient ddue to

fo
or the positive 6 degree angle of atttack. With tthe

vaariation wass 24%

increease, flow seeparation beecame

more
m
prevalen
nt at the leew
ward tipping
g edge of thee upstream ddeck while fl
flow reattachhment
on
n the leewarrd side of bo
oth girders leed to a smalller wake. Sm
maller wakee and accorddingly
lo
ower negativ
ve pressure on
o the leeward inclinedd surface of the girders reduced thee drag
fo
orce. The maagnitude of the
t changes due to
A larger sepaaration at hig
gher

inn lift coefficiients were inn the order oof 0.1.

creaated a largerr downward lift. The mooment coeffi
ficient

allso showed some
s
minor sensitivity to
o the

(a) Drag coefficient
c

varriation.

(b
b) Lift coeffi cient

(c) Mom
ment coefficieent

Figure 11:
1 Static aerrodynamic coefficients aas a functionn of wind anggle of attackk
1.27×10
06

1.7
70×106

2.60×106
3.47×106
6
6.13× 10

4.40×1006

5.24×
×106

Figuree 12 presentts the derivaative of forcce coefficiennts, obtainedd from load cells
data, with resspect to the angle
a
of attack for the baare deck. Unnlike
liittle sensitiv
vity to the

variation
n,

/

and
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/

/

were moore

which showed
senssitive,

particularly for
fo positive angles
a
of atttack. Based on quasi-steeady theory, a negative vvalue
of

/

reesults in a po
ositive value for

As
A shown in Fig.
F 12, negative
+6°).
+
Increassing the

1

∗

1

∗

thatt shows a pootential for vvertical gallooping.

on
nly happenedd for positivee angles of aattack (mainlly for
/

changed the sign for

means
m
that while
w
testing
g at lower

regime ccan show aeerodynamic instabilitiess, the

seection was more
m
aerody
ynamically stable
s
at higgher
allso found thaat testing forr flutter stability in a low
w

(a)

/

from
m negative to positive. This

(b)

regiimes. Kazutoshi et al (22007)
regime is conservattive.

/

(c)

/

Figure 12: Derivative of force coefficients with respecct to the anglle of attack
1.27×1
106

2.5.3

1.7
70×106

6
2.60×10
2
3.47×106
6.13× 106

4.40×106

5.24×106

Re efffects on aero
odynamic loa
ad sharing bbetween the ttwo girders
Figurees 13 and 14
4 show the variations
v
of the ratio of the loading on each girdder to

he total effecctive force due
d to the
th

. Each aeroddynamic forrce componeent obtained from

prressure measurement waas considered as the totaal effective fforce on the deck and loaading
on
n each girdeer was estim
mated by inteegrating the m
mean pressuures over a ssingle girderr. The
reesults show some

deependence off the load shhared by eacch girder. Thhe drag forcee was

mainly
m
carried by the upsstream girdeer. As shownn in Fig. 7, nnegative presssure was foormed
on
n the upper surface of th
he upstream girder whicch balanced tthe negativee pressures oon the
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bottom surfacce, thus redu
ucing the net downwardd lift. Such ppressure equualization waas not
ev
vident for th
he downstream girder (aas shown inn Fig. 7), whhich resultedd in a signifficant
downward lifft for the dow
wnstream girrder which sshared most oof the total llift.

(a) Angle of attack= −3
3°

(b) Angle
A
of atttack= 0°

(c) Anglee of attack= +
+3°

Fig
gure 13: Allo
otment of eacch girder froom drag
Upsstream

3°
(a) Angle of attack= −3

D
Downstream

(b) Angle
A
of atttack= 0°

+3°
(c) Anglee of attack= +

Fig
gure 14: Allo
otment of eaach girder froom lift
Upsstream

Testin
ng at higherr

D
Downstream

led to a more evenn distributioon of loads between thee two

girders, with the exceptio
on of drag for
f -3° windd angle of aattack. For thhis cross secction,
drrag was maiinly generateed from the pressures onn the inclined surfaces oof the girderss. For
th
he higher

, similar preessures form
med on the iinclined surffaces of the two girders. The
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ratio of the drag taken by each girder to the total drag was quite similar for the two
girders which is in agreement with the results on drag presented in Lee et al (2014). Lee
et al (2014) expressed that the sheltering effect is minimized with the

increase,

resulting in more uniform load sharing between the two girders.
Figure 14 shows the ratio of the lift force in each girder to the total lift. Note that
the total lift, as shown in Fig. 11, was a negative value (downward force) at all different
wind angles of attack for the entire

range tested. It can be seen that the lift was not

distributed equally between the two girders, particularly for the zero and positive wind
angles of attack. It can be noticed that the upstream girder was under a positive (upward)
lift for the zero and positive wind angles of attack at lower

. This happened due to the

large negative pressures caused by the traffic barrier at the leading edge of the upstream
girder (see Fig. 7(c)-(d)). However, with the

increase, pressure distribution changed

around the girders and as a result a downward lift was formed on the upstream girder at
higher
2.5.4

.
Re effects on vortex shedding
Figure 15 shows the lift coefficient power spectral density against the reduced

frequency for the bare deck at the maximum and minimum tested wind speeds and for 6°, 0° and +6° wind angles of attack. Similar plots were obtained to find

for the other

wind speeds and wind angles of attack but are not shown for brevity. The sensitivity of
the Strouhal number to the

for the bare deck pitched to different angles is illustrated in

Fig. 16.
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(a) Angle off attack= −6
6°

(b) Angle
A
of attaack= 0°

(c) Angle of attack= +
+6°

Figure 15
5: Normalizeed lift spectrra
1.27×106

6.13×106

As shown in Fig. 15, a distincct peak is diistinguished in the lift cooefficient sppectra
sh
howing thatt the bare deck cross seection was subjected too vortex sheedding. It iss also
ev
vident that for the larger

, largeer peaks weere observedd for the zerro and +6° wind

an
ngles of attaack, meaning
g that vorticces shed withh higher eneergy at highher
16, it is noticced that

. From
m Fig.

for the baree deck in thee negative aangles of atttack was lesss

dependent co
ompared to th
he zero and positive anggles of attackk. For the zeero and +3° wind
an
ngle of attacck,

varied
d inconsisten
ntly with thee

increasse with an ooverall decreeasing

trrend. For thee +6° wind angles of attaack a decreassing trend w
was noticed.

Figu
ure 16: Strou
uhal numberr as a functioon of
-6°

-3°

0°
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+3°

+6°

Previous literature suggests that three mechanisms may lead to vortex shedding in
a twin girder bridge (Kwok et al, 2012; Laima et al, 2013). The first and second
mechanisms are the flow separation over the trailing edges of the upstream and
downstream girders, respectively. Third mechanism is the buffeting action of the shed
vortices from the upstream girder on the downstream girder. Figure 17 shows the
pressure spectra at the critical locations known as the sources of vortex shedding for the
bare deck at 0° angle. It is noticed that the first and third mechanisms were more critical
compared to the flow separation from the trailing edge of the downstream girder. The
peaks of the pressure spectra were in better agreement with
lift spectra at higher

values calculated from the

(Fig. 17). This means that by increasing the

was observed between the peaks of the pressure spectra and the
the lift spectra for all possible mechanisms of vortex shedding.
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, better agreement

values calculated from

Figure 17: Pressure
P
spectra at 0° wiind angle of attack (Dashhed lines shoow the St fouund
from
f
lift specctra)
1.27
7×106

2.5.5

6..13×106

1.27×106

6.13×106

Effectt of vortex geenerators
As disscussed in Section 2.5.5, the bare brridge deck crross section was subjectted to

he vortex shedding. In order
o
to mitiigate vortex shedding, ddiverging paiirs of rectanngular
th
plates were atttached to th
he bottom flaat surface off the two deccks. Plates w
were placed oon the
pstream sidee of the gap to keep the approaching
a
g wind attachhed to the suurface and guuided
up
itt to flow into
o the gap and stopped th
he formationn of vortices by creating a pair of coounter
ro
otating helical vortices. The
T sectionaal model fitteed with the vvortex generrators is show
wn in
Fig. 18.
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Figu
ure 18: Vortex generatorrs at bottom surface
Figuree 19 shows the comparrison of thee lift coefficcient powerr spectral deensity
ag
gainst the reeduced frequ
uency for th
he deck equiipped with thhe vortex geenerators annd the
bare cross secction at the maximum
m
an
nd minimum
m tested winnd speeds forr -6°, 0°, andd +6°
an
ngles of win
nd attack. Frrom Fig. 19,, it is evidennt that addinng the vortexx generator tto the
bare section eradicated
e
th
he apparent spectral peaak in the lift
ft spectrum. It seems thaat the
mitigation
m
devices were more
m
effectiv
ve in the low
w
negative win
nd angles off attack. Wiith the

regime, particularlyy for the zeroo and

iincrease a nnew peak foormed in thhe lift

oefficient sp
pectrum at a smaller red
duced frequeency comparred to the orriginal sectioon
co

.

Unlike
U
the baare section, this
t peak in the spectrum
m was distrributed over a wider rannge of
frrequencies and
a was weak
ker. It is hyp
pothesized thhat by increaasing the

, the two coounter

ro
otating vortices got mixed and flow
w separated ffrom the surrface. Thereffore, a new wake
reegion formed
d from vorticces that were shed at a bbroad range oof frequencies.
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(a) Angle of attack= −6
6°
6

1.27×10

2.6

(b) Angle of atttack= 0°

(c) Anglee of attack= +
+6°

Figu
ure 19: Norm
malized lift sspectra, Baree section
6.13
3×106, Equipp
ped with vorteex generators

1.27×1106

6.133×106

Conclusion
In ord
der to evalu
uate

effeects on aeroodynamic chharacteristicss of a twin--deck

brridge, a secctional modeel was tested
d in a unifoorm flow. T
The pressuree distributionn and
aeerodynamic forces weree measured over
o
a Reynoolds numberr (

) rangee from 1.3×1106 to

6.1×106 baseed on the deeck width. The
T variatioon in the tuurbulence inttensities waas not
siignificant an
nd for the larger
l
wind speeds it w
was almost a constant vvalue aroundd 3.0
percent. The following
f
ex
xperimental observationss were madee:
1. The stud
died bridge section sho
owed differrent behavioor with reggards to thee
dependen
ncy for diffeerent angles of attack, showing hiigher dependdency on R
Re for
positive angles
a
of attaack.
m the top surrface of thee upstream ggirder at thee location oof the
2. Flow separated from
upwind trraffic barrierr. For negatiive angles oof attack the separation and reattachhment
points weere almost fix
xed and the flow
f
patternn changes duue to the

w
were negligiible.

3. At zero and
a +3° win
nd angles off attack, the structure off flow withiin the gap reegion
changed by
b the

inccrease. Presssure distribuution on the w
windward innclined surfaace of
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the down
nstream gird
der and on the leewardd tipping edge of the upstream ggirder
changed noticeably
n
with
w

.

4. For zero wind anglee of attack which is thhe most im
mportant winnd directionn, the
m drag coeffi
ficient chang
ge was noticeed to be arouund 8% whiile lift coeffi
ficient
maximum
changed more
m
than 70
0%, for the change
c
in

values simu
mulated.

5. The deriv
vative of the aerodynamic force coeffficients withh respect to tthe wind anggle of
attack chaanged with
that testin
ng at lower

for the case
c
of posittive angles oof attack. Thhe results suuggest
regime is conservativve for aeroelaastic analysis of flutter.

6. For zero and positivee wind anglees of attack with increasses in

, thhe distribution of

the pressu
ures around the upstreaam girder m
moved closerr to the presssure distribbution
around th
he downstreaam girder. This
T
means tthat

incrrease helpedd in sharing loads

more unifformly betweeen the two girders.
7. Vortex sh
hedding of this twin-d
deck bridgee was mainnly governedd by the vvortex
shedding from the trrailing edge of the upsttream deck and its imppingement on the
dding a pair of divergingg vortex gennerators to thhe bottom suurface
downstreaam deck. Ad
of the gird
ders was effe
fective in mittigating the vvortex sheddding, particuularly at lower
values.
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3.1

Abstracct
In ord
der to avoid aerodynam
mic instabilityy of a bridgge or serviceeability probblems

un
nder wind loading, wiind-tunnel testing is ussually perfoormed durinng the desiggn to
ev
valuate the wind effects and deveelop an aerrodynamicallly stable crross section. For
prractical reassons it is diff
fficult to satiisfy all the ssimilarity reqquirements tthat strictly aapply
in
n wind tun
nnel testing
g. Thereforee, it is im
mportant to investigate the effectts of
dissimilaritiess between th
he model and
d the prototyype due to tthe imperfecctions in the wind
siimulation prrocess. Past researches on
o the effecct of laboratory simulatiion of turbuulence
ch
haracteristics (i.e. turbu
ulence intenssity and turbbulence inteegral length scale) on bbridge
aeerodynamicss have shown inconclusiive results. T
This paper ddiscusses the sensitivity oof the
aeerodynamic behavior of
o a twin-d
deck bridgee cross-sectiion to the oncoming flow
tu
urbulence ch
haracteristicss. Chord-wisse pressure measuremennts were carrried out onn 1/36
an
nd 1/72 scalled sectionall models of the
t bridge uunder two floow conditionns using the Wall
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of Wind (WO
OW) facility at Florida In
nternational University ((FIU). The rresults from these
sttatic tests were
w
presentted in term
ms of pressuure distributtions, force coefficientss, lift
sp
pectra (to study vorteex shedding
g), and aeerodynamic admittance and span-wise
co
orrelation of
o wind-indu
uced loads (to study bbuffeting winnd loadingss). Based onn the
reesults, the seensitivity to turbulence characteristi
c
ics of pressuure distributiion and forcee and
moment
m
coeffficients weree discussed. Analysis off the fluctuatting lift specctra indicatedd that
higher turbuleence intensitty had a mitiigating effecct on the vorrtex sheddingg by reducinng the
ds. Analysis of the span
n-wise distriibution of thhe wind loadding showedd that
reesulting load
fo
or a given separation length, the cro
oss correlatiion of the w
wind loads w
was related tto the
sccaling facto
or. This con
ntradicts thee basis of tthe strip asssumption inn estimatingg the
bu
uffeting load
ds which co
onsiders the span-wise ddistribution of wind-indduced loads to be
id
dentical to th
he span-wisee distribution
n of the apprroaching winnd speed.
Keywords: Turbulencee intensity; Turbulence
T
iintegral lenggth scale; Tw
win-Deck Bridge;
Aerodynamic
A
response;
r
Vorrtex shedding
g; Buffeting

3.2

Background and Liiterature Rev
view
Long span bridgees are consid
dered as flexxible structuures due to thheir low inhherent

sttiffness and damping. It
I is thereforre importantt to evaluate the responnse of long span
brridges underr wind inducced loads forr design purpposes. Longg span bridgees can experrience
a range of wind excited responses
r
fro
om vibrationns such as caaused by vorrtex sheddingg and
bu
uffeting, to total
t
instabillity (such ass galloping aand flutter). G
Galloping annd flutter aree two
ty
ypes of instaability that arre driven by self-excitedd or motion iinduced aerooelastic forces. In
fllutter, aeroeelastic forces grow eno
ough to moodify the osscillating freequencies oof the
sttructure and
d cancel outt the mechaanical dampping which can lead too failure. V
Vortex
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induced vibration (VIV) is an aeroelastic response which happens when the vortex
shedding frequency of flow separating around the structure approaches one of the
structural oscillation frequencies. VIV can result in self-limited large amplitude motions
that usually occur over a narrow band of wind speeds which is lower than the design
wind speed. Buffeting is a random response that concerns the fatigue and performance
and is defined as the unsteady loading on a structure due to velocity fluctuations in the
oncoming flow.
In order to evaluate the bridge response under wind loading, usually wind tunnel
testing is performed under smooth flow condition in the initial stages of the design. The
objective of the wind tunnel testing is first to come up with a cross sectional shape which
is aerodynamically stable and second to predict the buffeting response. With regards to
stability, it is generally believed that the results from wind tunnel testing in smooth flow
condition are conservative, as the turbulence in the flow can reduce the span-wise
correlation of the motion-induced forces. However, the prototype bridge is usually
exposed to turbulent wind flows with turbulence intensities as great as 20% and integral
scales as large as ten times their deck width. Turbulence can affect the flow separation
and reattachment and therefore the surrounding flow state around the section. Based on
the literature on the effects of turbulence on rectangular cylinders, it was observed that
turbulence decreases the radius of curvature of separated shear layers and moves
reattachment upstream (Haan Jr. et al, 1998).
One issue is that with the limitations in generating large turbulence intensity
and/or scale in a wind tunnel, only a fraction of the turbulence characteristics can be
simulated in the experiments. Also, there are cases in the literature that contradict each
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other regarding the turbulence effects on the bridge model response. It is therefore of
importance to clarify the mechanism behind the turbulence effect on the bridge response
under wind loading and to determine the minimum characteristics that need to be
simulated to ensure the accuracy of the results. Most of the previous studies show that
turbulence has a stabilizing effect on the aeroelastic response of a bridge deck. However,
there are some cases saying that turbulence leads to a destabilizing trend on the
aeroelastic response. A summary of the literature from both cases is given here.
Matsumoto et al (1993) studied the effect of turbulence on VIV for a hexagonal girder
and a rectangular cylinder with aspect ratio equal to 4. They observed a different
behavior between the two cases studied. They noticed a destabilizing trend by turbulence
for the hexagonal model. However, turbulence was helpful in stabilizing the response for
the rectangular model. They attributed the observed difference to the geometrical shape
of each case study and its effect on the flow pattern.
Scanlan and Lin (1978) performed section model tests on a trussed deck section
under smooth and grid generated turbulent flows. They observed that the overall response
was insensitive to the turbulence and the only difference that they observed between the
two cases was that the flutter derivatives were slightly larger under the turbulent wind.
Gu et al (2001) also noticed that turbulence had negligible effects on the flutter
derivatives for the Jiangyin Bridge which can be categorized as a streamlined single box
bridge deck. Huston (1986) studied the effect of turbulent flow with large scale eddies on
the aeroelastic response of the Golden Gate Bridge deck. The results showed a
destabilizing trend for the turbulent flow by resulting in a negative torsional damping at
lower wind speeds compared to the smooth flow. The aeroelastic behavior of the Great
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Belt East Bridge deck was evaluated using a taut strip model under smooth and turbulent
flows by Larose et al (1993). Although the grid generated turbulent flow had similar
turbulence intensity as the boundary layer flow, different trends were observed in the
flutter derivatives variation. Results of a paper by Wardlaw et al (1983) also showed
some contradictions with respect to the turbulence effects on the bridge response. For the
case of the Lions Gate Bridge deck, instability was observed when the section was tested
under smooth and grid generated turbulent flows. However, the same cross section only
showed buffeting response when being tested under a boundary layer turbulent flow with
no sign of instability. The results for the Annacis Island Bridge and a flat plate section
indicated that the aeroelastic response under a grid generated turbulent flow and a
boundary layer turbulent flow were comparable. Wardlaw et al (1983) also showed that
the amplitudes of vortex induced vibration of the Longs Creek Bridge and Palmerston
Bridge decreased with the turbulence increase in the approaching flow.
Secondary to the evaluation of the effects of turbulence on the aeroelastic stability
of the bridge, it is necessary to investigate turbulence effects on buffeting wind loads.
Buffeting response is created as the direct impact of the turbulence in the oncoming wind
flow. Due to the complexities in the prediction of buffeting response using the time
domain approaches, the spectral approach has been widely used to determine the
buffeting response of bridge decks in turbulent wind flows. However, the spectral
approach does depend on the available information on the bridge aerodynamic
coefficients and aerodynamic admittance. Larose (2002) showed that buffeting loads
were sensitive to the turbulence characteristics. It was shown that two turbulent flows
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with similar intensities but different length scales resulted in different aerodynamic
admittance and span-wise coherence of wind forces.
In fact, there is a great need to evaluate the effects of turbulence features on
bridges, particularly twin-deck and multiple-deck bridges which have gained popularity
recently. The objective of this research was first to evaluate the effect of turbulence
characteristics, i.e. turbulence intensity and turbulence integral length scale, on the mean
and fluctuating pressure distribution around a twin-deck bridge deck. The pressure
distribution provides insight into the local flow distribution around the section and when
integrated can describe the overall aerodynamic response of the deck regarding vortex
shedding and instability, through the quasi steady approach. The second objective was to
study turbulence effects on the buffeting response of a twin-deck bridge and dissociate
the scale effects from the turbulence intensity effects.
In order to evaluate turbulence effects on the aerodynamic behavior of modern
twin-deck long span bridges, 2-D scaled models of a recently built twin-deck bridge were
modeled and tested at WOW at FIU. Models at two different scales were tested in
turbulent wind flows to capture the effect of integral length scale on the bridge loading.
The scale models were mounted in between two streamlined end walls to ensure 2-D
wind flow along the span length. Through measuring the mean and fluctuating surface
pressure distributions, the steady and unsteady wind loading of the bridge were captured.
Results from the tests under flows with different turbulence intensities were compared.
Changes in the pressure distribution, steady/unsteady force coefficients, fluctuating lift
coefficient due to vortex shedding induced and aerodynamic admittance were the main
focus of this experimental study.
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3.3

Wind Generating
G
Facility
F
and Wind
W
Flow C
Characteristiics
The 12-fan Wall of Wind open jet facilitty at FIU waas used to ggenerate the wind

fiield for the present
p
study
y. WOW caan generate uup to a Categgory 5 Saffiir–Simpson Scale
hu
urricane wiind speeds. It can sim
mulate meann wind speeeds and partial turbuulence
ch
haracteristics of real hu
urricane win
nds within a reasonable range. Thhe nominal cross
seectional dim
mensions of the
t testing seection are 4..6 m height × 6.1 m widde. Two diffferent
fllow exposures were used
d in this stud
dy to explorre the effectss of turbulennce intensityy. The
fiirst flow con
ndition was the
t basic WO
OW flow wiithout any exxternal turbuulence generrating
mechanism
m
and
a is referred to as sm
mooth flow iin this paperr (see Fig. 11(a)). In ordder to
generate turb
bulence and the boundarry layer winnd speed disstribution inn height, a sset of
trriangular spiires and floo
or roughnesss elements w
were designned and instaalled just uppfront
th
he wind outllet and the resulting
r
flow is referreed to as turbbulent flow iin this paperr (see
Fig. 1(b)).

(a)) Smooth flo
ow setup

(b) T
Turbulent flow
w setup

Figure 1: Wall of Wiind, Florida Internationaal Universityy
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The bridge models were placed in between two streamlined end walls to ensure 2D air flow along the model span. The flow characteristics were measured using five
three-dimensional Cobra Probes. Each Cobra Probe measured the ,

and

components

of the wind fluctuations. Figure 2 shows the placement of the Cobra Probes during the
free wind speed measurements while the bridge model was not in place. For the free wind
speed measurements, a total of five Cobra Probes were used. Three Cobra Probes were
installed at the bridge height and were spaced equally from each other and from the end
walls (see Fig. 2). The two other Cobra Probes were placed at 0.9 m below and above the
center Probe. These two Cobra probes also remained in place during the actual bridge
model testing. The ratio between the average of the measured wind speeds at these two
points during the bridge model testing and free wind speed measurements was used to
correct the measured wind speed during the free wind speed measurements at bridge
height for the calculations. Data measured from the Cobra probes were collected at 100
Hz sampling frequency for a sampling time of 120 s using a CompactRIO data
acquisition system.
Spectral analysis was performed on the measured wind speeds. The 12000 data
points measured at each probe from 2 minutes of testing at 100 Hz was divided into 11
blocks, each containing 1024 points. The power spectral density (PSD) was calculated for
each block and the average of the 11 blocks was used as the representative wind
spectrum. Each of the wind components were fitted to the Karman-type PSD function to
determine the representative turbulence integral length scale. Table 1 summarizes the
flow characteristics for the three components. The comparisons of the wind power
spectral density between the two flow conditions (smooth versus turbulent) for the three
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co
omponents ( ,

and

) are show
wn in Fig. 3. The smoooth flow eexposure haad its

maximum
m
at frequencies almost twicce the turbul ent flow expposure, impllying that sm
mooth
fllow had a sm
maller length
h scale to be around half of the turbuulent flow lenngth scale.
Table 1:
1 Wind flow
w characterisstics for the ttwo exposurres

Smooth flow
Turbulent
T
flow

(%
%)
3.0
7.0

(m
m)
0.2
2
0.45

(%
%)
2.88
7.22

((m)
0.12
0.222

(%)
22.8
66.3

(m)
0..13
0..22

Figuree 2: Placemeent of Cobraa Probes duriing free windd speed meaasurement

(a)

omponent
co

(b)
(

componnent

(c)

Figuree 3: Normaliized PSD off the wind fluuctuations
Smoo
oth flow

Turbulent fl
flow
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component

3.4

Bridge Deck Sectio
on Models an
nd Measurinng Instrumennts
In ord
der to capturre the effectts of turbuleence charactteristics (turbbulence inteensity

an
nd turbulencce integral leength scale) on the pressuure distributtion and resuulting forcess for a
tw
win-deck bridge, the sim
mplified cro
oss sectionaal shape of the eastern span of thee San
Francisco-Oaakland bridgee (East Bay Bridge) deckk with the innclusion of thhe traffic baarriers
was
w selected.. The East Bay Bridge is an asym
mmetric selff-anchored ssuspension bbridge
with
w a main span
s
of 385 m and a baack span of 185m (see F
Fig. 4(a)). The two deckks are
liinked togeth
her with 10 m wide tran
nsverse beam
ams every 200 m. The siingle deck cchord
leength ( ), total width ( ), gap width
h ( ) and heiight ( ) of tthe prototype bridge decck are
28 m, 71 m, 14 m and 5.5 m, respecttively (see F
Fig. 4(b)). T
The informatiion on the bbridge
pecificationss was kindly
y provided by
y T.Y. LIN INTERNAT
TIONAL GR
ROUP whichh was
sp
in
nvolved in alll phases of developing
d
this
t bridge, ffrom designiing to constrruction.

(aa) General laayout

(b) Crooss sectionall shape

Figure 4: East Bay Bridgee deck inform
mation
Sectio
onal models at two diffeerent scales w
were tested tto show the effect of inttegral
leength scale to single deck
d
width ratio (

⁄ ) on the aaerodynamicc loading. R
Rigid

seectional mod
dels at 1/36
6 and 1/72 scale
s
of the prototype bbridge weree built and ttested
un
nder the two simulated wind expossures in thee WOW. Tabble 2 showss the ratio oof the
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(

⁄ ) for the different test conditions. It can be noticed that (

⁄ ) was similar for the

case of the larger model in turbulent flow and the smaller model in smooth flow.
Therefore, it provided the possibility to investigate the turbulence intensity effect for a
constant integral length scale to single deck width ratio.
Table 2: Ratio of the integral length scale to single deck width ( ⁄ ) for different test
conditions
1:36 scaled model
1:72 scaled model
Smooth flow
Turbulent flow
Smooth flow
Turbulent flow
0.26
0.59
0.53
1.18
( ⁄ )
Both sectional models had a similar span length which was equal to 3.05 m and
were rigidly mounted in between the two end walls (see Fig. 5). Each model was
constructed out of a wooden frame which was covered by Plexiglas plates. The models
were fixed to supports on each side using a system composed of aluminum plates, pipes
and I-beams. The connection system was devised so that the model section could be
studied under different wind angles of attack. For the sake of this study, section models
were tested at five different wind angles of attack, including -6°, -3°, 0°, +3°, and +6°.
Figure 6 shows how the positive and negative wind angles of attack are defined in this
paper.
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1/72 scaled model

1/36 scaled model

Figure 5: Test setup under smooth flow condition
Surface pressures were measured around chord-wise strips of each model by
fitting pressure taps around each model as shown in Fig. 6. A Scanivalve Corporation
pressure scanning system was used to measure pressures at a sampling frequency of 512
Hz for a period of two minutes for each test case. In order to reduce the pressure tube
length, pressure scanners were placed at the end of the model on each side and each tap
was connected to the pressure scanning system in the shortest distance. A transfer
function designed for the tubing (Irwin et al, 1979) was used to correct for the tubing
effects. Pressures were measured at a total of 104 points distributed around four strips
and at a total of 280 points distributed around six strips for the 1/72 and 1/36 scaled
models, respectively. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the pressure tapped strips along
the span for each model.
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(a) 1/72 scaled model

(b) 1/36 scaledd model
Figuree 6: Chord-w
wise distributtion of the prressure taps around the ssection modeel

d model
(a)) 1/72 scaled

model
(b) 11/36 scaled m

of the pressu
Figure 7: Distribution
D
ure tapped cchord-wise sttrips along thhe span lenggth
3.5

Effects of Turbulen
nce Characteeristics on Prressure Distrribution
In thiss study, the pressure
p
distribution aroound the secction is preseented to highhlight

th
he effect of turbulence
t
in
n the oncom
ming flow on the local prressure changges. The preessure
distribution can
c give an insight
i
on th
he flow sepaaration and rreattachmentt zones (Kw
wok et
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al, 2012; Li and Melbourne, 1995), e.g. large negative mean pressures correspond to a
separation region and maximum fluctuating pressures occur near reattachment zones.
Figures 8 and 9 show the effect of turbulence intensity and turbulence integral length
scale on the mean pressure coefficient distribution, respectively. The mean pressures are
plotted in non-dimensional form by dividing the mean pressure collected at each pressure
tap by the mean dynamic pressure (1⁄2

, where

and

are the air density and mean

wind speed, respectively). All the results presented in this section were based on the
measured pressures at Reynolds number (

) close to 1.7 × 10 , based on the total

width.
From Fig. 8, it can be noticed that higher turbulence intensities bring the peak of
the pressure distribution on the top surface of the upstream deck towards the leading
edge. This was accompanied by shortening of the reattachment length for the higher
turbulence intensities. For the zero and negative wind angles of attack, pressures on the
bottom surface of the upstream deck and across the downstream deck were not sensitive
to the turbulence intensity. For the +6° wind angle of attack, larger negative pressures
were noticed near the transition points on the bottom surfaces in the smooth flow. The
differences observed between the two flow conditions near the transition points suggest
that wind induced excitation mechanisms may alter with the turbulence intensity.
Figure 9 shows the sensitivity to turbulence integral length scale to width ratio
(

⁄ ) for the two flow conditions. In both flow conditions, larger negative pressures

were formed near the transition points for the smaller

⁄ . This suggests that turbulent

flows with similar turbulent intensities and smaller integral length scales resulted in the
formation of larger negative pressures on the bottom surfaces of a twin deck section,
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co
orresponding
g to more highly
h
curveed streamlinnes at the eedges of sepparation bubbbles.
Based
B
on thee results pressented here, the flow coondition arouund the secttion was afffected
by
y both the tu
urbulence inttensity and turbulence
t
inntegral lengtth scale.

(a) Angle
A
of attaack=−6°

(b) Angle of atttack=0°

(c) Angle
A
of attaack=+6°
M
pressu
ure coefficien
nt distributioon, 1/36 scalle model,
Figure 8: Mean
(

= 1.0
0,

),

Smooth flow
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T
Turbulent flow
w

= 1.7 × 10
0

o attack=−6
6°, Smooth flow
f
(a) Angle of

(dd) Angle of aattack=−6°, Turbulent fflow

(b) Angle of attack=0°, Smooth fllow

((e) Angle off attack=0°, T
Turbulent floow

(c) Angle of
o attack=+6
6°, Smooth flow
f

(ff) Angle of aattack=+6°, Turbulent fl
flow

Figure
F
9: Meean pressure coefficient ddistribution,
(

3.6

= 1.0,

),

1/72 scale m
model

= 1.7 × 10
1/36 scale m
model

Effects of Turbulen
nce Characteeristics on Foorce Coefficients
Wind--induced staatic loads on long spann bridges need to be eevaluated foor the

sttructural dessign and to evaluate
e
the potential foor torsional divergence. Larger dragg will
leead to the deesign of larg
ger and stiffeer members for bridge ddeck elementts, cables annd the
fo
oundation. Itt has also beeen shown that
t
static looads and theeir non-dimeensionalized form
caan be used to
o describe so
ome of the dynamic
d
feattures of the w
wind effects on bridges uusing
qu
uasi steady assumptionss (Larose, 20
002). It is thherefore of iinterest to evvaluate the eeffect
of turbulence characteristtics on the mean
m
and fluuctuating forcces and mom
ment coefficients,
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as they can provide an insight on how these characteristics can change the global
behavior of the bridge under wind.
Wind generated loads was measured at a number of wind speeds to capture the
simultaneous effects of turbulence characteristics and

. Measured pressures across the

chord-wise length were integrated over their effective length to capture the mean and
fluctuating forces and moments at each strip location. In order to reduce the randomness
error, results were averaged over the different strips to obtain the effective forces and
moment per unit length. Figure 10 shows the variation of the mean drag, lift and moment
coefficients with

for the different test setups. Forces were expressed in a coordinate

system fixed to the flow direction, i.e. drag and lift were defined in the along wind and
perpendicular to wind directions, respectively (see Fig. 6). In order to obtain the mean
force coefficients, the spatial averaged forces over the different strips were divided by the
mean dynamic pressure and the model dimension perpendicular to the force component
direction, which is the model height for the drag force and the model width for the lift
force. The moment coefficient was also calculated by dividing the measured moment
about the deck geometric center by the dynamic pressure and the model width squared.
From Fig. 10, it can be noticed that the mean forces and moment coefficients were
sensitive to both the turbulence characteristics and

, with the highest sensitivity

attributed to the turbulence intensity. With turbulence intensity increase, drag and
moment coefficients decreased while the lift coefficient showed an increasing trend in
magnitude. A larger integral length scale to width ratio resulted in larger drag and lift
coefficients in the turbulent flow. However, larger integral length scale to width ratio
resulted in smaller drag and lift coefficients in the smooth flow. Different trends were
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noticed in the variation of the lift and drag coefficients with the
higher

increase. While

was accompanied by larger negative lifts in almost all the testing setups, such a

consistent trend was not observed in the case of drag and moment coefficients.

(a) Drag coefficient

(b) Lift coefficient

(c) Moment coefficient

Figure 10: Force and moment coefficients as a function of Reynolds number at 0° angle
of attack
Smooth flow-1/72 scale (
Turbulent flow-1/72 scale (

⁄ =0.53)
⁄ =1.18)

Smooth flow-1/36 scale ( ⁄ =0.26)
Turbulent flow-1/36 scale ( ⁄ =0.59)

In order to investigate the bridge response in a turbulent flow using a wind
simulating facility that cannot reproduce the full turbulence length scale requirements,
Partial Turbulence Simulation (PTS) was introduced by Irwin (1998). This method is
based on the assumption that the flow structure around a bluff structure is strongly
influenced by the small scale eddies and therefore the bridge response under a turbulent
wind can be predicted relatively accurately by simulating the high frequency component
of the turbulent flow at the correct energy density relative to the mean flow (Irwin, 2004).
In cases where the real turbulence features, i.e. turbulence intensity and turbulence
integral length scale to bridge width ratio, cannot be simulated using a wind generating
facility, the bridge deck response can be predicted using PTS approach. The PTS
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approach that requires the similitude of the high frequency part of the wind spectrum can
be expressed by the following equation:
( )
( )

where

stands for model and

=

(
(

⁄ )
⁄ )

(1)

stands for prototype.

Katsuchi and Yamada (2011) proposed a non-dimensional parameter, called
reduced turbulence intensity ( ), based on the PTS approach. The reduced turbulence
intensity can be obtained from the equation below:
=

(

)

(2)

From eq. (1), it can be seen that predicting the bridge response using the PTS
approach requires that the reduced turbulence intensity to be equal between the model
and the prototype. Katsuchi and Yamada (2011) observed that some of the aerodynamic
features of a bridge deck, such as the maximum mean pressure and force coefficient
derivatives, show a linear trend with the reduced turbulence intensity variation. In order
to satisfy the PTS approach requirement which is the similitude of the reduced turbulence
intensity, either the scaling factor or flow parameters should be chosen such that eq. (1) is
satisfied. However, due to the limitations in the wind tunnel studies regarding the
turbulence features and the size of the model (larger model is preferred to increase the
simulated

), it might be possible that eq. (1) cannot get satisfied. It is hypothesized that

in cases that the reduced turbulence intensity similitude cannot be satisfied, tests can be
performed at two reduced turbulence conditions available and from a linear regression,
the intended parameter can be estimated based on the prototype’s reduced turbulence
intensity. Further investigation is however necessary to evaluate the validity of this
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hypothetical method to obtain the aerodynamic response of a bridge under a turbulent
wind flow.
Figure 11 shows the variation of the force coefficients with respect to the reduced
turbulence intensity at two different

. It can be seen that the force coefficients were

sensitive to the reduced turbulence intensity and showed almost a linear relationship with
. The mean drag coefficient showed a decreasing trend while the negative mean lift
coefficient increased in magnitude with the

increase. The force coefficient variation

under different turbulent flow conditions was measured to be as large as 34% for the drag
and more than 100% for the lift coefficient.

(a) Drag coefficient

(b) Lift coefficient

Figure 11: Force coefficients as a function of reduced turbulence intensity for 0° angle of
= 1.3 × 10
= 1.7 × 10
attack,
Figure 12 shows the derivatives of the force and moment coefficients with respect
to the angle of attack, as a function of the reduced turbulence intensity for the zero wind
angle of attack. While
and

⁄

⁄

showed a decreasing trend with the

were less sensitive to the

increase,

⁄

variation. It can be seen that the trend of
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variations was almost similar for the two different
⁄

⁄

,

and

⁄

regimes. The importance of the

on the aerodynamic response of the bridge can be

illustrated from the quasi-steady theory (Irwin, 1977). Based on the quasi-steady theory,
the derivatives of the force and moment coefficients, when combined with the structural
properties in the form of the natural modes of vibration, can be used to define the
buffeting and wind motion-induced loads on the structure. It is understood that the quasisteady theory does not incorporate the unsteady aerodynamic coefficients that are
necessary to define the aerodynamic damping and stiffness of the system. However, it is a
good tool to investigate the aerodynamic features of the structure using the steady force
coefficients only, particularly for the vertical and horizontal degrees of freedom. In all
⁄

cases (

,

⁄

and

⁄

), larger magnitude is associated with a larger
⁄

buffeting load due to the across wind component of turbulence. Negative

can

lead to a negative aerodynamic damping and can result in galloping instability if the total
damping goes negative at a certain wind speed.

(a)

⁄

(b)

⁄

(c)

⁄

Figure 12: Forces and moment coefficients derivatives with respect to the angle of attack
for the zero wind angle of attack
= 1.3 × 10

= 1.7 × 10
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3.7

Effects of Turbulen
nce Characteeristics on Voortex Sheddding
When
n wind blow
ws over blu
uff bodies, uusually flow
w separates at sharp eedges,

leeading to thee formation of
o alternatin
ng vortices w
which are perriodically shhed into the wake
of the structure. Due to th
he shedding of vortices, periodic forrces can be ggenerated thaat can
reesult in vibrrations perpeendicular to the directioon of wind fflow. When the frequenncy of
vortex shedd
ding gets clo
ose to the natural
n
frequuency of onne of the strructural vibrration
modes,
m
signiificant vibrrations may
y occur. Thhese laterall vibrations have a sstrong
orrganizing efffect on the vortex shed
dding patternn which cann increase thhe strength oof the
vortices and couple thee vortex sheedding frequuency to thhe natural ffrequency oof the
sttructure. Thiis phenomen
non is known
n as lock-in. The amplituude of the sttructural respponse
un
nder vortex--induced vib
bration depends on the sstructural daamping leveel associatedd with
th
he structure''s dominantt modes of vibration. IIt has beenn shown thaat eventuallyy the
in
nteraction off the structurre’s motion with
w the vorttex sheddingg tends to lim
mit the maxiimum
am
mplitude off vortex indu
uced vibratio
ons (Blevinss, 2001). Deespite the faact that VIV
V is a
kind of limited amplitud
de vibration, it can be im
mportant onn bridges as it can affecct the
drriving comffort in the sh
hort term an
nd cause fatiigue damagee in long terrm. A numbber of
brridges have been suscep
ptible to VIV
V (Frandsen, 2001; Larseen et al, 20000).
Spectrral analysis was
w perform
med on the flluctuating liffts on the m
models in diffferent
teest setups to
o evaluate th
he effect off turbulence characteristtics on the vortex sheddding.
Figure 13 sho
ows the lift coefficient
c
power
p
spectrral density aagainst the reeduced frequuency
fo
or the 1/72 scaled
s
model in the smo
ooth flow, att −6°, 0° andd +6° angless of attack. IIt can
be seen that the model ex
xperienced a significant vvortex sheddding when tiilted to −6° wind
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angle of attack. The lift coefficient power spectral density for the different test setups at
−6° wind angle of attack is shown in Fig. 14. The peak evident in the fluctuating lift
spectrum shows that the cross section was susceptible to vortex shedding in all cases. The
area under the peak was measured to determine the fluctuating lift coefficient due to the
vortex shedding for each test condition. Table 3 summarizes the standard deviation of the
fluctuating lift coefficients due to the vortex shedding for the different test conditions at
−6° wind angle of attack. Based on the results, the vortex shedding induced fluctuating
lift coefficient was sensitive to both the turbulence intensity and turbulence integral
length scale. It appears that increasing the turbulence intensity reduced the generated
fluctuating lift coefficient while a larger fluctuating lift coefficient was noticed for larger
integral length scale to bridge width ratios.

Figure 13: Lift coefficient power spectral density at
Angle of attack=−6°

Angle of attack=0°
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= 1.7 × 10 ,
Angle of attack=+6°

(a) Smooth flow-1/72 scale (

(c) Turbulent flow-1/72 scale (

⁄ =0.53)

⁄ =1.18)

(b) Smooth flow-1/36 scale (

(d) Turbulent flow-1/36 scale (

⁄ =0.26)

⁄ =0.59)

Figure 14: Lift coefficient power spectral density at −6° wind angle of attack
( = 1.7 × 10 )
Table 3: Standard deviation of the fluctuating lift coefficient due to the vortex shedding
⁄ =0.26
⁄ =0.53
⁄ =0.59
⁄ =1.18
= 3%
= 3%
= 6%
= 6%
0.033
0.042
0.022
0.033
′
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Figure
F
15: Sttandard deviaation of the fluctuating llift coefficiennt due to vorrtex sheddinng for
−6° wind angle oof attack
= 1.3 × 10

= 1.7 × 10

Figuree 15 shows the fluctuaating lift cooefficient duue to vortexx shedding, as a
fu
unction of th
he reduced turbulence
t
in
ntensity for the −6° wiind angle off attack. It caan be
seeen that the

due to vo
ortex sheddin
ng reduced llinearly withh the increasse of the redduced

tu
urbulence in
ntensity. Thee maximum
m difference in

for tthe tested rrange of redduced

tu
urbulence in
ntensities waas measured
d to be arouund 97%. A
Also, it wass noticed that
decreased wiith the

increase
i
for the entire range of reeduced turbuulence intennsities

teested here.
3.8

Effects of Turbulen
nce Characteeristics on Buuffeting Loaads
In thee bridge aero
odynamics field,
f
the speectral approaach is a widdely used meethod

fo
or the predicction of the buffeting
b
response of thee deck. Whenn using this method, meemory
efffects and self-excited forces can
n be explainned reliablyy in the freequency dom
main.
Memory
M
effeect is a term
m used to sh
how that thee bridge exccitation at eaach time steep ( )
depends on th
he interactio
on of the flow
w and the crross section at a time insstant prior too that
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time step ( − ). The memory effect can be described in the frequency domain using an
aerodynamic admittance function. Self-exited forces are generated due to the structural
motion in a wind flow and for a bridge deck with vertical and torsional degrees of
freedom (DOFs), they can be computed from the following equations in frequency
domain (Scanlan, 1978):
∗

=

( ) +

∗

=
where,

( ) +

∗

( )

∗

+

( )

+
/ ),

is the reduced frequency (2

∗

( ) +
∗

( ) +

∗

(3)
∗

(4)

is the frequency of motion (Hz),

ℎ and α are the vertical and torsional displacements, over-dot indicates the derivatives
∗

with respect to time and

and

∗

( = 1 to 4) are flutter derivatives.

Finding the buffeting loading from the spectral approach is based on quasi-steady
theory. Therefore, wind-induced forces at each moment can be appreciated as forces
generated by a steady wind having the same relative wind speed and direction as the
momentary wind. From the quasi-steady theory, the buffeting loads can be calculated as:
,

=1 2
=1 2

where
and

,

, and

(2

+

(2

+

)

)

(5)

(6)

are the buffeting loads in the vertical and torsional directions,

are fluctuating wind components in the along wind and perpendicular to mean

wind directions. In the spectral approach, it is assumed that buffeting loading is a
stationary random process. As a result, eq. (5) can be transformed into eq. (7) in the
frequency domain:
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( )= 1 2

( )| ( )| + (

4

)

where | ( )| is the aerodynamic admittance function,

( )| ( )|
,

and

(7)
are the

power spectral densities of the lift per unit length, wind fluctuations in the along-wind
and wind fluctuations perpendicular to wind, respectively. The application of
aerodynamic admittance function was suggested by Davenport (1962) to resolve some of
the quasi-steady assumption limitations by accounting for the lack of turbulence
correlation spatially at higher frequencies. Larose et al (1998) showed the difference
between the aerodynamic admittance function obtained for a single box girder bridge
from direct measurement and a thin airfoil from empirical equations using Sears function.
It was shown that the admittance function calculated from the Sears function was larger
than the measured admittance, particularly at lower frequencies. The aerodynamic
admittance function for the vertical direction can thus be calculated from the direct
measurement using the following equation:
| ( )| =

( )
( ) (

)

( )

(8)

Eq. (7) gives the spectrum of the lift per unit length of the deck. In order to
consider the span-wise distribution of the unsteady wind forces acting on the deck, the
joint acceptance function is defined to transform point-like load to load on the entire
span:
( )=
where
| ( )|

( )| ( )|

(9)

is the power spectral density of the lift effective on the entire span and

is the joint acceptance function. Joint acceptance function measures the
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correlation between the spatial distributions of the forces across the span length. Based on
the strip assumption, wind-induced loads on each strip are resulted only from the wind
fluctuations on that strip. Therefore, it is assumed that spatial distribution of the windinduced loads across the span length follows the wind spatial distribution. However,
Larose et al (1993) showed that wind generated loads were more correlated than the
approaching wind, between any two assumed points across the span.
Figure 16 shows the comparison of the cross-sectional admittance for the different
test setups at different angles of attack to Liepmann’s approximation to the Sears function
analytically derived for a thin airfoil with a lift slope of 2 (Larose, 2002). The peaks
observed for test results in this figure were due to the vortex shedding. It can be seen that
for zero angle of attack, the measured admittances on the models were smaller than the
predicted value based on the Liepmann’s approximation for a thin airfoil at low reduced
frequencies. However, at higher reduced frequencies the measured admittances on the
models were larger than the approximated value for a thin airfoil. The difference in the
higher frequency range can be attributed to the body induced turbulence for the twin-deck
bridge section.
Based on the measured data, for a constant turbulence intensity, the crosssectional admittance was larger for the smaller model, corresponding to the larger

⁄ .

It means that for the larger ratios of “length scale to bridge with”, larger admittance was
noticed. It can also be seen that, with changing the turbulence intensity from 3% to 6%,
the admittance function at lower reduced frequencies grew while at higher reduced
frequencies, the turbulence intensity increase was accompanied by admittance reduction.
In the lower reduced frequency range, it was noted that
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⁄ governed the admittance

value; for different turbulence intensities but comparable values of

⁄ , almost similar

admittance was calculated at lower reduced frequencies. For the lower reduced frequency
range, the cross-sectional admittance showed an increasing trend with the

(a) Angle of attack=−6°

(b) Angle of attack=0°

⁄ increase.

(c) Angle of attack=+6°

Figure 16: Lift aerodynamic admittance vs. reduced frequency (

),

= 1.7 × 10

Smooth flow-1/72 scale ( ⁄ =0.53)
Smooth flow-1/36 scale ( ⁄ =0.26)
Turbulent flow-1/36 scale ( ⁄ =0.59)
Turbulent flow-1/72 scale ( ⁄ =1.18)
Liepmann’s approximation to the Sears function

In Fig. 17, the span-wise cross-correlation coefficient was used to assess the spanwise distribution of the fluctuating wind forces acting on the deck. The span-wise crosscorrelation coefficient is defined as the co-variance of the fluctuating lifts measured at
two strips separated by δy, divided by the product of the standard deviation of lift at each
of these two strips. A total of six span-wise separations (δy) were analyzed for the larger
model (1/36 scaled model), varying from 0.2 to 1.26 m. For the smaller model (1/72
scaled model), three different span-wise separations were considered, ranging from 0.42
to 1.04 m. From Fig. 17, it can be seen that for a given wind exposure and a constant
span-wise separation, a larger correlation coefficient was observed on the larger model
compared to the smaller model. It was also noticed that for a given model (1/36 or 1/72
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scaled models), the span-wise correlation coefficient was larger in turbulent flow which
had larger turbulence integral length scale and intensity. The first observation shows that
the span-wise correlation of wind forces can be a factor of the model width rather than
being only dependent to the oncoming flow characteristics. This contradicts the strip
assumption based in which the span-wise correlation of wind fluctuations is assumed to
be representative of the span-wise correlation of wind forces. The second observation
was predictable, as it is expected that larger integral length scale should correspond to a
larger span-wise correlation.

(a) Angle of attack=−6°

(b) Angle of attack=0°

(c) Angle of attack=+6°

Figure 17: Span-wise cross-correlation coefficient of lift force at
Smooth flow-1/72 scale ( ⁄ =0.53)
Turbulent flow-1/72 scale ( ⁄ =1.18)

= 1.7 × 10

Smooth flow-1/36 scale ( ⁄ =0.26)
Turbulent flow-1/36 scale ( ⁄ =0.59)

In order to better highlight the effect of

⁄ ratio on the span-wise distribution

of the fluctuating wind forces on a deck, the co-coherence of the lift forces from the
different test setups are compared and shown for a given normalized separation (

⁄ ) in

Fig. 18. This satisfies the required geometric similarity regarding the separation length to
ensure that any observed difference in the co-coherence is solely related to the
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⁄

effects. Co-coherence between two chord-wise strips can be obtained from the following
equation:
ℎ( ,
where

)=

( )
( )×

(10)

( )

is the co-spectrum between the fluctuating lifts at strips 1 and 2, and

is the power spectral densities of the lift per unit length at each strip. From Fig.18, it
can be seen that the co-coherence was dependent on the
corresponded to larger co-coherence.

⁄ ratio, where larger

⁄

However, it can be seen that the turbulence

intensity was as important as the turbulence integral length scale. From Fig. 18, it can be
seen that there was a noticeable difference between the two cases of

⁄ = 0.53 and

0.59, while the ratios of the turbulence integral length scale to bridge width was almost
constant. The observed difference was more pronounced at zero and −6° wind angles of
attack while relatively similar curves were noticed for the +6° wind angle of attack.

(a) Angle of attack=−6°

(b) Angle of attack=0°

Figure 18: Co-coherence of the lift forces for
Smooth flow-1/72 scale (
Turbulent flow-1/72 scale (

⁄ =0.53)
⁄ =1.18)

(c) Angle of attack=+6°

⁄ =1.1 at

= 1.7 × 10

Smooth flow-1/36 scale ( ⁄ =0.26)
Turbulent flow-1/36 scale ( ⁄ =0.59)
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3.9

Conclusions
In this paper, thee effects of turbulence intensity annd turbulencce integral leength

sccale on the aerodynamiics of a twin
n-deck bridgge were evaaluated expeerimentally. Two
models,
m
at 1//36 and 1/72
2 scale, of the
t simplifieed cross secction of the East-Bay bbridge
were
w
tested statically
s
un
nder two flow conditionns with nom
minal 3% annd 6% turbuulence
in
ntensities. Th
he effect of turbulence integral
i
lenggth scale forr a given turrbulence inteensity
was
w studied by
b comparin
ng the resullts from the two differeent models. The ratio oof the
in
ntegral lengtth scale to th
he bridge width on the sm
maller modeel was twicee as of that oon the
laarger modell. The effect of turbu
ulence charaacteristics oon the chorrd-wise preessure
distribution of
o the bridgee deck was in
nvestigated. Also, from the spatial iintegration oof the
su
urface pressures along the
t chord, th
he fluctuatinng forces and moments were obtainned at
various span--wise locatio
ons. The flu
uctuating liftt was furtherr analyzed tto investigatte the
tu
urbulence efffects on th
he vortex shedding annd buffeting loads. Thee results caan be
su
ummarized as
a follows:
1. With high
her turbulencce intensity, the peaks o f the negativve mean pressure distribbution
on the top
p surface off the upstreaam deck mooved closer to the leadiing edge annd the
distributio
on became narrower
n
on
n either sidee of the peaak, for all thhe different wind
angles of attack.
2. The effecct of turbuleence intensitty on the m
mean pressuree distributioon on the boottom
surfaces of
o the two decks
d
was only
o
noticedd when the bbridge was tilted to positive
wind ang
gles of attack
k. It was ob
bserved thatt higher turbbulence inteensity resultted in
smaller mean
m
negativ
ve pressures near the traansition poinnts at the leeeward side oof the
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upstream girder and the windward side of the downstream girder when the section
was tilted to +6° wind angle of attack.
3. Comparing the results from the two different scale models in a given flow condition,
it was noticed that the mean pressure distribution across the top surfaces was barely
sensitive to the ratio of turbulence integral length scale to bridge width. However, it
can be seen that a smaller ratio resulted in larger mean negative pressures near the
transition points on the bottom surfaces. The observed difference in the mean
pressure distribution across the bottom surfaces was more pronounce for positive
angles of attack.
4. Force and moment coefficients were found to be more sensitive to the turbulence
intensity compared to the turbulence integral length scale and
results, with the

. Based on the

increase, the negative mean lift coefficient increased in

magnitude in both flow conditions. However, with the

increase, the mean drag

coefficient showed a decreasing trend in smooth flow and an increasing trend in
turbulent flow.
5. The steady force coefficients showed a linear relationship with the reduced turbulence
intensity. Reduced turbulence intensity is a non-dimensional parameter which
includes the simultaneous effects of turbulence intensity and turbulence integral
length scale and is defined based on the partial turbulence simulation formulation.
Based on the results, the mean drag coefficient showed a decreasing trend with the
reduced turbulence intensity increase while the mean lift coefficient showed an
increasing trend in magnitude. As a result, it is expected that testing at lower reduced
turbulence intensity compared to the prototype would be conservative for mean drag
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coefficient estimation. However, for the mean lift coefficient, testing at lower reduced
turbulence intensity would result in smaller values than that the prototype would
experience. For the given range of reduced turbulence intensities tested here, the
mean drag changed around 34%.
6. Based on the results, the sensitivity to Re was higher for the larger reduced turbulence
intensities.
7. Analysis of the fluctuating lift coefficient spectra indicated that larger turbulence
intensity had a mitigating effect on the vortex shedding. Also, larger turbulence
integral length scale to bridge width ratios resulted in larger fluctuating lift coefficient
due to vortex shedding. The fluctuating lift coefficient due to vortex shedding
reduced with the reduced turbulence intensity increase. It was noticed that vortex
shedding induced

decreased with the

increase for the entire range of reduced

turbulence intensities tested here.
8. The aerodynamic admittances, obtained from the lift and wind components spectra,
were larger for the larger turbulence integral length scale to bridge width ratios. It
was also observed that the approximated aerodynamic admittance from empirical
equations for a thin airfoil body was different from the direct measured value on a
twin-deck bridge. While the approximated value was larger at lower reduced
frequencies, the measured aerodynamic admittance showed to be larger than the
approximated value at larger reduced frequencies.
9. Based on the strip method, it is expected that the span-wise distribution of the wind
generated loads would be only a factor of the span-wise distribution of the
approaching wind speed. However, results showed that the cross correlation of the
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wind-indu
uced loads was
w also a fu
unction of thhe model scaale. Analysiss of the span-wise
distributio
on of the wiind loading showed thatt for a givenn separation length, the cross
correlation of the wind
w
loads was
w larger for the largger model. This shows the
limitation
ns associated
d with the strrip assumptioon in which the spatial ddistribution oof the
wind speeed componeents is consid
dered to be representatiive of the sppatial distribbution
of the gen
nerated wind
d loading.
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CHAPTER
R IV
EFFECTS
E
OF
O DECK DETAILS ON
N THE TWIN
N DECK BR
RIDGE AER
RODYNAM
MICS
Raamtin Kargarrmoakhar a, *Arindam G
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4.1

Abstracct
The significant co
oncern in th
he design of twin deck bbridges is ceentered on vvortex

in
nduced excittations. In th
his paper, th
he effects off deck detaills, such as ggap width, trraffic
barriers and bike path on the aerrodynamic ccharacteristiics of a tw
win deck brridge,
particularly on
o the vortex
x shedding, were
w
investiigated. In orrder to evaluuate the effeccts of
gap width, models
m
with three different gap widdths were teested in statiic condition. The
seelected gap widths wheere chosen within
w
a reassonable rangge of valuess proposed iin the
past literaturee based on desirable aeerodynamic performancce and practtical construuction
k appurtenan
nces was alsoo studied by including thhe traffic barrriers,
isssues. The efffect of deck
bike path and
d counterweiight memberr in the simuulation for tthe smallest gap width. In all
teests, the models were equipped
e
witth the pressuure taps thaat were distrributed alonng the
ch
hord length. The wind induced load
ds were also measured ddirectly by looad cells. Reesults
sh
howed that changing th
he gap wid
dth and inclluding the ttraffic barrieers modifiedd the
prressure distrribution aro
ound the secction, indicaating a channge in the fflow patternn and
co
onsequently a different aerodynamiic behavior. However, tthe pressure distributionn was
a
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leess sensitivee to the incclusion of the
t bike pat
ath. Among all the stuudied deck ddetail
parameters, force
fo and mo
oment coefficients showeed the higheest sensitivityy to the incluusion
of the traffic barriers. Baased on the results, sectioons equipped with the trraffic barrierrs are
usceptible to
o vortex sheedding and the
t frequenccy of the vorrtex sheddinng increasedd with
su
th
he gap width
h increase.
Keyw
words: Twin
n-deck bridg
ge; Gap widtth; Traffic bbarriers; Decck appurtenaances;
Vortex
V
shedd
ding; Force and
a moment coefficients; Aerodynam
mic responsee.
4.2

Introdu
uction
Wind loading is a major concern in the ddesign of loong span bridges due to their

in
nherent low stiffness an
nd damping
g compared with mediuum and smaall span briidges.
Wind-structur
W
re interactio
on can createe different rresponse pheenomena whhich may leead to
sttability prob
blems. Flutteer is an aero
oelastic instaability in whhich the aerrodynamic fforces
get large enou
ugh to modiify the oscilllating frequeencies of thee structure annd cancel ouut the
mechanical
m
damping
d
efffects, leadin
ng to the sstructure faiilure. Flutterr wind speed is
th
herefore a major
m
concern
n in limiting
g the maximuum length too which a bridge can spaan for
a given site. Increasing th
he span leng
gth has becoome viable bby introduciing multiple deck
crross section
ns, as it was shown by
y many reseearches thatt multiple ddeck bridgess had
su
uperior stability againstt flutter com
mpared with single deckk sections (S
Sato et al, 22002).
The
T downsid
de of such cross sectio
onal shape adoption is that multipple deck brridges
su
uffered from
m vortex-indu
uced vibratio
on (VIV) in many casess (Larsen et aal, 2008; Li et al,
2011). VIV happens
h
wheen the vortex
x shedding ffrequency oof flow separrating arounnd the
sttructure is close
c
to one of the strucctural oscillaation frequenncies whichh can create large
bu
ut self-limitted amplitud
de motions. Replacemennt of old brridges with new bridges can
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lead to the design of two bridges alongside each other, with an opening between the two.
Similar to multiple deck bridges, placement of a new bride next to an older bridge can
end up in two or more decks which can interact aerodynamically and get influenced by
each other while being independent structurally.
Previous literature suggests that modifying the cross sectional shape, even by
changing minor details, can change the aerodynamic performance of the section
considerably (Bruno and Mancini, 2002; Fransos and Bruno, 2010; Jones et al, 1995;
Kwok et al, 2012; Nagao et al, 1997). One factor which has been shown to have
significant influence is the gap width. Yung and GE (2008) studied the effect of gap
width on the flutter stability of the “Xihoumen bridge” with a twin trapezoidal deck cross
section and explained that the flutter onset wind speed increased with the increase of the
gap width up to a certain point above which the onset wind speed tended to decrease with
the additional increase of the gap width. Based on their results, the optimum gap width to
improve the flutter stability was measured to be equal to 1.2 times the single deck width.
However, due to cost considerations, the ratio of the gap width to the single deck width is
normally set to be smaller than 1.0 (Trein et al, 2013). Keeping in mind that flutter
stability improves with the gap width increase, it is likely that the vortex shedding
mechanism is also affected by the change of the gap width.
The effect of railings on the bridge aerodynamics has been evaluated previously
(Bruno and Mancini, 2002; Jones et al, 1995; Larsen et al, 2008; Nagao et al, 1997). Due
to the small size of the railings compared to the bridge deck, it was suspected that the
effect of railings simulation in wind studies could be minimal and limited to local effects
on the deck. However, it turned out that the presence and even details of the railings had
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significant effects on the stability against flutter (Jones et al, 1995) as well as vortex
shedding (Nagao et al, 1997), pressure distribution and integrated forces (Bruno and
Mancini, 2002) for the single deck bridges. Studying the section without the barriers also
gives an insight on the bridge aerodynamic behavior during construction. Usually the
deck is built first and barriers are added afterwards. It is therefore of interest to evaluate
the effect of deck appurtenances such as traffic barriers and attached bike path on the
aerodynamic behavior of twin deck bridges to see how these details can change the flow
pattern around the section and whether they improve or worsen the vortex shedding.
In fact the available information on how changes in the gap width can alter the
vortex shedding mechanism on a twin deck bridge is limited. Also, according to the
author’s knowledge, there are only few studies in the literature evaluating the effect of
traffic barriers and bike path on the twin deck bridges aerodynamics. This study evaluates
the effect of deck details, namely the gap width, traffic barriers and bike path on the
aerodynamic behavior of a twin deck bridge. The outcome of this study can benefit the
design practice by: (1) providing information on the bridge aerodynamic response for the
condition that traffic barriers are not in place as observed in the construction stage, (2)
defining how adding the bike path mitigates or improves vortex shedding and changes
wind induced loads, and (3) quantifying the gap width effect on the wind induced loads
and vortex shedding mechanism for a twin deck bridge equipped with traffic barriers so
that the gap opening can be optimized.
To this end, the effect of the aforementioned shape details were investigated on
the wind generated pressure distribution, resulting forces, and force power spectra, the
last of which can shed light on the vortex shedding mechanism. In order to study the
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efffect of gap width, 1:72
2 scaled models of a tw
win deck briidge with gaap to single deck
width
w
ratios of 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0 weere tested unnder a relatiively smootth flow conddition
with
w turbulen
nce intensity
y in the ordeer of 3%. Thhe gap ratioss were choseen such thatt they
reepresented th
he most com
mmon cases that are useed in reality. A larger, 1:36 scaled m
model
of the same cross
c
section was tested for
f three casses: (i) bare ddeck, (ii) deck equippedd with
th
he traffic barrriers, (iii) an
nd deck equ
uipped with tthe bike pathh attached too the upwindd side
an
nd the correesponding counterweigh
c
ht member aattached to the downw
wind side. T
These
teests, perform
med under a more turbulent flow witth turbulencee intensity cclose to 7%, were
co
onducted to evaluate thee effect of deeck appurtennances. The 12-fan Walll of Wind (W
WoW)
op
pen jet faciliity at Floridaa Internation
nal Universitty (FIU) wass used for all the experim
ments
co
onducted fo
or the presen
nt study. Teests were peerformed staatically and the models were
eq
quipped witth pressure taps
t
that weere distributeed along thee chord lenggth. The preessure
distribution and
a the resu
ulting effectiive forces onn individuall decks helpped to clariffy the
nd the section and the vvortex sheddding mechannism for thee two
fllow characteeristics aroun
decks. The effective forcces and pitcching momeent were meeasured by integration oof the
measured
m
preessures and also directly
y by load ceells installedd at the moddel supports. The
reesults from this
t study caan be extendeed and used for the casee of two paraallel bridge ddecks
next to each other
o
with in
ndependent structures thhat can interract aerodynaamically, suuch as
th
he case of bu
uilding a new
w bridge paraallel to an ollder bridge ddeck.
4.3
4.3.1

Descrip
ption of the Experimenta
E
al Setup and Testing Proocedure
Twin deck
d
bridge
The importance
i
of the decck appurtenaances (trafffic barriers, bike path,, and

co
ounterweigh
ht member) and
a configurration (gap w
width) on thhe aerodynam
mic responsee of a
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twin deck bridge was evaluated in this study. The cross section of the “San FranciscoOakland” twin deck bridge (“East Bay” bridge) was chosen for this study as preliminary
studies on the bare deck configuration of this bridge showed that this section was
susceptible to vortex shedding (Kargarmoakhar et al, 2015). The bare section of the “East
Bay” bridge consists of two trapezoidal girder decks connected by a system of transverse
cross beams. Each deck has a width to depth ratio of 5. Trapezoidal girder bridges with
relatively similar aspect ratio have shown to be prone to vortex shedding (Schewe and
Larsen, 1998).
East span of the San Francisco-Oakland bay bridge is an asymmetric selfanchored suspension bridge with a main span of 385 m and a back span of 185m (see Fig.
1 (a)). The two decks are linked together with 10 m wide transverse beams every 20 m.
The single deck chord length ( ), total width ( ), gap width (b) and height ( ) of the
bridge deck are 28 m, 71 m, 14 m and 5.5 m, respectively (see Fig. 1 (b)). The
counterweight member was included in the original design to counterbalance the bike
path weight attached to the section (see Fig. 1 (c)). The information on the bridge
specifications was kindly provided by T.Y. LIN INTERNATIONAL GROUP which was
involved in all phases of developing this bridge, from design to construction.
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(a) General layout

(b) Bridge dimeensions

(c) Cross sectioonal shape
Figure 1: East
E span of the San Franncisco-Oaklaand bay briddge

4.3.2

Test setup
In ord
der to investigate the sensitivity of the aeroodynamic reesponse to sshape

details, the brridge respon
nse was meassured and caalculated in fform of surfaace pressurees and
fo
orce/momen
nt coefficientts. Gap wid
dth and deckk appurtenannces were tthe variabless that
were
w changed
d for differen
nt tests. For each test, a ppressure tappped rigid moodel of the bbridge
was
w made ou
ut of a wood
den frame an
nd was coveered by Plexxiglas plates to reproducce the
crross sectionaal shape and
d provide ro
oom for the pressure tubbes inside thhe model. During
th
he test, two large
l
stream
mlined end walls
w
coveredd the two endds of the moodel to reducce the
en
nd effects an
nd provide a 2-D wind flow.
f
Figure 2 shows a ggeneral view
w of the test setup
in
n front of thee WOW.
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A Scanivalve Corporation pressure scanning system was used to measure
pressures at a sampling frequency of 512 Hz for a period of two minutes for each test
case. In order to reduce the pressure tube length, pressure scanners were placed at the end
of the model on each side and each tap was connected to the pressure scanning system in
the shortest distance. A transfer function designed for the tubing (IRWIN ET AL, 1979)
was used to correct for the tubing effects. In each test, the model was supported by an
aluminum I-beam on each side that was connected to the model with three aluminum
pipes. I-beams were placed inside the side walls and were installed on top of a pair of JR3
multi-axis load cells to directly measure the forces (Drag and Lift) and the pitching
moment generated by the wind. All the data from force scanners were recorded using a
CompactRIO data acquisition system at 100 Hz sampling rate. Both systems, load cells
and pressure scanners, were used to facilitate comparison of the wind effects.

Figure 2: Test setup in front of the Wall of Wind
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4.3.2.1. Model setup for the gap width study
In order to study the effects of gap width, 1:72 scaled models with three different
gap to single deck width ratios (b/C) were tested in the WOW facility. Gap width
variation represented a common range of gap widths that is normally assumed in the
design of twin deck bridges, based on the effectiveness and economy. Three gap to single
deck width ratios of 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0 were considered for this study, as shown in Fig. 3.
The bike path that exists on the real bridge was not included in these tests as it would
have added to the complexity of the interpretation of the results with regards to the gap
width effects. Pressures were measured at a total of 104 to 108 points, depending on the
gap width, distributed around four strips that were located along the span as shown in
Fig. 4(a). A sectional view of bridge models and the distribution of pressure taps are
shown in Fig. 5(a). The length of the model (L) was 3.12 m and the width varied from
0.97 m to 1.16 m, depending on the gap width. Models with different gap widths were
tested at five wind angles of attack, including -6°, -3°, 0°, +3°, and +6°. Positive angle
was defined as the one which moved the bridge leading edge upward (see Fig. 5).

(a) b/C=0.5

(b) b/C=0.75

(c) b/C=1.0

Figure 3: Test setup for studying the gap width effects
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(a) Model seetup for the ggap width sttudy

(b) Model
M
setup for the deckk appurtenancces study
Figu
ure 4: Distrib
bution of strrips of pressuure taps

4.3.2.2
2. Model setup for the deck appurrtenances sttudy
A 1:3
36 scaled model
m
of thee bridge waas built andd tested witth different deck
eq
quipment to
o study the effects of deck
d
appurteenances on tthe wind induced respoonses.
Three
T
deck configuratio
c
ns were co
onsidered fo r this purpoose. The firrst case waas the
co
ondition witth no appurtenance attacched to the bbridge and w
was called thhe bare conddition
(ssee Fig. 6 (a))). The secon
nd case conssidered was the section eequipped wiith traffic baarriers
on
n the top surrface with no bike path or counterw
weight membber attached tto the model (see
Fig. 6 (b)). In
n the third case, the bikee path was aattached to tthe upwind sside of the m
model
an
nd the countterweight member was attached
a
to tthe downwinnd side withhout the incluusion
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of the traffic barriers (seee Fig. 6 (c)). The modell width and length were 1.94 m andd 3.12
m,
m respectiveely. Thus thee span to wid
dth ratio wass 1.6, which is similar too the ratio ussed in
a previous ressearch by (L
Laima et al, 2013)
2
to stuudy the VIV of twin-girdder bridges. Also,
Piña and Carracoglia (200
09) studied flutter
f
derivvatives for C
Carquinez Sttrait Bridge uusing
tw
wo models with
w differen
nt span to width
w
ratios aand suggesteed that span to width rattio of
1.7 was adequ
uate for 2-D
D experimentts. For this sset of tests, ppressures weere measuredd at a
to
otal of 280 points
p
distriibuted aroun
nd six stripss as shown iin Figs. 4(b)) and 5(b). Tests
were
w perform
med for -3°, 0°
0 and +3° wind
w
angles oof attack.

Transitiion points
(a) Mod
del setup forr the gap wid
dth study (m
model is tiltedd to -3° anglee of attack)

(b)
( Model seetup for the deck
d
appurteenances studdy (model is tilted to +3°° angle of atttack)
Figure 5: Po
ositions of thhe pressure ttaps
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(a) Baare deck

(b) Bare deck + traffic
barriers

(c) Bare deeck + bike paath +
counterw
weight membber

Fiigure 6: Testt setup for sttudying the eeffects of deeck appurtennances

4.3.3

f
characcteristic
Wind flow
In ord
der to measure the win
nd speeds, tw
wo cobra probes were placed at 00.9 m

below and ab
bove the mid
ddle point off the sectionn during the WOW testss to minimizze the
lo
ocal effects of the model on the measured
m
winnd speed. T
The average of the measured
wind
w
speeds at
a these two points was used
u
as the m
mean wind sspeed in the calculation oof the
prressure, forcce and mom
ment coefficients. For thhe free winnd speed meeasurement, three
co
obra probes were installled at bridgee height alonng the bridgee center line and were sppaced
eq
qually from each other and from th
he end wallss while the model was not in placee (see
Fig. 7(a)). Th
he ratio betw
ween the meaasured wind speed at briddge height and
a the averaage of
he two pointts at 0.9 m distant wass calculated for the freee flow condiition. In ordder to
th
ad
djust the wind
w
speed for
f the test condition, the ratio oobtained from
m the free flow
co
ondition was squared an
nd applied to
o the pressuure, force annd moment ccoefficients. Data
measured
m
from the Cobraa probes weere collectedd at 100 Hz uusing the saame CompacctRIO
data acquisition system th
hat was used
d for force m
measurementss.
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Wind tunnel tests on bridges are often performed in flows with minimal
turbulence as such flow produces conservative results (Gu et al, 2001; Wu and Kareem,
2012). For the first part of the study which focused on the effects of the gap width, tests
were performed in a nominally smooth flow. Turbulence intensity (TI) and turbulence
integral length scale (

) were measured to be 3% and 0.2 m for the along wind direction,

and 2.8% and 0.12 m for the across wind direction, respectively for this case. The test
wind speed for the gap width effect study was set to 27.3 m/s which corresponded to a
Reynolds number (

) of 1.4 × 10 based on the section’s depth.

In order to generate turbulence and boundary layer characteristics, a set of
triangular spires and floor roughness elements were put in front of the fans exit. Tests for
the deck appurtenances effects were performed in a wind field with turbulence intensity
and turbulence integral length scale of 7% and 0.45 m for the along wind direction, and
6.3% and 0.22 m for the across wind direction, respectively. For the deck appurtenances
studies, the sectional model was tested under higher wind speeds, varying from 9.8 m/s to
38.9 m/s representing a range of 1.0 × 10 to 4.0 × 10 for

, based on the section’s

depth. Figure 7(b) shows the comparison of the wind power spectral density in the along
wind direction for the two test conditions. The 12000 data points measured at each probe
from 2 minutes of testing at 100 Hz was divided into 11 blocks, each containing 1024
points. Power spectral density was calculated for each block and the average of the 11
blocks was used as the representative wind spectra.
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(aa) Cobra prob
be position

(b) Normaalized powerr spectral dennsity
(P
PSD) of windd speed
TI=3%

TI=7%

Figure 7: Wind
W
speed measuremennt
4.4

a Discussiion
Result and
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and Melbourne, 1995). It is believed that highest suctions occur at the forward part of the
separation bubble, with a large negative mean pressure being a sign of a separation
region. Fluctuating pressure shows the effect of turbulence in oncoming wind or body
induced turbulence and maximum fluctuating pressures correspond to reattachment
zones. Knowledge of the separation and reattachment zones can be used to understand the
source and mechanism of the excitation due to the wind flow and therefore can be used to
generate ideas for the mitigation of wind generated excitations. In this paper, mean and
fluctuating pressure distributions were considered in order to highlight the changes in the
structure of the flow due to the modification of the deck details. Pressure distributions are
reported in terms of non-dimensional mean and RMS (root mean square) pressure
coefficients (

and

, respectively) obtained as:
=

where:
data at each tap,

,

=

(1)

is the mean pressure (N/m2) obtained from the pressure time history
is the standard deviation of pressure time history at each tap (N/m2),

is air density (kg/m3), and

is the mean wind speed (m/s) at the model height. In the

following sections, for the mean pressure distribution figures, negative pressures were
plotted outside the cross section and positive pressures were plotted inside it.
4.4.1.1. Effects of gap width
Figures 8 and 9 show the effect of the gap width on the mean and fluctuating
pressure distribution for different wind angles of attack. All the mean and fluctuating
pressure distributions shown for the gap width effects are based on the measured data at
the strip B location. From the mean pressure distribution figures, it appears that for all the
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angles of attack, a separation region was formed behind the windward traffic barrier on
the top surface of the upstream deck. Based on the mean pressure distribution, it seems
that the reattachment length of the separation bubble, near the leading edge traffic barrier,
increased with the angle of attack. For the positive wind angles of attack, it appears that
the separated flow near the leading edge on the top surface did not reattach to the bridge
surface as the pressures remained relatively large along this surface.
For the −6° wind angle of attack, it appears that flow separated just downstream
of the leading edge on the bottom surface due to the observed large negative pressures
over the windward inclined surface of the upstream deck. By increasing the wind angle of
attack, positive pressures formed on this surface and increased in magnitude, implying
that the separation region was moved downstream towards the windward transition point
(see Fig. 5 (a)) on the bottom surface of the upstream deck.
On the downstream deck, for the −6° wind angle of attack, the top surface almost
experienced positive pressures and it appears that the separated flow downstream to the
leading edge on the bottom surface did not reattach through the entire surface, similar to
the upstream girder. With the angle of attack increase, negative pressures reduced on the
windward inclined surface of the downstream girder. By increasing the angle of attack,
larger portion of the top surface experienced large negative pressures downstream to the
windward traffic barrier, implying that separation grew in size with the angle increase.
The large negative pressures observed near the leading edge of the windward corner of
the downstream girder for the −6°, moved towards the windward transition point on the
bottom surface with the angle of attack increase corresponding to a move of separation
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region. As seen in Fig. 8, mean pressure distribution changed considerably with the angle
of attack variation.
Forces and moments induced by the wind flow can be obtained by integration of
the pressures over the cross sectional surface. For the −6° wind angle of attack, the drag
force was created by the positive pressures on the top surfaces and negative pressures on
the inclined surfaces. With the angle of attack increase, the positive pressure on the top
surfaces reduced, till negative pressures were formed on the top surfaces for the positive
wind angles of attack. Based on the pressure data, it seems that the drag force was
reduced with the angle of attack increase from negative angles to zero angle, due to the
reduction of the positive pressure on the top surface. By additional angle of attack
increase, large negative pressure formed on the top surfaces, which seems to increase the
drag. The lift force was mainly generated by the effective pressures on the top and bottom
surfaces. With the angle of attack increase negative pressures on the bottom surface
reduced and negative pressures formed and increased on the top surfaces, leading to the
reduction of the expected negative lift in magnitude. Due to the significant modifications
of the pressure patterns on the upstream girder, negative moments created by the negative
lift on the upstream girder increased to positive values when the angle of attack
increased.
From Figs. 8-9, it is noticed that the pressure distribution on the upstream deck
was almost insensitive to the gap width. However, the pressure distribution on the
downstream deck changed noticeably with the change of the gap width, particularly for
the zero angle of attack. As the gap width increased, the downstream girder became
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more exposed to the oncoming flow and the negative mean pressures near the windward
transition point of the downstream deck increased.
The comparison of the pressure distribution on the downstream girder between
the different gap widths, suggested different flow excitation mechanisms for the larger
gap width (i.e. b/C=1.0) compared to the smaller gap widths (i.e. b/C=0.5 and 0.75). With
the gap width increase, negative pressures on the windward inclined surface decreased
and positive pressures formed on this surface due to the direct exposure to the oncoming
flow. For the largest gap width (i.e. b/C=1.0), large negative pressures were noticed
downstream of the windward traffic barrier, implying that a separation region was formed
in this region (see Fig. 8f) and that the downstream girder was immersed in the wake of
the upstream girder. For the smaller gap widths (i.e. b/C=0.5 and 0.75), the large negative
pressures observed near the windward leading edge of the inclined surface can be linked
to flow separation in this region and possible ventilation of the flow from the top surface
to the bottom surface through the gap.
Fluctuating pressure distributions on the upstream girder also confirmed the fact
that flow around the upstream girder was almost independent of the gap width (see Fig.
9). The observed large fluctuating pressures on the windward side of the downstream
girder were induced by the turbulent flow which was generated by the vortex shedding
from the upstream girder. The wake of the upstream deck affected the separated shear
layer on the downstream deck and increased the turbulence and fluctuations in pressures
compared to the upstream deck.
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influenced by the impinging turbulent flow. This means that the downstream deck of the
bridge model with

⁄ = 0.75, experienced the largest effect from the turbulence

generated by the vortex shedding from the upstream deck. For the positive wind angles of
attack, almost no dependency on the gap width was observed for the fluctuating
pressures.
4.4.1.2. Effects of deck appurtenances
4.4.1.2.1. Effects of traffic barriers
The effects of the traffic barriers on the mean and fluctuating pressure
distributions, over the strip D of the 1:36 scaled model, are illustrated in Figs. 10-11. The
observed differences in pressure distributions between the results from the 1:36 scaled
model and the 1:72 scaled model with the b/C=0.5 gap width can be attributed to the
and turbulence effects which has been discussed in depth in a former study by the authors
(Kargarmoakhar et al, 2015).
From Fig. 10, it can be noticed that the presence of the traffic barriers not only
changed the pressure distribution over the top surfaces, but it also modified the pressure
distribution over the bottom surfaces. The presence of traffic barriers caused a blockage
effect with respect to the flow passing over the top surface of the deck. As a result, the
flow was diverted towards the bottom surface which led to a wind speed increase over the
bottom surface. From the Bernoulli equation, suctions increased due to the wind speed
increase and as a result bottom surfaces experienced larger suctions compared with the
bare section. Based on the mean pressure distributions observed, it is assumed that the
bridge experienced larger negative lift for the condition equipped with the traffic barriers.
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),, Lift

coefficient ( ) and Moment coefficient (

) are the normalized form of the

aerodynamic forces and moment obtained using the dynamic pressure and model
dimensions, as:
=
where,
moment (N·m),
and

=

,

is the mean drag (N),

(2)

=

,

is the mean lift (N),

is the air density (kg/m3),

is the mean pitching

is the mean wind speed (m/s), and

,

represent the deck chord, deck height and the length of the model, respectively (m).

Mean wind generated loads are important in the design of long span bridges, e.g. smaller
drag can reduce the construction costs significantly by requiring smaller and lighter
sections for the cables, towers and the foundation. Fluctuating wind loads are also critical
in the design since they concern the stability, lifetime serviceability and fatigue.
The bridge response under a turbulent wind can be estimated by predicting the
wind-induced loads from quasi steady theory and combining the estimated loads with the
equations of motion of the deck (Irwin, 1977; Larose, 2002). This method yields a set of
formulas for the fluctuating wind loads in terms of the steady aerodynamic force
coefficients and their derivatives with respect to the angle of attack. Equations (3) to (5)
show the equations of motion for a bridge deck under a gusty wind, based on the quasi
steady theory (Irwin, 1977):
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are the bridge responses in the horizontal, vertical and torsional

directions, single and double dotted parameters are the derivatives of the bridge responses
with respect to the time,

,

vertical and torsional motions,
three directions,

,

and

and
,

are the effective inertias of the deck in horizontal,
and

are the effective viscous damping in the

are the effective stiffness in the three directions.

Based on the quasi steady theory, the steady force coefficients can be important
on the aerodynamic damping, aerodynamic stiffness and buffeting forces (Larose, 2002).
Keeping in mind that the aerodynamic stiffness is often negligible compared to the
structural stiffness and the fact that coupling terms are often small, the aerodynamic
damping remains as the most important wind induced effect (Larose, 2002). For bridges
at low wind angles of attack,

is often a positive value that will lead to a positive

aerodynamic damping in the horizontal direction (see Eq. (3)). However, based on the
Eq. (4), the vertical aerodynamic damping is a factor of

⁄

which can reduce the

total vertical damping when it is negative. As a result, there is a potential for galloping at
a certain wind speed when the section experiences negative

⁄

. Eqs. (3)-(5) show

that the fluctuating loads due to the turbulence in the approaching wind (buffeting loads)
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are also dependent to the steady force coefficients and their derivatives with respect to the
angle of attack.
The quasi steady assumption does not consider the effect of the out of phase
components of the aerodynamic forces that can also contribute to the aerodynamic
damping and stiffness of the bridge. The out of phase components result from the
structural motion and can be obtained from testing a sectional model in a dynamic test rig
with at least two degrees of freedom in the heaving and torsional directions.
The quasi steady theory equations are presented in this section to show the
importance of the steady forces and moment coefficients and their derivatives with
respect to the angle of attack on the aerodynamic response of a bridge deck. In the
following parts, the effects of deck details are evaluated on the steady forces and moment
coefficients to highlight how changing the geometry details can change the aerodynamic
response of the studied cross section.
4.4.2.1. Effects of gap width
Forces and moments were obtained both by direct measurement from the load
cells and by the integration of the surface pressures. In order to reduce the randomness
error in the estimation of force and moment coefficients from the pressure measurement,
the average of the measured pressures over the four strips was reported (Fig. 4 shows the
distribution of the pressure tapped strips). It was assumed that the average of the
measured forces and moment over the strips A, B and D were effective for 2/3 of the
model length and measured forces and moment over the strip C were effective for 1/3 of
the model length.
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Figure 13 shows the force and moment coefficients for the model with the largest
gap width (b/C=1.0) at different wind angles of attack. It can be observed that the lift
coefficient obtained from the pressure integration matched very well with the results from
the direct force measurement by the load cells. The discrepancy observed in the drag
coefficient between the two methods of measurement can be attributed to the fact that the
traffic barriers were not equipped with the pressure taps. For the positive wind angles of
attack, traffic barriers were sheltered by the deck and the results from the pressure
measurement and the load cells matched each other well. However, for the negative and
zero wind angles of attack the results from the two measurement methods did not agree,
showing the direct contribution of the traffic barriers on the drag. For the non-positive
wind angles of attack, moment coefficient resulted by the pressure measurement was
slightly different from the measured moment coefficient by the load cells. This can be
explained similar to what was mentioned for the drag coefficient, as for both cases the
difference was due to the fact that the barriers were not equipped to pressure taps.

(a) Drag coefficient

(b) Lift coefficient

(c) Moment coefficient

Figure 13: Force and moment coefficients for the model with the largest gap width
(b/C=1.00),
= 1.4 × 10 ,
Load cells,
Pressure measurement
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Figure 14 shows the effect of gap width on the force and moment coefficients
measured with the load cells. For the zero wind angle of attack which is the most
important wind flow direction, the drag coefficient was almost insensitive to the gap
width increase. As shown in Fig. 8(f), by increasing the gap width from b/C=0.75 to 1.0,
the pressure distribution was modified around the windward side of the downstream
girder. However, the overall drag remained constant and as a result the drag coefficient
did not change with the gap width increase. For the positive wind angles of attack,
increasing the gap width led to a slight increase in the drag coefficient while for negative
wind angles of attack no clear trend was observed. The results for the positive wind
angles of attack confirms the results from Kwok et al (2012) in which it was observed
that drag coefficient increased with the gap width increase. As mentioned previously,
larger drag corresponds to higher construction costs by requiring larger sections for
cables, towers and the foundation.

(a) Drag coefficient

(b) Lift coefficient

(c) Moment coefficient

Figure 14: The effect of gap width on the force and moment coefficients
= 1.4 × 10 ,

b/C=0.5 ,

b/C=0.75 ,

b/C=1.00

Figure 14b shows that the lift coefficient remained relatively constant with the
gap width increase from ⁄ = 0.5 to ⁄ = 0.75 and decreased in magnitude with the
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additional gap width increase to ⁄ = 1.0, for almost all the different wind angles of
attack tested. It was also observed that the trend of the lift coefficient variation with
respect to the angle of attack did not change for the different gap widths, which is in
contrast to the observations of Kwok et al (2012). Kwok et al (2012) noted that the slope
of the lift coefficient variation with respect to the angle of attack had a decreasing trend
with the gap width increase. Smaller lift coefficient slope corresponds to smaller
aerodynamic damping in the vertical degree of freedom, as mentioned earlier.
Figure 15 shows the lift coefficient calculated by normalizing the lift force with
the single chord length (C) instead of the variable total width (B), shown by

,

. It was

observed that increasing the gap width from ⁄ = 0.5 to ⁄ = 0.75 resulted in larger
lift coefficients (

,

) while additional increase to

⁄ = 1.0 reversed this trend and

created smaller lift coefficients. Figure 14(c) shows that the moment coefficient
decreased with the gap width increase for all the different wind angles of attack.

Figure 15: Lift coefficient by load cells normalized to C (
= 1.4 × 10 ,

b/C=0.5,

b/C=0.75 ,

,

)

b/C=1.00

The effect of the gap width on the derivative of the force and moment coefficients
with respect to the angle of attack (force and moment coefficients slopes) for the zero
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wind angle of attack is shown in Fig. 16. It can be observed that

⁄

was close to

zero for the largest (b/C=1.0) and the smallest (b/C=0.5) gap widths. However, for the
⁄

model with the b/C=0.75 gap width, negative
⁄

was noticed. The value of the

is important on the aerodynamic coupling and buffeting forces for the horizontal

direction as shown in Eq. (3). Negative

⁄

corresponds to the reduction of buffeting

forces in the along wind direction. According to the Fig. 16, with the gap width increase
⁄

was decreased slightly with no change in sign.

⁄

plays an important role

in the aerodynamic damping and buffeting forces in the vertical direction. Positive
⁄

attributes to positive aerodynamic damping and at the same time larger buffeting

forces. The moment coefficient derivative with respect to the angle of attack changed
negligibly with the gap width variation.

⁄

has contribution to the aerodynamic

coupling, aerodynamic damping, aerodynamic stiffness and also buffeting forces in the
torsional direction.

Figure 16: Derivative of force and moment coefficients with respect to the angle of attack for the
zero wind angle of attack
⁄ ,
⁄
= 1.4 × 10 ,
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,

⁄

4.4.2.2. Effects of deck appurtenances
4.4.2.2.1. Effects of traffic barriers
Figure 17 shows the force and moment coefficients measured by the load cells
and the pressure taps for the bare deck section and the section equipped with the traffic
barriers, using the 1:36 scaled model. The aerodynamic coefficients calculated from the
pressure measurement were averaged over the 6 pressure tapped strips, similar to the
method applied in the previous section to study the effect of gap width. For the bare deck
section, the forces and moment coefficients obtained from the pressure measurement
were consistent with the forces and moment coefficients measured with the load cells
within a reasonable range. It can be seen that adding the traffic barriers to the bare deck
cross section resulted in a higher drag coefficient for all the different angles of attack,
particularly for the negative wind angles of attack in which the traffic barriers were not
sheltered by the deck. To obtain the direct contribution of the traffic barriers on the drag
coefficient for the equipped deck, the results from the pressure measurement were
compared to the load cells data. It can be inferred that the drag coefficient variations were
mostly due to the direct effect of the wind loading on the traffic barriers.
The comparison of the lift coefficient for the bare deck with the equipped deck
shows that adding the traffic barriers resulted in larger negative lift coefficients. This can
be explained by the blockage effect of the traffic barriers on the top surface. As a result,
the flow was deviated towards the bottom surface and the wind speed increased over the
bottom surface, creating larger suctions on the bottom surface. The presence of the traffic
berries also modified the pressure distribution over the top surface by reducing the peak
negative pressure and increasing the reattachment length. The flow modification over the
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top and bottom surfaces due to the addition of traffic barriers generated larger negative
lift coefficient. The moment coefficient showed less sensitivity to the presence of traffic
barriers compared to the forces coefficients and was mainly a function of wind angle of
attack. Similar to the lift coefficient, the moment coefficient showed a positive slope as a
function of wind angle of attack.
Table 1 shows the effect of the traffic barriers on the derivative of the force and
moment coefficients with respect to the angle of attack (force and moment coefficients
slopes), for zero angle of attack. It can be noticed that the derivative of drag coefficient
had higher sensitivity to the inclusion of traffic barriers. The derivative of moment
coefficient had a similar pattern to the derivative of the lift coefficient. For both lift and
moment, the derivative had a positive value that slightly increased with the addition of
the traffic barriers.

(a) Drag coefficient

(b) Lift coefficient

(c) Moment coefficient

Figure 17:The effect of traffic barriers on the force and moment coefficients
= 4.0 × 10
Bare deck:
by load cell,
by pressure measurement
Bare deck + Traffic barriers:
by load cell,
by pressure measurement
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Table 1: Derivative of force and moment coefficients with respect to the angle of attack
for the zero wind angle of attack,
= 4.0 × 10
⁄
⁄
⁄
Bare deck
-0.46
2.05
0.41
Bare deck + traffic barriers
-2.73
2.68
0.44

4.4.2.2.2. Effects of bike path on the windward side and counterweight member on
the leeward side
Table 2 shows the effect of bike path and counterweight member on the force and
moment coefficients for the section at zero wind angle of attack and

= 2.6 × 10 . In

order to derive the lift and moment coefficients, the total width of the section equipped
with the bike path and counterweight member was considered to be equal to 2.18 m
which was 12% wider than the bare section with 1.94 m width. It can be noticed that only
the drag coefficient changed with the inclusion of the bike path leading to a 5%
reduction. The reduction in the drag coefficient can be attributed to the more streamlined
cross section of the deck equipped with the bike path. Lift and moment coefficients were
almost insensitive to the inclusion of the bike path and counterweight member when
considering the increased width for non-dimensionalization.
Table 2: Force and moment coefficients for the zero wind angle of attack from load
cells,
= 2.6 × 10
Bare deck
Bare deck + bike path + counterweight member

4.4.3

0.61
0.58

-0.16
-0.16

0.04
0.04

Vortex shedding
Flow passing across a sharp edged bluff section usually separates at the edge

points, leading to the formation of vortices around the section. Vortices shedding from
the bridge section contribute to the formation of fluctuating pressures around the section.
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As a result, the section experiences cross wind forces that fluctuate periodically. When
the frequency of the vortex shedding approaches one of the structural oscillation
frequencies, a resonant type response called vortex induced vibration (VIV) happens.
VIV creates large amplitude but self-limiting motions. Strouhal number

is a non-

dimensional parameter that defines the dominant frequency of the fluctuations in the
cross-wind force and is expressed by the following equation:
=

(6)

where, f is the frequency of vortex shedding (Hz).
geometry, turbulence intensity and

is a function of structure’s

. In this study, the vortex shedding frequency was

obtained from the power spectral density of the fluctuating lift force on the section. The
frequency corresponding to the peak evident in the fluctuating lift spectrum shows the
frequency of the vortex shedding (Kwok et al, 2012; Schewe and Larsen, 1998). Three
mechanisms have been distinguished for the vortex shedding from a twin girder bridge
(Kwok et al, 2012). The first and second mechanisms have been attributed to the vortex
shedding from the trailing edge of the upstream and downstream decks. The third
mechanism has been attributed to the impingement of the vortices in the wake of the
upstream deck onto the windward side of the downstream deck. The results presented in
the following sections are based on the measured pressure data over the strip B location
for the effect of gap width and the measured pressure data over the strip D for the effect
of deck appurtenances.
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4.4.3.1. Effects off gap width
The effect
e
of gap
p width on the vortex shedding ffrequency w
was illustrateed by
plotting the liift coefficien
nt spectra mu
ultiplied by the frequenccy against reeduced frequuency
⁄ ) for different
d
test configuratio
ons at zero w
wind angle oof attack, as sshown in Figg. 18.

(

Spectral peak
ks were notiiced for eacch of the tesst configuraations, indicaating that alll the
co
onfiguration
ns were pron
ne to vortex shedding. Itt can be obsserved that w
widening thee gap
width
w
was acccompanied by an increaase in the voortex sheddiing frequenccy. By increeasing
⁄

from 0.7
75 to 1.0, th
he energy leevel was deccreased impllying that thhe fluctuatinng lift

oefficient was
w reduced
d with this gap increaase. This ccan be explained from
m the
co
distribution of
o the fluctu
uating pressu
ure around tthe downstreeam girder aas shown inn Fig.
hat the downnstream girdeer was less iinfluenced bby the
9(f). From Fig. 9(f), it caan be seen th
vortex sheddiing from thee upstream girder
g
and, aas a result, thhe fluctuatinng lift coeffi
ficient
was
w reduced.

Fiigure 18: Lifft coefficientt spectra for the zero winnd angle of aattack
⁄ = 0.5,

⁄ = 0.75,

= 1.4 × 10
⁄ = 1 .0,
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approoximated bufffeting spectraa

Figuree 19 shows the
t variation
n of the Stroouhal numbeer with the ggap to single deck
width
w
ratio ( ⁄ ) for diffferent anglees of attack. It can be seen that thee vortex sheddding
frrequency waas sensitive to the gap width for thhe cases of 0° and +3°° wind anglles of
atttack, showiing an increeasing trend
d with the ggap width inncrease. Thee increase oof the
Strouhal num
mber is of im
mportance as
a the wind velocity att which the resonant m
motion
begins decreases with th
he Strouhal number inncrease. As a result, thhe risk of bbridge
ex
xperiencing vortex induced vibration
n is higher w
when the corrresponding Strouhal nuumber
iss larger.

Figure 19: Strouhal Number
N
as a function off gap to singlle deck widtth ratio (b/C))
= 1.4 × 10 , Angle
A
of attack
k:

−6°,

−3°,

0°,

+3°°,

+6°

The comparison
c
of the effecct of the deeck configurration on thhe lift coeffi
ficient
sp
pectra for eaach individuaal deck is giv
ven in Fig. 220. This is m
mostly usefull for the casee that
th
he two deckss have indep
pendent strucctural system
ms, such as bbuilding a neew bridge beesides
an
n older brid
dge. It can be seen that the peak in the spectra was more ppronounce oon the
downstream girder.
g
As a result, it can
n be concludded that the dominant m
mechanism inn this
caase is due to the impingement off the vorticces from thhe upstream girder ontoo the
downstream girder.
g
Amo
ong all the th
hree differennt gap widthh configuratiions, ⁄ = 0.75
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was
w the most critical one
o
as it showed
s
largger peaks aat higher leevels of ennergy,
co
orresponding
g to larger fluctuating
f
liift forces. Fiigure 21 shoows that thee vortex sheddding
occurs at a higher
h
frequ
uency around
d the downsstream deckk, compared to the upsttream
deck. It is alsso evident th
hat the overaall fluctuatinng lift is largger on the ddownstream deck,
du
ue to the larg
ger area und
der the lift co
oefficient speectra.

(a)
( Upstream
m deck

(b) D
Downstream
m deck

Fiigure 20: Lifft coefficientt spectra for the zero winnd angle of aattack
⁄ = 0.5,

(a) b//C=0.5

= 1.4 × 10
⁄ =0
0.75,

⁄ = 1.0

(b) b/C=0.75

(c) b/C=1.0

Fiigure 21: Lifft coefficientt spectra for the zero winnd angle of aattack
= 1.4 × 10
Upstream
m deck,
D
Downstream ddeck
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4.4.3.2
2. Effects off deck appurttenances
4.4.3.2
2.1. Effects of
o traffic barrriers
Figuree 22 shows the
t effect off traffic barrriers on the llift coefficient spectra foor the
zeero wind an
ngle of attacck. It can bee seen that including thhe traffic baarriers on thhe top
su
urface of thee bare deck,, resulted in
n the formatiion of a new
w peak in thhe lift coeffi
ficient
sp
pectra. Thus, traffic barrriers strength
hened vortexx shedding arround the brridge.

Figure
F
22: Effect
E
of trafffic barriers oon the lift cooefficient speectra
Bare deck,,

= 4.0 × 10
Bare deck + traffic barriers

4.4.3.2
2.2. Effects of
o bike path on the winddward side annd counterw
weight membber on
th
he leeward side
s
A com
mparison of the lift coefficient specctra betweenn the bare ddeck and thee bare
deck equipped with the bike path and
d counterweiight memberr is shown inn Fig. 23, forr zero
an
ngle of attacck. Based on
n Fig. 23, th
he high freqquency part of the specttra matchedd very
well
w between
n the two conditions.
c
However,
H
a difference is noticed bbetween thee low
frrequency paart of the tw
wo conditionss. It can be concluded that the adddition of thee bike
path reduced
d the wind excitation at low freqquencies buut barely chhanged the wind
ex
xcitation at high
h
frequen
ncies.
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Figu
ure 23: Effecct of bike paath on the noormalized lift
ft coefficientt spectra
Bare decck,

4.5

= 2.6 × 10
Bare deck + bike ppath + counteerweight mem
mber

Summaary and Concclusion
The effects
e
of thee deck detaiils, includingg the gap w
width, trafficc barriers annd the

bike path werre evaluated
d on the aero
odynamic perrformance oof a twin decck bridge thrrough
ex
xperiments. Pressures were
w
measurred along thee chord lenggth of the m
models to caapture
th
he effect of the
t deck detaails on the pressure
p
distrribution. Wiind generatedd loads weree also
measured
m
by
y load cellss to capturee the globaal effects oof the deckk details onn the
aeerodynamic performancee of the brid
dge. Three diifferent gap tto single decck width ratiios of
0.5, 0.75 and
d 1.0 were considered to
o evaluate thhe effect of gap width. The effect oof the
deck appurteenances inclu
uding the trraffic barrieers and an aattached bikke path wass also
sttudied by inccluding thesee features in
n the model w
with the smaallest gap width.
From the tests on the gap widtth, the follow
wing concluusions can bee drawn:
1. Changing
g the gap wiidth had a siignificant efffect on the pressure disstribution arround
the downstream deck
k, particularlly for the sm
maller wind angles of atttack i.e. −3
3°, 0°
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and +3°. However, the pressure distribution around the upstream deck was almost
insensitive to the gap width change.
2. From the mean pressure distribution around the model with the smallest gap width at
zero wind angle of attack condition, it can be hypothesized that the wind flow was
ventilated through the gap. This created negative pressures near the leading edge of
the downstream deck. With the increase of the gap ratio from 0.75 to 1.0, positive
pressures formed on the windward inclined surface of the downstream girder similar
to the pressure distribution on the windward side of the upstream girder. It is
hypothesized that for the largest gap ratio, the downstream girder was more exposed
to the oncoming flow and was less sheltered by the upstream girder.
3. The force and moment coefficients showed sensitivity to the gap width increase by
showing a slight increase in the drag and a decrease in the lift. The pattern of the
variation of each of the force and moment coefficients with respect to the angle of
attack was almost similar for all the different gap width conditions studied. The
maximum changes observed in the mean drag coefficient between the different gap
widths was equal to 28%, 24%, 3%, 7% and 8% for the −6°, −3°, 0°, +3° and +6°
wind angles of attack, respectively. The

⁄

decreased around 25% when the gap

to single deck width ratio increased from 0.75 to 1.0 for the zero wind angle of attack
condition.

⁄

is important for determination of vertical buffeting loads.

4. Spectral peaks were noticed in the lift coefficient spectra of the studied cases,
signifying the presence of vortex shedding. For zero and +3° wind angles of attack,
an increasing trend was observed for the Strouhal number with the gap width
increase. Strouhal number increased by about 80% with the gap width increase for
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zero and +3° angles of attack, meaning that VIV can happen for the largest gap width
at wind speeds 45% smaller than the corresponding wind speeds for the smallest gap
width.
5. Vortex shedding was more pronounced around the downstream deck and at larger
frequencies compared to the upstream deck.
Results from studying the effect of deck appurtenances can be summarized as
follows:
1. The mean pressure distribution was significantly influenced by the inclusion of the
traffic barriers. The traffic barriers changed not only the local pressures on the top
surface, but also they increased the negative pressures over the bottom surface, due to
the blockage effect on the top surface.
2. The pressure modifications due to the traffic barriers and the direct effect of the wind
on the barriers resulted in the formation of a larger lift and drag. With the inclusion of
the traffic barriers, the drag coefficient increased around 64%, 52% and 30% for the
−3°, 0°and +3° wind angles of attack, respectively. Also, due to the inclusion of the
traffic barriers, the lift coefficient increased around 63%, 75% and 110% for the −3°,
0°and +3° wind angles of attack, respectively. While these percent changes in lift
seem large it should be noted that the overall magnitude of

at zero angle of attack

is small. Therefore the changes are probably not significant from a practical point of
view. Regarding the derivative of the aerodynamic coefficients with respect to the
angle of attack, only the derivative of the drag coefficient showed sensitivity to the
inclusion of the traffic barriers.
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3. The mean
n pressure diistribution an
nd the measuured loads shhowed little sensitivity tto the
inclusion of the bike path and co
ounterweighht member inn the simulaation of the cross
sectional shape.
t
barrieers enhancedd the vortex shedding arround
4. It was observed that adding the traffic
the section. The bike path had mu
uch less effeect.
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CHAPTER
RV
DEVELOPI
D
NG AN ELA
ASTIC SUS
SPENSION T
TEST RIG F
FOR SECTIO
ONAL MOD
DEL
TES
STING AT H
High RE
5.1

Abstracct
In thiss chapter, th
he requiremeents to devellop a new tw
wo-degree off freedom teest rig

fo
or studying the
t wind efffects on larg
ge scale secttion models in Wall of Wind (WOW
W) at
Florida Intern
national Un
niversity (FIIU) is proviided are exaamined. Thee objective is to
d to study a wide rangee of aerodynnamic effeccts on
design a test rig which can be used
brridge decks including vo
ortex induceed vibration, flutter and bbuffeting. Thhe novelty oof this
teest setup is that it can be
b used to study
s
large models at hhigh wind sppeeds so thaat the
teesting at hig
gh Reynolds (

) is posssible. Testinng at a largger scale is aalso beneficial to

modeling
m
mo
ore detailing
g so that thee geometry is closer to the prototyype. This chhapter
gives the details of desig
gning a systtem that enaables simultaaneous vertiical and torssional
motions
m
of th
he vibrating model.
m
Building such a dynamic tesst rig is desiirable as it can be
used to evalu
uate aeroelasstic effects on
o numerouss structures including brridge decks, light
poles and etcc. The desig
gn is based on
o a sectionnal rig that iss composed of a rigid m
model
nd a set of springs from which the model
m
is susppended. By suspending the model frrom a
an
seet of springss, the vibrattion frequen
ncies of the system can be tuned w
with changinng the
nu
umber of sp
prings and th
he spring sttiffness. It iss also possibble to use suuch a system
m for
performing sttatic test on the model by
b changing the setup sllightly. In thhat case, onlly the
in
nteraction off the wind an
nd section would
w
be connsidered witthout takingg into accounnt the
seelf-excited forces
fo
generaated due to structural
s
mootion. The chhallenges off designing such a
sy
ystem are deescribed heree in detail. With
W the currrent test setuup, the system
m cannot bee used
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The functioonal wind sppeeds of Waall of
fo
or performin
ng vortex in
nduced vibraation tests. T
Wind
W
dictatess a very com
mplicated tesst setup as thhe model shhould be verry rigid and large
bu
ut lightweight at the sam
me time. Also
o, the vibratiing mechaniism includinng the springgs and
model
m
to spriings connecttions should
d be very stiiff and lightw
weight also.. The system
m can
become functtional by red
ducing the Wall
W of Windd workable w
wind speeds, using large rated
sp
prings and building a lig
ghtweight bu
ut rigid modeel at the sam
me time.
Keyw
words: Sectiional modell testing, Ellastic suspennsion system
m, Aerodynnamic
siimilarity
5.2

Introdu
uction
Wind--induced loaads resultin
ng from the complex iinteraction oof the windd and

sttructure can
n lead to larrge amplitud
de vibrationns in flexiblle structuress, e.g. long span
brridges. Thesse loads can be destructiive and resuult in total faailure of the structure ass seen
in
n the Tacom
ma Narrows Bridge
B
in 19
940. Wind efffects on struuctures can be classifiedd into
tw
wo groups: aerodynamic
a
c effects and
d aeroelasticc effects. Thhe aerodynam
mic effect caan be
co
onsidered ass the direct effect
e
of the oncoming
o
w
wind and its iinteraction w
with the struccture.
The
T aerodynaamic effects of the wind on the struccture can be evaluated ussing a motioonless
seectional mod
del under th
he simulated winds. Thee aeroelastic effect is geenerated from
m the
wind
w
effects on the stru
ucture in motion
m
wherrein aerodynnamic forcees and strucctural
motions
m
interract significaantly. Aeroellastic instabiility may occur if the initial deflectiion of
th
he structure under the approaching
a
winds creaates the basiis for diverggently increeasing
deflections. The
T wind-ind
duced loads which are ggenerated due to the struuctural motioon are
teermed as selff-excited forrces.
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In spite of the fact that analytical and numerical simulations have advanced a lot
during recent years, they are still incapable of predicting the accurate response of large
bluff structures (such as bridges) under turbulent wind loadings without some sort of
inputs from experiments. Therefore, the experimental setup remains as a highly
advantageous tool to study the complex effects of wind flow on a structure in motion.
Sectional model testing is the most common type of wind tunnel testing that is widely
used due to its simplicity and proven ability to predict the wind effects on structures
Scanlan and Tomko (1971) were the first to introduce the concept of aerodynamic
derivatives to study the instability of bridges and they used sectional model testing to
collect these derivatives. In a section model testing, a geometrically scaled model of the
structure is tested in a wind flow simulating the scaled atmospheric flow conditions. A
section model is a two dimensional (2-D) section of the body that is built to a scale to
replicate a representative span-wise section of the prototype. The sectional model should
be rigid so that the model mode shape remains uniform over its entire length. Sectional
model testing can be used both to study the aerodynamic and aeroelastic response of the
structure by preventing and allowing the model vibration accordingly. In order to
accommodate the model motion for studying the aeroelastic effects, the model is often
supported by springs at the ends allowing rigid motions along vertical, torsional and
lateral directions.
The sectional model testing is particularly a useful tool to study the aerodynamic
stability of the cross section shape in the initial design phase of the prototype. After
ensuring the stability of the proposed cross sectional shape, the application of the
sectional model testing can be further expanded to evaluate the static and dynamic forces
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expected on the prototype deck. Sectional model testing often preferred to the other types
of the wind tunnel testing, i.e. the taut strip model testing and full aeroelastic model
testing, as it requires less complex models and is less expensive and faster compared to
the other methods. It can also be used to study the wind effects on a wide range of
structures including airplane wings, bridge decks, light poles, tall buildings and any other
structures for which studying a 2-D portion of its span length can be representative of the
entire length.
The current methods for designing bridges considering wind effects depend
heavily on the application of flutter derivatives. Flutter derivatives are used to describe
the aeroelastic characteristics of the bridge deck which can be obtained from sectional
model testing under simulated wind conditions using a forced or free vibration test rig.
Forced vibration technique was developed by Kawashima et al (1963) and was applied to
bridges by Ukeguchi and Sakata (1965) to study aeroelastic instability. In forced
vibration methods, the sectional model is excited sinusoidally in the required degree of
freedom with fixed amplitude and frequency using an external actuator. The windinduced loads are measured at supports by comparing the results from the no wind
condition to the condition that wind is blowing. The flutter derivatives are obtained from
the forced vibration method by identifying the phase lag between the model displacement
time history and the aerodynamic load time history and using the data in the relevant
algorithms. The evaluation of flutter derivatives is simpler from the forced vibration
method compared to the free vibration method. However, due to the complexities
associated with building a test setup to force the model motion, the free vibration
technique is preferred.
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The free vibration method was first used by Scanlan and Tomko (1971) to
experimentally obtain the flutter derivatives. In free vibration methods, the sectional
model is usually suspended by a series of elastic springs to permit the sectional model to
move with specified vertical and torsional modal frequencies. The sectional model is
displaced to an initial position and is released to vibrate freely at a fixed wind speed for a
given time period while the displacements are measured. Extracting the flutter derivatives
from free vibration methods requires implementing a system identification process on the
displacement time histories that are recorded at a number of wind speeds. Several
methods have been proposed by different researchers during the years to improve the
system identification procedure (Brownjohn and Jakobsen, 2001; Chowdhury and Sarkar,
2004; Gu et al, 2000; Sarkar et al, 1994).
Sectional model testing can also be used to study the self-limited vibrations
caused by vortex induced vibration (VIV) (Laima et al, 2013; Larsen and Wall, 2012) in
addition to finding the flutter derivatives for evaluating stability. Due to the limitations in
the size and the maximum wind speeds that conventional wind tunnels can generate, wind
tunnel tests are often performed at

100 to 1000 times smaller than the prototype

.

Recent literature (Larsen et al, 2008; Schewe and Larsen, 1998) showed that results from
conventional wind tunnel testing at low Reynolds number (
what is expected on the prototype at higher
effect experiments in a higher

) can be different from

. It is therefore of interest to conduct wind

regime which is closer to the prototype

range.

In this chapter, the requirements to develop a large scale testing facility are
examined with a view to using sectional model tests at higher

. A design approach for

an experimental setup which is capable of performing free vibration sectional model
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teesting in the Wall of Wind (WOW)) open jet faacility at Floorida Internaational Univeersity
(F
FIU) is given here. WOW is a largee open jet faacility with a 6.1 wide × 4.3 m highh test
seection which
h can generrate up to a Category 5 Saffir–Sim
mpson Scalee hurricane wind
sp
peed (more than
t
240 km
m/hr). The laarge size of tthe WOW teest section aand the high wind
sp
peeds that itt can generaate provide th
he opportunnity to test laarger sectionnal models uunder
laarge wind sp
peeds so thatt the mismaatch in the

can be miinimized. A design apprroach

fo
or a test rig
g which can be used bo
oth for studyying the VIIV and extraacting the fflutter
derivatives frrom 2-D larg
ge sectional models is ggiven here annd the challeenges for maaking
itt to become functional
f
arre described
d in detail. Thhe uniqueneess of this tesst rig is relatted to
th
he large sizee of the win
nd generatin
ng facility annd the largee generated w
wind speedss that
makes
m
it viab
ble to study the
t wind efffects on num
merous structures includding bridges, light
poles and etc.. at high

5.3

comparable to prototypee structure.

Method
dology
In ord
der to study
y the respon
nse of a reaal structure iin laboratoryy using a sscaled

model,
m
similaarity requirem
ments should be satisfieed between tthe model annd prototypee. The
model
m
should
d be similar to
t the prototy
ype geometrrically, kinem
matically annd dynamically. It
iss essential th
hat the geom
metrical shap
pe of the crooss-section oof the protootype structuure be
modeled
m
in th
he sectionall model with
h all the dettailing. Evenn slight moddifications iin the
crross-sectionaal shape, parrticularly at the upwind edge, can reesult in signiificant changges in
th
he aerodynaamic behavio
or. Kinemattic similarityy necessitattes achievingg the same flow
reegimes betw
ween the mo
odel and the prototype. Also the dyynamic charracteristics oof the
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model should be representative of the prototype structure dynamic behavior, i.e. damping
and stiffness.
To ensure that the observed response on the model is representative of the
prototype structure, several non-dimensional parameters should be equal between the
model and the prototype. Froude number (Fluid inertia force/Gravity force), Cauchy
number (Elastic force/Fluid inertia force), Reynolds number (Fluid inertia force/Fluid
viscous force), Density parameter (Inertia force of structure/Fluid inertia force) and
Damping ratio (Damping/Critical damping) are the non-dimensional parameters that need
to be equal between the scaled model and prototype so that the results from wind tunnel
testing can be representative of the actual response of the prototype. Wind loads and
resulting dynamic responses measured from sectional model testing, satisfying the
scaling rules, can be analytically extended to predict the response of the prototype
structure.
With sectional models, gravitational forces do not affect the model dynamics.
Therefore velocity scaling can be selected arbitrarily rather than by respecting the Froude
Number (Wardlaw, 1980). Table 1 gives a summary of the parameters that need to be
equal between the model and prototype for sectional model testing.
Table 1: Table 1 Scaling rules for sectional model testing
Geometry
Cross-sectional shape and detailing
Mass parameter
,
Elastic parameter

,

Structural damping
Frequency parameter

,
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Where,
bridge deck (m);

is the wind speed (m/s),
and

is air density (kg/m3),

are vertical and torsional frequencies (Hz);

and mass moment of inertia per unit length (kg.m2/m);

,

is the width of
and

are mass

are vertical and torsional

damping ratios.
Scruton number (Sc), is an important non-dimensional parameter for vibration
problems which controls the amplitudes of vibration generated due to vortex induced
vibration (Wardlaw et al, 1983). Scruton number is a joint function of the mass parameter
and structural damping and can be obtained from the following equation:

=

4

(1)

The response of the prototype deck due to vortex induced vibration can be
estimated from sectional model testing as long as the similarity requirements are satisfied
and the simulated wind flow is representative of the actual wind flow that the prototype
deck experiences. In order to study vortex induced vibration using a scale model, the
testing wind speed, frequency of the motion and model width should be selected so that
the reduced velocity ( ⁄

), corresponding to vortex induced vibration in the prototype,

can be achieved in the experiments. In the context of bridges, vortex induced vibration
usually occurs at low to moderate wind speeds on the prototype. In a wind tunnel study,
either the testing wind speed should be very small or the frequency of the motion should
be very large so that the range of small reduced velocities needed for vortex induced
vibration studies can be achieved.
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Self-exited forces generated due to the structural motion in a wind flow can be
obtained from the following equations along the vertical and torsional degrees of freedom
(Scanlan, 1978):
∗

=

∗

=
where,

∗

( ) +

( )

∗

( ) +

∗

+

( )

is the reduced frequency (2

∗

+

∗

( ) +
( ) +

/ ), ℎ and

(2)
∗

are the vertical and

torsional displacements, over-dot indicates the derivatives with respect to time and
and

∗

(3)

∗

( = 1 to 4) are flutter derivatives.
To acquire the flutter derivatives, used in the stability analysis of the bridge

decks, free vibration sectional model testing is often performed in a smooth flow
condition. Flutter derivatives are normally obtained over a wide range of nondimensional reduced velocity ( ⁄

). The maximum testing wind speed should be

higher than the critical velocity for the studied aerodynamic instability phenomenon (i.e.
critical flutter velocity). The desired natural frequency of the system for the vertical and
torsional degrees of freedom can be obtained from the highest reduced velocity that needs
to be generated for a particular experiment. The required vertical and torsional stiffness
of the system can be evaluated from the following equation:
=
where

(4)

is the stiffness resulted from the springs,

frequency in rad/sec, and

is the participating mass or mass moment of inertia for a

particular degree of freedom. It is to be noted that
entire span while

is the desired circular

denotes the total mass over the

is the mass per unit length ( = /span length).
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5.4

Experim
mental Setup
p Design
In ord
der to perfo
orm wind tu
unnel testinng on sectioonal modelss, end plates are

ty
ypically attaached to the two far end
ds of the moodel to reduuce aerodynaamic end efffects.
The
T functionaality of end plates is to ensure 2-D
D air flow ovver the sectiion model. IIn the
prrevious reseearches, end
d plates with
h different shhapes and ssizes were uused for diffferent
crross section
nal shapes.

For rectan
ngular sectioon models, Haan Jr. ett al (1998) used

reectangular en
nd plates off height 7 tim
mes the moddel depth whhich were exxtended 2.5 aand 5
tiimes the mod
del depth fro
om the modeel’s leading aand trailing eedges, respeectively.
In this study, two
o large streaamlined end walls were built and pplaced in froont of
WOW
W
to cov
ver the test rig
r and meassurement toools from winnd excitationns. In additiion to
en
ncasing the test rig, the end walls performed
p
ass large end pplates on thee two ends oof the
model.
m
The end walls weere anchored
d to the floorr and togetheer using guyy wires to prevent
motion
m
in thee walls. Figu
ure 1(a) show
ws a view fr
from the upstream of thee sectional m
model
in
nstalled with
hin the two end walls spaced 3 m from each other in thhe test sectioon of
WOW.
W
A streeamlined shape was ado
opted for thee end walls bby introduciing a 1:7 sloope in
th
he upstream edge so thaat the flow sttays attachedd to the wall and separaation is prevented
(ssee Fig. 1(b))).
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(a) View
V
from th
he upstream
m

(b) Top view-scchematic

Fiigure 1: End walls
c
test rig
r was desiigned to be versatile so that it can be used forr both
The current
sttatic and dy
ynamic sectiional modell testing. It can also bbe used to ttest models with
different span
n lengths by
y adjusting the
t space between the two frames. In the prevvious
hapters this space was set
s to be equ
ual to 3 meteers for studyying bridge models withh 3 m
ch
sp
pan length.
a overview of the test rrig for dynaamic tests. Inn order to ennable
Figuree 2 shows an
th
he model mo
otion for freee vibration sectional moddel testing, a set of extennsion springgs can
be used to allow
a
motio
ons in the vertical
v
andd torsional ddirections (ssee Fig. 2).. The
seectional mod
del is suspen
nded from the
t springs uusing a connnection systtem consistinng of
alluminum I-beams, alum
minum pipees and two rectangularr aluminum
m plates thaat are
atttached to the
t two end
ds of the seectional moddel. Figure 3 shows thhe outline oof the
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co
onnection sy
ystems. Threee hollow alluminum pippes are weldded to the aluminum plaate on
on
ne end and are
a connecteed to the I-beeam with nuuts and bolts on the other end to faciilitate
th
he change off tilt angle. The
T hole patttern on the aaluminum I--beam for chhanging the angle
of attack from
m -6° to +6° is shown in Fig.3.

ure 2: Dynam
mic test rig
Figu
The extension sprrings are con
nnected to thhe flanges of the I-beam
m on one side and
o S-shaped load
l
cells atttached to th
he test rig onn the other sside. The S-sshaped loadd cells
to
arre connected
d to the spriings to meaasure the insstantaneous tension forcce in the sprrings,
generated from weight an
nd wind load
ds. The tensiion force in each spring can be convverted
o the corresp
ponding disp
placement fro
om the sprinng stiffness. Figure 4 shoows a view oof the
to
high-accuracy
y S-shaped load cells (L
LCCA) mannufactured bby Omega ccompany thaat are
used in the cu
urrent test seetup.
The number
n
of sp
prings used in this test setup can cchange from
m 8 to 32 spprings
acccording to the required
d stiffness fo
or different purposes. T
The system sstiffness andd as a
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reesult the sysstem frequen
ncy can also
o be modifieed by using different seet of springs with
different stifffness to meeet a required
d condition bbased on thee type of tesst and param
meters
nvestigated. Torsional moments
m
gen
nerated due to the windd are carriedd by the paiirs of
in
vertical sprin
ngs that also
o enable thee vertical m
motions. Thee frequency of the torssional
motion
m
can bee adjusted by
y changing the
t distance between thee two rows oof vertical spprings
in
n the along wind
w
directiion. In-line (horizontal)
(
motions aree prevented by using a sset of
sp
prings and pre-stressed
p
wires conn
necting the II-beams to tthe frames in the horizzontal
direction (seee Fig. 2). The
T pre-stresssed wires cconnect the L-shaped aaluminum piieces,
atttached to th
he top and bo
ottom flangees of the I-beeam, to the vvertical mem
mbers of the fframe
to
o prevent the horizontall motion. Th
his configuraation restriccts the horizzontal motionn but
permits free vibration
v
in the
t vertical and
a torsional
al directions.

(a) Back view
v

(b)Front vieew

Figure 3:
3 Sectional model
m
to sprrings connecction system
m
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Figure 4: S-shaped load cell
In order to perform static (motionless) tests on sectional models, the springs can
be removed from the test rig. Figure 5 shows an overview of the test rig for performing
static tests. Four L-shaped steel beams are added to the test setup to provide a support for
a fixed connection. A pair of JR3 multi-axis load cells are installed on top of the Lshaped beams on each side as shown in Fig. 5. Finally, the I-beams on the two ends of the
models are rigidly fixed to the load cells so that the wind-induced loads can be measured
on the sectional model.
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Figu
ure 5: Static test rig
In thee following section, the design of th
the springs ((for stiffnesss and spacinng) is
given so thatt the test rig
g can be useed to study aeroelastic effects on a twin box ggirder
brridge at larg
ger

regim
me compared to the conveentional winnd tunnel testting.

The bare
b
cross seectional shap
pe of the easstern span of the San Frrancisco-Oakkland
Bridge
B
(East Bay Bridg
ge) deck witth the incluusion of thee traffic barrriers is seleected.
Analysis
A
of th
he lift spectrra from statiic tests deteccted presencce of vortex shedding onn this
seection. Thiss bridge feeatures a tw
win deck cconfigurationn carried bby self-anchhored
su
uspension caables wheree the two deecks are linkked togetherr with 10 m wide transsverse
beams every 20 m. Figure 6 shows a photograph of the East Bay Bridge which was ttaken
while
w
travelliing on the east-bound part of the brridge towardds San Francisco. The ssingle
deck chord leength ( ), to
otal width ( ) and heighht ( ) of thee bridge deckk are 28 m, 71 m
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an
nd 5.5 m, respectively (F
Fig. 7). Tablle 2 gives thhe properties of the protootype bridge deck
th
hat need to be scaled down
d
accord
ding to the scaling rulees, given in Table 1, annd be
siimulated in the
t sectionall model testiing. The infoormation on the bridge sppecifications was
prrovided by T.Y.
T LIN IN
NTERNATIO
ONAL GRO
OUP, which w
was involved in all phasses of
developing th
his bridge, frrom designin
ng to construuction.

Figurre 6: East baay bridge

Figure
F
7: Sim
mplified crosss sectional shape of thee East bay brridge
Tablle 2: Propertties of the prrototype briddge deck
61125
Masss per unit leength ( ⁄ )
Masss moment of
o inertia perr unit length ( . ⁄ ) 347400000
0.003
Crittical dampin
ng ratio ( )
⁄
Torsional to verrtical frequen
ncy (
)
0.30/0.222≅1.4
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The span length of the model was limited to 3 m based on the dimensions of the
test section and to ensure a uniform wind flow across the span length. According to the
literature (Laima et al, 2013; Piña and Caracoglia, 2009), aspect ratios (ratio of the span
length to model width) as low as 1.6 are adequate to ensure a 2-D airflow along the
section model length which can be representative of the aerodynamic response of the
prototype. Requirements of the minimum aspect ratio and limitations in the maximum
span length resulted in the selection of the model width to be equal to 1.9 m, equivalent
to 1/36 scaling factor for the studied bridge deck. 1/36 scaled model was therefore the
largest model of this particular bridge deck that could be tested using WOW. However,
models with smaller dimensions could also be studied using the current setup, keeping in
mind the lower

regime that they would represent.

Scaling rules require the equality of the mass parameters between the model and
the prototype. Based on the information on the mass, mass moment of inertia and
dimensions of the prototype, the mass parameters

⁄

and ⁄

are calculated to be

equal to 9.6 and 1.1 respectively. Therefore, the mass per unit length for a 1/36 scaled
model should be equal to 47.2 kg/m. In order to make a model which satisfies the mass
scaling requirement, the rigid model was made out of a wooden frame and was covered
by Plexiglas plates to produce the final cross sectional shape (see Fig. 8). The total mass
of the sectional model with the inclusion of the connecting equipment (The two I-beams
connecting the sectional model to the springs) was measured to be equal to 163 kg,
meaning that

⁄

was equal to 11.9 on the model which is higher than the targeted

value. However, the damping of the vibrating system can be adjusted to meet the target
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of the prototype. It is to be noted that the totaal mass shouuld include tthe portion oof the
sp
prings mass which is in motion
m
but was
w not conssidered here.

Figure
F
8: A view of the sectional moodel
f
at
a which th
he vortices are shed ( ) is propportional too the
The frequency
ap
pproaching mean wind speed ( ) and inverselly proportioonal to the hheight ( ) oof the
sttructure. Thiis is expresseed non-dimeensionally ass the Strouhaal number:
(5)

=

Spectrral analysis on fluctuatting lift forcces measureed on the m
motionless seection
model
m
of thiss bridge secction showed
d that vortexx shedding ooccurs at a Strouhal nuumber
( ) range beetween 0.146
6 to 0.168, ch
hanging withh the Re, forr zero angle of attack. F
Figure
9 shows the variation
v
of the

with

for the different wiind angles of attack baseed on

th
he lift measu
urements on the motionleess section m
model of the studied crosss section.
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Figure 9: Strouhal number as a function of Re
-6°

-3°

0°

+3°

+6°

Due to the alternating shedding of vortices, periodic forces are generated that
result in structural motion in a plane normal to the direction of wind flow. Significant
vibration can occur when the frequency of vortex shedding approaches one of the natural
frequencies of the structure. These cross-wind vibrations have a strong organizing effect
on the vortex shedding pattern which can increase the strength of the vortices and couple
the vortex shedding frequency to the natural frequency of the structure. This phenomenon
is known as lock-in. The critical wind speed (

) at which lock-in occurs can be

estimated using the Strouhal number relation:
(6)

=
where

is the natural frequency of the structure in the heaving (vertical)

direction.
From eq. (4), the total stiffness of the springs in the vertical direction should be
equal to

. It is known that circular frequency in the vertical direction is equal to:
=2

(7)
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The springs’ total stiffness can be calculated from the combination of eqs. (4) to
(7), as:
(8)

=
is a factor of the cross-section shape and the
performed. For the given bridge deck, the

at which the tests are

value is adopted as 0.15, based on the

measurements on the static tests. In order to reduce the stiffness of the required springs
and use softer springs, one option is to perform tests on larger scaled models (increasing
). It would also be possible to use softer springs either by decreasing the model weight
or performing the tests at smaller wind speeds. For the current test setup, the minimum
wind speeds simulating a uniform flow along the span length using WOW was taken as
around 10 m/s. The scale factor of the largest sectional model which can be tested in
WOW for the given section was found to be 1/36 (

=0.15 m). The total mass of the

1/36 scaled model without the inclusion of the moving part of the springs was also
measured to be equal to 163 kg. From eq. (8) and the given data, the total stiffness of the
springs that can be used to study the vortex induced vibration on the given cross-sectional
shape should be larger than 643498.2 N/m. As a result, the stiffness of each spring should
be larger than 20110 N/m if a total number of 32 springs is used to suspend the model. It
is clear that the stiffness of each spring should be larger than this value as the weight of
the moving part of the springs was not included in the calculations. The information on
the properties of an extension spring made by
demonstrate the spring weight effects on the calculations:
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. .

is given here to

Table 3: Properties of an extension spring made by Sterling Sprigs L.L.C
Wire diameter (mm)
9.2
Spring rate (N/m)
18038
Mean diameter (mm)
33.5
Spring index
3.6409
Initial free length (m)
1.0
Maximum deflection (m)
0.18
Weight (kg)
5.6
From table 3, the total weight of the springs would be equal to 179.2 kg (for 32
springs) and if only 1/3 of the springs’ weight gets involved in the motion, the total mass
that needs to be considered for the spring calculations would be around 222.7 kg. A
second iteration on the required stiffness of springs from eq. (8) results in 879316 N/m
for the total of 32 springs, meaning that the stiffness of each spring should be larger than
27478.6 N/m. One alternative to use softer springs is to reduce testing wind speeds. For
example, by reducing the range of testing wind speed by a factor of 2, springs which are
4 times softer can be used. WOW is an open jet facility and such condition can be
achieved by performing the tests at times of the day that natural winds are small enough
so that they don’t interfere with the test results.
A similar procedure can be followed to obtain the required spring stiffness to
perform tests for flutter derivative identification. The only difference is that for this
purpose, the maximum reduced velocity that needs to be simulated is the factor that
determines the stiffness. From the reduced velocity equation:
=

×

(9)

From Eq. (9) it is seen that the frequency of motion is a factor of the testing wind
speed. A larger testing wind speed is of interest to capture the effect of
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. For example,

iff the maximu
um reduced velocity thaat needs to bee simulated is equal to 7 and considdering
th
he maximum
m wind speeed that WOW
W can geneerate (arounnd 67 m/s), the frequenccy of
motion
m

thaat needs to be
b simulated
d for the 1/3 6 scaled moodel would bbe equal to 5 Hz.

From Eqs. (4)) and (7), thee total spring
gs stiffness sshould be larrger than 163302 N/m.
5.5

Summaary
This document summarizes
s
the methoddology to ddevelop a dyynamic secttional

model
m
test rig that can be
b used in studying
s
thee vortex induuced vibratiion and/or fflutter
derivatives id
dentification of structures at high

regime. Thhe current tesst setup wouuld be

her aerodynaamic and aaeroelastic pphenomena like across--wind
caapable of studying oth
galloping, raiin-wind indu
uced cable vibration, toorsional divvergence, buuffeting, etc.. The
del would be
b suspended from a seet of extensiion springs to accommodate
seectional mod
motions
m
in th
he vertical and
a torsionall degrees off freedom. T
The properties of the spprings
caan be designed based on
o the type of the aerooelastic phennomena undder study. Inn this
document, thee spring design is given for studyingg vortex induuced vibratioon and extraaction
of the flutter derivatives for a twin bo
ox girder brridge deck unnder the higgh wind speeeds of
WOW.
W
The forces
f
generaated in the sp
prings due too the wind lloads would be measuredd and
co
onverted to displacemen
nts knowing the springs’’ stiffness. Inn the case thhat all the sccaling
ru
ules and Scrruton number equality are satisfiedd, the protottype responnse due to vvortex
in
nduced vibraation can be calculated by
b multiplyiing the measured responnse on the m
model
by
y the scaling
g factor. Thee extracted flutter
fl
derivaatives can alsso be used too obtain the wind
sp
peed associaated with instability on th
he prototypee.
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CHAPTER
R VI
SUMMAR
RY AND CO
ONCLUSION
NS
w
done in
n this dissertaation has evvaluated the eeffect of flow
w characteriistics,
The work
i.e. e and tu
urbulence ch
haracteristicss and geomeetry details oon the aeroddynamic respponse
of a twin decck bridge th
hrough a set of experim
ments perform
med at the W
WOW. The cross
seectional shap
pe of the casse study wass adopted ba sed on the simplified crooss section oof the
San Francisco/Oakland Bay
B Bridge. The motivation behindd this studyy was the lim
mited
in
nformation available
a
on the effect off the aforem
mentioned paarameters on the aerodynnamic
reesponse of double deck
k bridges, which
w
are ggaining popuularity due to the needds of
in
ncreasing traaffic. The efffect of these parameterrs was testedd on a rangee of aerodynnamic
feeatures such
h as chord-w
wise pressurre distributiion, force/m
moment coeffficient and their
derivatives with
w respect to
o angle of atttack, and lifft spectra. Duue to the lim
mited size off wind
tu
unnels, it is
i not posssible to sim
mulate

and turbullence integrral length scale

co
orresponding
g to the prottotype condiition in windd tunnel studdies. Also, itt is hard to m
model
alll the shape details on a small scalee model of a bridge section. Results from this study
id
dentify the sensitivity of the aero
odynamic reesponse of ddouble deckk bridges too the
un
navoidable approximatiions associaated with sim
mulating wiind and struucture in a wind
tu
unnel study: i.e.

, turrbulence and
d shape detaails. As a result, this infformation caan be

used to assistt design of double
d
deck bridges. Thhe results alsso include innformation oon the
effficacy of vo
ortex mitigattion devices at different
kind to evalu
uate the

regimes. This docum
ment is first of its

effects
e
on effficiency off vortex geneerators in suuppressing vvortex

sh
hedding in double
d
deck
k bridges. The effect off gap width was investiigated by teesting
models
m
with different gaap to bridge with ratios.. This inform
mation can hhelp designeers to
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ad
dopt gap widths
w
so th
hat the proto
otype bridgee performs better agaiinst aerodynnamic
in
nstabilities. The conclussions from this
t
study c an be summ
marized and categorizedd into
th
hree groups, as follows:
6.1

Num
mber Effectss
In ord
der to evalu
uate

effeects on aeroodynamic chharacteristiccs, a 1/36 sscaled

model
m
of thee section waas tested in a nominallyy smooth floow with turbbulence inteensity
arround 3%. The pressurre distributio
on and aeroodynamic foorces were m
measured ovver a
Reynolds
R
num
mber (

) range
r
from 1.3
1 × 10 too 6.1 × 10 based on thhe deck widdth by

ch
hanging the testing win
nd speed. Th
he studied bbridge sectioon showed ddifferent behhavior
with
w regards to the

sensitivity
s
for
f different wind anglees of attack,, showing hhigher

dependency on
o Re for po
ositive anglees of attack. The highesst sensitivityy was observved at
zeero and +3
3° wind ang
gles of attaack, for whhich the prressure distrribution chaanged
co
onsiderably within the gap region with

inccrease. From
m the force measuremennts, it

was
w observed
d that for zero
z
angle of attack, w
which is thhe most impportant casee, the
maximum
m
drrag coefficieent change was noticedd to be aroound 8%. T
Thelift coeffi
ficient
ch
hanged morre than 70%, for the change in Re values simuulated, but ssince its abssolute
value is smalll at zero ang
gle of attack
k this is probbably not soo important iin practice aas the
drrag coefficient change. Based on quasi steaddy assumptioons and thee measured force
co
oefficients, it can be co
onclude that testing at loower Re reggime is consservative for this
deck cross-seection for aeeroelastic analysis of fluutter, particuularly at posiitive wind aangles
w also no
oticed that Re
R increase hhelped in shharing loadss more unifoormly
of attack. It was
between the two
t
girders.. The peak observed
o
in the lift specctra showedd that this seection
was
w susceptib
ble to vortex
x shedding. Vortex
V
sheddding of this ttwin-deck brridge was m
mainly
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governed by the vortex shedding frrom the trailling edge oof the upstreeam deck annd its
im
mpingement on the dow
wnstream decck. Adding a pair of diiverging vorrtex generatoors to
th
he bottom surface
s
of the
t girders was effectiive in mitiggating the vvortex sheddding,
particularly at lower Re values.
v
6.2

Turbuleence Effects
Two 1/36
1
and 1/7
72 scaled mo
odels of the section werre tested stattically under two

fllow conditio
ons with nom
minal 3% and
d 6% turbuleence intensitties. The efffect of turbuulence
in
ntegral lengtth scale for a given turbu
ulence intenssity was studdied by compparing the reesults
frrom the two
o different sccaled modells, meaning that the rattio of the length scale tto the
brridge width on the smaaller model was twice tthat on the larger moddel. Based on the
reesults, with increasing
i
th
he turbulencce intensity, the peaks of the negativve mean preessure
distribution on
o the top surface of the upstream deeck moved ccloser to the leading edge and
he distributio
on got narro
ower on either side of thhe peak, for all the diffeerent wind aangles
th
of attack. Co
omparing thee results fro
om the two ddifferent scaaled modelss in a given flow
co
ondition, it was
w noticed that smaller integral lenggth scale to bridge widthh ratio resultted in
th
he larger meean negative pressures near the transsition pointss on the bottoom surfacess. The
efffective forcces and mom
ment per unitt length werre calculatedd by integrating the measured
ch
hord-wise surface preessures oveer their efffective lenngth. From the calcuulated
fo
orce/momen
nt coefficien
nts, it can be
b seen thatt the steadyy force/mom
ment coefficcients
sh
howed sensitivity to th
he turbulencce characterristics as w
well as

, with the laargest

in
nfluence attrributed to th
he turbulencce intensity.. The steadyy force/mom
ment coefficcients
sh
howed a lin
near relation
nship with the reducedd turbulencee intensity. Analysis oof the
flluctuating lifft spectra ind
dicated that larger turbullence intensity had a miitigating effeect on
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th
he vortex sh
hedding, as with the turbulence
t
iintensity inccrease, the vortex sheddding
in
nduced lift was
w reduced
d. Larger vorrtex sheddinng induced lloads were aalso observeed for
laarger turbuleence integraal length scaale to bridgee width ratios. The effeect of turbuulence
ch
haracteristics was also
o investigaated on thee buffetingg loads. Thhe aerodynnamic
ad
dmittances, obtained from the lift and wind ccomponents spectra, waas larger foor the
laarger turbuleence integrall length scalle to bridge width ratioos. Analysis of the span-wise
distribution of
o the wind loading sho
owed that ffor a given separation length, the cross
orrelation off the wind loads
l
was laarger for thee larger moodel, showinng the limitaations
co
asssociated wiith the strip assumption
a
in
i defining bbuffeting loaads.
6.3

Shape Details
D
Effeccts
Three different gap
g
to sing
gle deck wiidth ratios of 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0 were

co
onsidered to
o evaluate th
he effect off gap width. It was observed that cchanging thee gap
width
w
had a significant
s
effect
e
on thee pressure diistribution aaround the ddownstream deck,
particularly for
fo the smalleer wind anglles of attackk. Based on tthe pressure distribution data,
itt can be hypo
othesized th
hat the wind flow was veentilated throough the gapp for the sm
mallest
gap width. Ho
owever, for the larger gaap widths, thhe downstreaam deck wass immersed iin the
wake
w
of the upstream
u
decck for the laargest gap w
width. The foorce and mom
ment coefficcients
sh
howed a lim
mited sensitiv
vity to the gaap width witth an increasse in the draag and a deccrease
in
n the lift. Th
he pattern off the variatio
on of the forrce and mom
ment coefficiients with reespect
to
o the angle of
o attack waas almost sim
milar for all cases. From
m the spectraal analysis oof the
liift forces, it can be seen
n that for thee zero and +
+3° wind anngles of attaack, an increeasing
trrend was ob
bserved for the Strouhal number w
with the gap width increease. It wass also
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observed that vortex shedding was more pronounced around the downstream deck and at
a larger frequency compared to the upstream deck.
The effect of the deck furniture including the traffic barriers and an attached bike
path was studied by including these features in the model with the smallest gap width.
The results showed that the mean pressure distribution was significantly influenced by
the inclusion of the traffic barriers. The traffic barriers not only changed the local
pressures on the top surface, but also they increased the negative pressure over the
bottom surface, due to the blockage effect on the top surface. The pressure modifications
due to the traffic barriers and the direct effect of the wind on the barriers resulted in the
formation of a larger lift and drag. Between the aerodynamic coefficients, only the
derivative of the drag coefficient with respect to the angle of attack showed sensitivity to
the inclusion of the traffic barriers. The mean pressure distribution and the measured
loads showed little sensitivity to the inclusion of the bike path and appendages in the
simulation of the cross sectional shape. It was observed that with the addition of the
traffic barriers and the bike path to the bare deck section, vortex shedding was not greatly
affected.
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CHAPTER VII
RECOM
MMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE R
RESEARCH
In thiss study, the effect
e
of flow
w parameterrs (i.e.

annd turbulencce characteriistics)

an
nd shape deetails were in
nvestigated on the aeroddynamic ressponse of tw
win deck briidges.
The
T objectivee of this dissertation wass to increase the accuracy of the winnd simulationns for
brridge experiiments by pointing
p
outt the effectss of aforem
mentioned paarameters onn the
aeerodynamic response off twin deck bridges. In this sectionn some recom
mmendationns for
fu
urther researrch on the work
w
perform
med in this ddissertation aare listed. R
Recommendaations
fo
or future wo
ork include expanding the
t parameteer ranges off the currentt project (e.gg.
raange, turbuleent flow con
nditions, mod
del dimensioons and shappe details) annd improvinng the
faacilities that enable dynaamic testing for studyingg the aeroelaastic responsse of modelss. The
reecommendattions for futu
ure research are describeed in the folllowing sectioons.
7.1

Dynam
mic Tests at High
H

to Study Aeroellastic Responnse

In this dissertatio
on, the effeccts of high

were evvaluated on the aerodynnamic

reesponse of a twin-deck bridge by teesting scaledd models in static condiition. The ddesign
reequirements for a two-d
dimensional dynamic test rig were provided inn Chapter V. The
dy
ynamic test rig can be used
u
to study
y the aeroelaastic response of the studdied cross seection
du
ue to vortex
x induced vibrations.
v
The
T interactiion of the w
wind-induceed loads andd the
sttructural mo
otions can bee simulated using the m
mentioned tesst rig to furtther highlighht the
efffect of structural motio
ons on the brridge responnses. The eff
fficiency of vvortex mitiggation
devices can also
a
be evaluated at hig
gh

to invvestigate how
w the structtural motionns can

am
mplify or mitigate
m
vorteex shedding
g around thee section. Fluutter derivattives can alsso be
measured
m
usin
ng this dynaamic test rig by introduciing an initiaal condition aand allowingg free
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vibrations to investigate the effect of

on ttwin-deck bbridges instaability. Withh the

cu
urrent test setup availab
ble, particulaarly the heavvy weight of the model and the lim
mit on
minimum
m
win
nd speeds th
hat the WOW
W can generrate, the systtem is not fuunctional. Fuurther
reesearch need
ds to be don
ne to make the system functional aand availablle for perforrming
dy
ynamic testss.
7.2

Comparrison of Exp
perimental Results
R
with A
Analyticallyy Obtained R
Results
The vortex
v
shedd
ding generateed loads cann be represeented using sinusoidal fforces

th
hat are relatted to the fluctuating
f
lift
l coefficieent due to vortex sheddding and vvortex
sh
hedding freq
quency which can be callculated from
m the Strouhhal number. T
These param
meters
were
w measureed in this stu
udy using staatic sectionaal models. Thhe aeroelastiic response oof the
prrototype brid
dge can be estimated
e
by
y modeling thhe bridge ussing a Finite Element Meethod
so
oftware and applying thee vortex sheedding loads by a simplee harmonic load as descrribed.
The
T results frrom this num
merical anallysis can be compared tto the results of the dynnamic
teests to investtigate the acccuracy of thee simple anaalytical methhod.
7.3

Investig
gating the Efffect of Additional Shappe Details
In this study the effects of vortex
v
mitigaation devicees, gap widthh, traffic baarriers

an
nd bike patth were evaluated on th
he aerodynaamic responnse of the sttudied twin--deck
brridge. In orrder to exteend knowled
dge on the effects of shape detaills on the bbridge
aeerodynamic response, th
he effect of th
he followingg appurtenannces could allso be evaluaated:
1. Railings: According to
t the resultts of this stuudy, traffic barriers playyed an impoortant
role on th
he vortex sheedding from
m the studiedd bridge sectiion. It is theerefore of intterest
to study the
t effects off edge railin
ngs and theirr details on tthe vortex innduced vibraations
and stabillity at high

.
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2. Vortex mitigation
m
dev
vices: In thiss study, the eeffects of voortex generattors compossed of
two conveerging rectan
ngular platess attached too the bottom
m surfaces off the models were
evaluated
d at high

regime. Several othher types off vortex m
mitigation deevices

including guide vanees can also be evaluateed at high

. This cann help to chhoose

proper vo
ortex mitigatiing devices that
t are effecctive at prottotype condittion.
3. Larger an
nd smaller gap
g widths: gap
g width too single decck ratios of 00.5, 0.75 annd 1.0
were testeed in this stu
udy. Larger and
a smaller gap widths ccan also be sstudied to heelp in
optimizin
ng the gap width
w
for tw
win-deck briidges considdering the aaerodynamicc and
aeroelastiic responses..
7.4

Partial Turbulence Simulation
In this study, redu
uced turbuleence intensitty which is defined bassed on the P
Partial

Turbulence
T
Simulation
S
method
m
was used to relaate some of the aerodynnamic featurres of
th
he studied crross section to the appro
oaching flow
w turbulencee characterisstics. The vaalidity
of the given hypothesis needs to be evaluated ffor a wider range of redduced turbuulence
in
ntensities an
nd for a wid
der range of aerodynamiic and aeroeelastic features includinng the
fllutter wind speed
s
and am
mplitudes of vibration duue to vortex induced vibrrations. Whhether
siimilar behav
vior exists for
fo the self-eexcited forcees mentioned here is ann issue worthhy of
fu
urther study..
7.5

Buffetin
ng Loads
In thiss study, the basic param
meters imporrtant in the ccalculation oof buffeting loads

frrom the spectral appro
oach were measured aand comparred for diffferent turbuulence
in
ntensities and
d turbulencee integral len
ngth scale to bridge widtth ratios. Thee minimum spanwise
w
separatiion length considered
c
here
h
was larrge compareed to the turrbulence inttegral
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length scale of the approaching flow. In order to better capture the spatial distribution of
wind-induced loads and compare the results to spatial distribution of the approaching
flow, it is recommended that tests be performed for a larger number of separation lengths
with a wider range of lengths including very short to very large separation lengths. Also,
the tests could be repeated for dynamic condition in which the motion-induced effects on
buffeting loads can be captured. This would help to identify differences between
stationary and oscillating body buffeting forces.
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